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ABSTRACT
The thesis focuses on the role of race and poverty programs in influencing the housing market in the 1930s. I investigate claims that African American in-migration
resulted in the decline of neighborhood property values in New York during the Great
Depression. I find that contrary to the expectations of economists and government
officials, African American migration initially increased housing values. However,
this premium disappeared as the neighborhood was increasingly settled by African
Americans.
During the 1930s the federal and state governments introduced several programs
designed to help people stay in their homes. In my analysis using U.S. Census data
from 1920, 1930, and 1940, the results suggest that among the New Deal programs
for non-farm households, the Federal Housing Administration was the only program
that had a positive and statistically significant influence on the probability of home
ownership for both white and black households. The Home Owners’ Loan Corporation
appears to have had no influence on home ownership rates. Among the farm programs,
Agricultural Adjustment Administration (AAA) grants are negatively associated with
white farm home ownership rates, but had no statistically significant effect for black
farmers which are consistent with previous findings that found the AAA spurred black
out-migration from the rural south. Mortgage moratorium laws were associated with
an increase in white farmers home ownership rates.
Federal public housing for the poor was introduced during the New Deal. I examine how housing officials selected the location of public housing and measures the
effect of public housing on surrounding contract rents in New York City between 1934
and 1940. I find that public housing was constructed in poor, crowded neighborhoods
with nearby public transportation. My findings also suggest that public housing increased the share of contract rents throughout the city. The magnitude of the effect

12

also appeared to not dissipate as the distance to public housing increased. However,
my results suggest that the early public housing projects constructed by the Public
Works Administration led to greater spillovers in in contract rents than the later
projects constructed by the United States Housing Authority.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction
The housing market was among the markets hit hardest by the Great Depression as
home ownership rates fell sharply and housing prices plummeted. The black population experienced more than their share of unemployment and reduction in wages.
When the New Deal began in 1933, the Roosevelt administration sought to prop
up the housing market and improve the quality of housing with several programs,
including the Home Owners Loan Corporation (HOLC), the Federal Housing Administration (FHA), and the construction of new public housing projects. In the process,
the federal government sought to make the administration of such programs colorblind. I examine how blacks and white fared in housing markets during the Great
Depression, the impact of race and migration on neighborhood housing values, and
the impact of the introduction of public housing on neighborhoods using a series of
new data sets that I have compiled from both new sources and the United States
Bureau of the Census and other databases.
Nearly two-thirds of the households in the United States today are living the
“dream” of owning a home. Yet the statistic belies the gulf between the home ownership rate of white and black households. The 2009 American Community Survey estimates that nearly 71 percent of white households reside in owner-occupied dwellings,
yet only 44 percent of African Americans can make the same claim. This is hardly a
recent phenomenon. The home ownership gap hovered around 23 percentage points
between the two World Wars (see Chapter 3).
The “story” of immigrants arriving to the United States involves the first generation of migrants working to provide opportunities to future generations whom then
assimilate into the American culture. In many ways, African Americans possessed

14

similar characteristics to immigrants at the advent of World War I. Many African
American men were typically employed as share croppers and manual laborers in
their states of birth. When they moved into northern cities, they were typically
employed in labor-intensive industries.
Despite the fact that few African American’s were employed in white-collar and
professional occupations, the endowment difference between whites and blacks cannot
fully explain the difference in the home ownership rate of the period (Collins and
Margo, 2001, 2011). Neither can the initial endowment differences explain why the
gap has persisted for nearly a century when many of the previous waves of immigrants
have long since fully assimilated into American culture. To answer this question, it
is necessary to have a better understanding of the relationship of race and housing
markets at the turn of the 20th century.
As African Americans began to migrate from the South during World War I to
pursue economic opportunities, whites were increasingly concerned over the effect
they would have in cities. Neighborhood associations were concerned that African
Americans would lead to a marked decline in housing values. To raise “awareness” of
the growing threat of African American migration, organizations such as The United
Welfare Association distributed pamphlets that stated bluntly, “DO YOU REALIZE
that at any time you are liable to suffer an irreparable loss, due to the coming of
NEGROES into the block in which you live or in which you own property?” (Gordon,
2008, p. 70).
Bowing to the growing concern about the influence of African American’s “infiltration” on white communities, several cities including Saint Louis, MO; Baltimore,
MD; Louisville, KY; and Winston-Salem, NC passed racial zoning ordinances in the
1910s.1 These ordinances were designed to prohibit African Americans from purchasing properties in predominantly white neighborhoods and vice versa. While the
1

Myrdal (1944, pp. 623–624) lists Baltimore, MD as the first example of racial zoning ordinances
in 1910.
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ordinances were found unconstitutional in 1917, the ruling did not result in the elimination of discrimination in the housing market (Gordon, 2008, pp. 70 – 71).
Racial restrictive covenants were an alternative mechanism to the racial zoning
ordinances. Brooks (2002) defines the restrictive covenants as “mutual agreements
among property owners to prohibit sales, rentals, use or occupancy of their properties
to persons of specified races, religions, ethnicities or nationalities.” These covenants
were typically created by property owners who were concerned about the “infiltration
of undesirables” into their neighborhoods. However, courts occasionally found these
agreements unenforcable, although typically only in cases in which several households
in a neighborhood did not sign the covenant. Estimates vary on how widespread the
covenants were in many cities. The coverage in Chicago was estimated at up to
85% of the city, while studies suggested that 50% of new housing developments in
the Queens borough of New York and 80% of new developments in Saint Louis were
covered under restrictive deed covenants (Brooks, 2002; Dean, 1947; Gordon, 2008).
It was not until Shelley v. Kraemer in 1948 that the Supreme Court ruled that states
could not enforce racial restrictive covenants (Gordon, 2008, p. 69).2
Homer Hoyt, an economist for the Federal Housing Administration, argued in
his 1939 book, The Structure and Growth of Residential Neighborhoods in American
Cities that the influence of African Americans tend to have a “depressing effect upon
land values.” Chapter 2, entitled “The Impact of African American Migration on
Housing in New York City” explores the claim on whether the migration of African
Americans into a neighborhood had the deleterious influence on housing values suggested by the myriad of real estate agents, economists, and financial institutions of
the period.
I examine the influence of African American in-migration on housing values using a
2

Brooks (2011) suggests that the covenants themselves were not unconstitutional, only the state’s
enforcement of the restrictive covenants. Therefore the covenants, although legally unenforceable,
persisted in the housing market to maintain segregation.
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data set from the 1938 City Survey of New York City conducted by the Home Owners’
Loan Corporation. As migration decisions are endogenous, I use a 5% sample of the
1930 United States Census to construct an instrument that combines information on
outflows of black migrants from other states to New York with neighborhood-level
data on the birth states of African Americans living in New York City. The strength
of this instrument comes from the propensity for people to migrate to areas with
pre-existing populations of their peers. The data also exhibits evidence of spatial
dependence, therefore I use a spatial two-stage least squares estimator described in
Anselin and Lozano-Gracia (2008).
The results show that initially, African American in-migration led to an increase
in the housing values in New York City during the Great Depression. Only after
African Americans in a neighborhood exceeded a third of the population did housing
values begin to decline. This result suggests that neighborhoods began to ”tip” at
this threshold as whites left the neighborhood. Gunnar Myrdal argued that ”tipping”
was a vicious cycle,
“When a few Negro families do come into a white neighborhood, some
more white families move away. Other Negroes hasten to take their places,
because the existing Negro neighborhoods are overcrowded due to segregation. This constant movement of Negroes into white neighborhoods makes
the bulk of the white residents feel that their neighborhood is doomed to
be predominantly Negro, and they move out – with their attitudes against
the Negro reinforced. Yet if there were no segregation, this wholesale invasion would not have occurred. But because it does occur, segregational
attitudes are increased, and the vigilant pressure to stall the Negroes at
the borderline is kept up” (Myrdal, 1944, p. 623).
The Great Depression was also a period of increased involvement in the housing market by the federal government. While farm mortgage loans were available
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since 1916, most involvement by the federal government in the housing market began
with the housing market collapse during the Great Depression. Several programs,
including the FHA, the HOLC, and the Housing Division within the Public Works
Administration, were created as part of President Roosevelt’s New Deal.
Each program was developed to assist different aspects of the housing market. The
Federal Housing Administration was established to increase liquidity in the financial
market by lowering the risk for financial institutions to lend by providing mortgage
insurance for one-to-four family dwellings. Under the supervision of the Federal Home
Loan Bank Board (FHLBB), the HOLC was responsible for refinancing mortgages in
danger of foreclosure. The Housing Division within the Public Works Administration
was created in order to provide loans and oversee the construction of public housing
projects.
For farmers, the Emergency Farm Mortgage Act of 1933 was established to assist
farmers who became delinquent on their loans while the Agricultural Adjustment Act
was passed to help farmers by raising food commodity prices. States also passed mortgage moratoria laws which either restricted mortgages from foreclosure or lengthened
the foreclosure period. In addition, President Roosevelt signed The Bankhead-Jones
Farm Tenant Act of 1937 which created the Farm Security Administration to reduce
persistent poverty in rural areas.
The goals of these programs were to improve market conditions for everyone, yet
several researchers have argued that the federal government implemented racially
discriminatory practices as part of their policies. Charles Abrams wrote in Forbidden
Neighbors that the FHA “set itself up as the protector of the all-white neighborhood.
It sent its agents into the field to keep Negroes and other minorities from buying
homes in white neighborhoods. It exerted pressure against builders who dared to
build for minorities, and against lenders willing to lend on mortgages” (Abrams,
1955, pp. 229–230).
The Agricultural Adjustment Administration (AAA) has also been targeted by
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critics who have argued that it was detrimental to African American farmers. As the
goal of the AAA was to raise commodity prices, including for cotton, by placing limits
on production and providing subsidies to not produce crops, it seems inevitable that
share and crop tenants would be displaced. Both Myrdal (1944, p. 257) states that
many landlords did not pass on the subsidies to African American tenants. Moreover
Whatley (1983) and Myrdal (1944, pp. 259–261) argue that the AAA also provided
increased incentives to mechanize southern cotton plantations.
I explore these claims in my third chapter entitled, “The New Deal, Race, and
Housing in the 1930s.” The analysis sheds light on these issues by examining the
role of federal spending on households’ tenure choice, the values of owner-occupied
dwellings, and contract rents. I use a dataset which consists of a pseudo-panel of
households compiled from repeated cross-sections of the 1% sample of the Integrated
Public-Use Microdata Series (IPUMS) from 1920 through 1940. This data is matched
to information on government programs and market-level characteristics for 460 U.S.
housing markets. The effects of government programs on rents and housing values
are estimated after controlling for selection into renting or owning using a two-step
Heckman selection model.
My findings suggest that among the New Deal programs geared towards nonfarm households, the FHA was the only program that had a positive and statistically
significant influence on the probability of home ownership for both white and black
households. The net effect among white households exceeds the results found for black
households, which lends support to the hypothesis that the FHA had discriminated
against black homeowners. However, the positive effect on black home ownership is
a far cry from the effect on home ownership suggested by Abrams (1955).
Programs such as the HOLC appear to have had little statistically significant effects on home ownership rates. This counters previous findings of both Courtemanche
and Snowden (Forthcoming) and Fishback et al. (Forthcoming) which find that the
HOLC had a positive influence on home ownership rates, although these findings were
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limited areas outside of the largest cities.
Among the farm programs, AAA grants are negatively associated with the home
ownership rates among white farmers, but they had no statistically significant effect on
the rate for black farmers. The results appear to be consistent with previous findings
which had shown that the AAA spurred tenant displacement and black out-migration
from the rural south. However, the grants appeared to have led to a subsequent decline
in owner-occupied properties while subsequently increasing contract rents for both
black and white farmers. Mortgage moratorium laws were associated with an increase
in white farmers’ home ownership rates. Consistent with the idea that swing states
appeared to cater to farmers, this effect suggests that farmers played an important
role in developing New Deal policy during the Great Depression.
Out of the programs that were created during the Great Depression, the introduction of public housing has been one of the most controversial. A myriad of recent
papers including Hartley (2010) and Shester (2010) have found public housing is
associated with higher crime rates and worse health outcomes in the modern era.
However, it is not clear that the first public housing projects had the same effect
on the surrounding community. Housing conditions for low-income families during
the 19th and the first few decades of the 20th were generally poor. Wood (1919, pp.
7–9) argues that as many as a third of all families across the United States resided
in housing that was overcrowded and had insufficient light and water. She argued
that many dwellings were also dilapidated and were prone to fire. Several cholera
epidemics occurred in 1832, 1849, and again in 1852 in lower Manhattan as a result
of crowded living conditions.
President Roosevelt signed the National Industrial Recovery Act in 1933 among
many changes, this law authorized the Public Works Administration to provide funds
for low-cost and slum clearance projects (Committee on Banking and Currency, 1950).
This extended an earlier program under the direction of the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation to provide loans to private limited-dividend corporations and to use
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state oversight to construct low-cost housing to the poor. As this earlier program was
largely unsuccessful, the PWA began to directly manage and construct public housing
projects in cities across the United States. With the creation of the United States
Housing Authority (USHA) in 1937, the federal government was firmly entrenched in
the creation of public housing for low income households.
The housing projects were not created to increase the housing supply within in
a city, but rather as part of a general attempt to clear out cities’ slums. The first
public housing projects were typically designed to significantly improve the living
conditions of low-income households. These projects have often been looked upon as a
success and indeed several of the housing projects have ended up on local preservation
commissions as historic landmarks (see Landmarks Preservation Commission (2003)).
However, the USHA was increasingly concerned about the construction costs of these
housing projects. Plunz (1990, pp. 237–238) states that to reduce costs in the Red
Hook Houses, the first USHA project in New York City,
“the buildings underwent three stages of revision. The result was a reduction of the gross floor area per room from 221 square feet to 172 square
feet, justified as an elimination of ‘waste space.’ Each apartment was allotted one closet with a door; curtains were installed on the remaining
closets. No interior doors were permitted to separate kitchens from living
areas. Plaster lath and studs were used instead of masonry for many of
the interior partitions. Although elevator service was considered necessary because of the six-story height of the buildings, stops on the second,
fourth, and sixth floors were omitted. ... Previously, innovative philanthropic projects had always aimed at improving housing standards. Red
Hook reversed this trend for the next two decades of philanthropy in New
York City.”
In the fourth chapter, “Built with Good Intentions? An Examination of Public
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Housing Projects on Local Communities,” I explore how housing officials selected the
location of public housing and then measure the effect of public housing on surrounding contract rents in New York City between 1934 and 1940. I constructed a unique
data set of public housing projects in New York City and combine it with census
tract-level data from the 1934 Real Property Inventory of New York City and the
1940 United States Census, the latter I had obtained from the National Historical
Geographic Information System (NHGIS).
To determine how officials selected the locations of public housing, I ran several
probit models and explored the average marginal effects across boroughs. In addition,
I ran a series of hedonic models incorporating “locational heterogeneity”, described
in Páez, Uchida, and Miyamoto (2002), to explore the influence of public housing on
the distribution of contract rents in the surrounding communities. These model use
a locally-linear estimator similar to Geographically Weighted Regressions, but they
also allow the bandwidth to vary for each location.
I find that public housing in New York City was constructed in crowded neighborhoods in which families typically shared restroom facilities. Moreover, public housing
was targeted in neighborhoods whose residents were largely reliant on public transportation. Building in neighborhoods with low property values appears to have been
a relevant, but not an overwhelming factor. My findings also suggest that public
housing increased the share of contract rents throughout the city. The magnitude of
the effect also appeared to not dissipate as the distance to public housing increased.
However, my results suggest that the early public housing projects constructed by the
Public Works Administration led to greater spillovers in contract rents than the later
projects constructed by the United States Housing Authority. This may indicate that
the cost-cutting measures of the USHA and future housing authorities paved the way
for the eventual decline of public housing in cities.
Two of the chapters in my thesis explore housing and racial issues by using New
York City as a case study. The housing dynamics within New York City are unique
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among cities within the United States, yet they provide more than anecdotal evidence
of the influence of public housing and segregation in New York City. New York was
one of the major cities that attracted African Americans during the Great Migration.
Harlem became the unofficial “Negro” capital of the world and was largely responsible
for the creation and revival of African American culture during the first half of the
twentieth century. This large wave of African American migrants therefore allowed
me to have a measurable population of African Americans in the 1930 U.S. Census in
which to construct a valid instrument to measure the influence of African American
migration on housing values. While it is plausible that the effects are heterogenous
across cities, many cities across the United States suffered from racial segregation
and race riots during the period, therefore I would not be surprised that the results
of African American migration elsewhere were similar.
Further, New York provides a unique case-study to understand the early dynamics
of Public Housing on local communities. Through the passage of a limited-dividend
housing law and the creation of a state housing board, New York was in an easier
position to negotiate for public housing loans and grants. Therefore it should be
no surprise that three of the first publicly funded housing projects were located in
New York City. The eagerness of public officials to bring public housing into the city
allowed me to use a large dataset that allows an easier exploration of how officials
constructed public housing as well as a better understanding of the influence of this
housing on the surrounding community. The experience of New York, however, does
not appear to be the same in other cities, such as Los Angeles, which was much
more hostile to public housing. Therefore it will be necessary to explore several cities
to understand the wider landscape of influence of public housing across the United
States.
My thesis highlights that despite similarities of the experience of African Americans and foreign immigrants, the history of African Americans in the housing market
differs. They faced many restrictions on where they could live through a variety of
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racial ordinances, restrictive covenants, and just plain harassment and discrimination. As they moved into cities, they were forced to live in crowded conditions. As
their swelling populations eventually spilled over into the neighboring communities,
white families began to flee further and further from the central city. This may also
have been indirectly influenced by the policies of the federal government to promote
homogenous neighborhoods through selective mortgage insurance policies and by segregating families by race in public housing. The white flight to the suburbs may also
have pushed more jobs to the suburbs, leading to African Americans increasingly
being unable to find job opportunities. These factors could certainly have led to
persistence of the gap in home ownership over the last century.
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CHAPTER 2

The Impact of African American Migration on
Housing in New York City Neighborhoods
during the Great Depression
2.1

Introduction

The Great Migration of World War I altered the composition of many cities as African
Americans migrated en masse out of the rural South in the second and third decades
of the 20th century. This shift prompted cities to explore the use of racial zoning laws
and race-restrictive deed covenants to prevent black households from spreading into
white neighborhoods. While black households often resided in lower valued neighborhoods after controlling for observed housing characteristics (see Cutler, Glaeser, and
Vigdor, 1999; Collins and Margo, 2003), little work has explored whether a causal
link exists between race and property values. Using a unique spatial data set and an
instrumental variable model, I estimate the impact of in-migration and presence of
African Americans on neighborhood housing values during the Great Depression in
New York City. My findings suggest that African Americans migrants paid a premium
to move into predominately white neighborhoods, however, this premium declined in
neighborhoods with higher ratios of African Americans.
While the flow of African Americans into northern cities declined during the Great
Depression, many black families continued to locate to the inner cities of metropolitan
areas such as New York City. Several government supported programs created during
the depression, such as the Home Owners’ Loan Corporation (HOLC) and the Federal
Housing Administration (FHA), would ultimately have a profound impact on urban
development in these cities. The HOLC refinanced over a million non-farm residential
loans that were in danger of foreclosure between 1933 and 1936 and the FHA began
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offering mortgage insurance to help offset the risk for banks to lend in 1934 (Harriss,
1951, p. 1). In addition, both agencies engaged in neighborhood-level surveys to
assess the relationship between neighborhood quality and default risk.
The FHA and HOLC surveys established several criteria to measure neighborhood
housing risk. The factors included economic stability, desirability of property, access
to utilities and transportation, and exposure to adverse hazards. One particular
“hazard” that influenced ratings was the presence of African Americans and other
minorities(Jackson, 1985, p. 207). During the 1930s, FHA economists such as Homer
Hoyt, and private agents argued that the presence of several ethnic groups within
a neighborhood depressed surrounding property values (Hoyt, 1939, p. 62). Areas
determined to be high risk for lenders were colored red in survey maps and minorities
and immigrants were predominately located in these areas. As lending terms in these
areas were consistently less favorable than areas not shaded red, many scholars have
referred to this practice as “redlining.”1
While discriminatory lending practices likely altered patterns of segregation within
urban areas, the impact of black in-migration on housing values is not well established.
Hoyt (1939) claimed racial composition depressed housing values if ethnic groups
reside in the same neighborhood as whites. This viewpoint was not unanimous among
scholars of the period. Beehler (1945) asserted that property values in neighborhoods
with black encroachment would increase in response to the limited supply of housing
available for African Americans, while Laurenti (1960) found little evidence to suggest
property devaluation in suburban neighborhoods experiencing in-migration between
1943 and 1955. Despite the lack of statistical evidence, housing discrimination was a
concern for some African Americans. Around the turn of the 20th century, Osofsky
(1996, p. 93) claims property owners in Harlem charged black households up to a
1

Recent work by Hillier (2003a) and Gordon (2008) has suggested that these surveys reflected
practices already in place by private financial institutions and did not spark the practice. However,
the institutionalization of redlining by the FHA through its Underwriting Manual may have led to
disinvestment in central cities in favor of new development in suburban cities.
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10 percent premium over the market rent for white households. Cutler et al. (1999)
also found black households paid a premium for housing in segregated cities from
1940 through 1970, arguing that the premium was likely a result of “collective action
discrimination,” which included the use of restrictive deed covenants or racial zoning.
While black households may have paid a premium to live in certain neighborhoods, they overwhelmingly lived in the depressed neighborhoods. In 1938, homes
in predominately black neighborhoods were valued at only 75% of values in predominately white neighborhoods(Federal Home Loan Bank Board, 1940). However, the
characteristics of black neighborhoods differed from the average white neighborhood.
Predominately black neighborhoods in 1934 tended to be older neighborhoods with
lower home ownership rates as well as higher rates of crowded dwellings (New York
City Housing Authority, 1934b).
In this paper, I first show the shift in the distribution of African Americans across
neighborhoods in New York City between 1910 through 1940. I then proceed by
discussing several measures of segregation of housing to underscore the changes in
neighborhood composition. These measures indicate the presence of spatial correlation, so I construct a unique spatial data set from the HOLC City Survey using
a Geographic Information System (GIS). I use the data in a spatial hedonic model
to capture the impact of in-migration and the composition of African Americans on
neighborhood housing values in 1938 while correcting for residual spatial correlation
in the variance-covariance matrix by implementing a spatial heteroskedastic and autocorrelation consistent (SHAC) estimates developed by Kelejian and Prucha (2007).
To examine the impact of in-migration on housing values, it is necessary to address two major issues. Any cross sectional data set, no matter how extensive, likely
fails to capture every factor that influences housing values. If either these omitted
variables or even other observed neighborhood amenities are correlated across the
spatial dimension, the model will possess spatial dependence. Failure to account for
the spatial dependence could lead to potentially biased estimates, incorrect inference
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of the coefficient estimates, or potentially both issues could arise in certain cases. I
use special test statistics to determine the form of spatial dependence which could
either be through a spatial lag of the dependent variable or dependence in the error
structure. Ultimately, I include a spatial lag of the dependent variables into the model
to capture the presence of spatial heterogeneity.
I also address the endogeneity of in-migration on housing values. The possibility
that African Americans chose neighborhoods on the basis of a recent negative demand
shock cannot be overruled. Historical studies suggest that Harlem, a neighborhood
in upper Manhattan, developed as a black enclave shortly after a local housing bust
in 1904 (Osofsky, 1996, p. 90). This decline may have presented black households
with the opportunity to move to a neighborhood which would have been previously
unattainable. To eliminate potential bias, I incorporate a spatial instrumental variable procedure discussed in Anselin (1988) and Anselin and Lozano-Gracia (2008).
To construct an instrument it is necessary to identify exogenous variation that influenced the location choice of African Americans. One possibility is a weighted average
of a state’s outflow of black migrants interacted with the share of African Americans
born in that state within a neighborhood. This instrument is strongly correlated with
the the neighborhood-level migration patterns of African Americans during the late
1930s.2 This is consistent with city level statistics which show a strong correlation
between the net flows of black migrants into New York between 1930 and 1940 and
the 1930 level of black residents in the city born outside of New York. These results
extend the migration literature discussed in Card (2001), Boustan (2010), and Bauer,
Epstein, and Gang (2005) which suggest that migrants have a propensity to locate to
cities where an extensive population of their peers already reside.
2

An alternative specification was the weighted average of per capita state income during the
Great Depression where the weights were again defined as the share of African Americans born out
of state. The coefficient estimates are robust to the inclusion of either instrument. This suggests that
relative income between New York and other states may have been the catalyst for black migration
to the state.
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My findings indicate that African Americans paid a premium to migrate into white
neighborhoods. The results contradict the story of real estate agents and economists
such as Homer Hoyt, but is consistent with the anecdotal evidence suggested earlier.
The results indicate that the best homes in white neighborhoods experienced the
largest increases in value, while the premium on the lower end was more modest. However, this premium declined in neighborhoods that were predominately black. These
results suggest that white homeowners were less able to extract higher rents from
black households as the neighborhood became increasingly diverse. While African
Americans appear to have moved to older neighborhoods with fewer amenities, it
appears that their presence was not correlated with decreased housing values in New
York during the Great Depression.

2.2
2.2.1

Background
Literature Review

The effects of segregation and the forces that shaped it have long been of importance
to economists and other social scientists. Hoyt (1939) painted a stark picture of black,
urban communities, suggesting that cities maintained segregation to preserve housing values. Other scholars suggested that white’s fear of devalued property would
become a self-fulfilling prophecy, merely confirming earlier prejudices (Myrdal, 1944,
pp. 620–623). While it is evident that segregation was largely involuntary, the role
restrictive covenants played in restricting the movements of African American households is not well understood. Unfortunately, no comprehensive study or data exist on
the prevalence of restrictive covenants, although a few individual case studies were
conducted in Chicago, St. Louis and portions of the New York City metropolitan
area (see Brooks, 2002; Dean, 1947; Gordon, 2008). Dean (1947) found almost half
of new housing divisions over 20 units built around World War II were covered by
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restrictive covenants in the borough of Queens.3
Regardless of the cause, it is clear that African Americans were fast becoming
segregated and isolated over time. Scholars such as Duncan and Duncan (1955)
published their seminal paper on evaluating quantitative measures of segregation.4
In the intervening years, a plethora of indices were created to measure segregation.
Massey and Denton (1988) ranked these indices by their ability to capture the intended dimensions of segregation. Cutler and Glaeser (1997) reinvigorated the urban
economics field by seeking to measure the costs and benefits of segregation. On the
one hand, segregation may have isolated black households from potential employment
opportunities, resulting in a “spatial mismatch.” On the other hand, segregation may
protect businesses owned by African Americans. It appears that segregation appears
to have hurt the outcomes of African Americans. Using data from the 1990 U.S.
Census, Cutler and Glaeser find that highly segregated African Americans have lower
rates of graduation, earnings, and higher unemployment rates. These results persisted
after testing whether this influence is driven in part by racial segregation proxying
for income segregation.
Cutler et al. (1999) built upon the previous paper by identifying three potential
mechanisms to explain segregation: Port of Entry, Collective Action Discrimination,
and Decentralized Discrimination. The port of entry theory predicts that minorities
locate to segregated enclaves of the same ethnic group in order to easily adapt to a
region or city. The collective action theory of discrimination posits that white households limited African Americans’ choices to a small number of neighborhoods either
through racial zoning or organized protests or violence. Finally, the decentralized
discrimination theory predicts that segregation occurs through white household’s de3

Dean posits that the use of restrictive covenants increased over time, thus the use of restrictive
covenants would not have been as prevalent during the period studied.
4
Duncan and Duncan (1955) were not the first to creative quantitative measure segregation.
While they argued that several available indexes did not provide useful information, they also argued
that there did not exist a measure that could fully capture the dynamics of segregation.
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cisions to live in exclusively white neighborhoods. The first two theories predict that
ceteris paribus, black households will pay a premium for housing, while the latter theory predicts they will pay less. Cutler et al. find that collective action discrimination
was largely responsible for segregation in 1940, although decentralized discrimination
became the prevalent form of discrimination by 1990. Despite the price premium for
housing of the same quality, on average blacks pay less for rental and owner occupied
housing than whites.
Ananat (2007) expressed concerns that Cutler and Glaeser (1997) and Cutler et al.
(1999) inadequately controlled for two major sources of endogeneity: omitted variable
bias and selection. Ananat controls for omitted variable bias by using the layout of
19th century railroad lines within a city to instrument for its level of segregation in
1990. Railroads, which were laid before significant migration of African Americans,
often created natural boundaries for neighborhoods. Ananat argues the layout influenced black segregation through lowering the costs of enforcing collective action
discrimination. She finds that the concentration of railroads predicts racial segregation in 1990. Further, the concentration is uncorrelated with outcomes in the early
years of the Great Migration that would confound the analysis. Using the same data
used by Cutler and Glaeser (1997), Ananat’s results suggest that failing to correct for
endogeneity understates the impact of segregation on not only black poverty levels,
but also the share of both whites and blacks with high levels of education and income.
The underlying motivation for much of the literature is to ascertain the role of
human capital accumulation in segregated neighborhoods. Segregation is just a visible
symptom of an underlying channel that influences differences between ethnic groups.
Collins and Margo (2003) find that the differential in housing values between black
and white households began to converge between 1940 through 1970, although the
differential did not disappear. Borjas (1995) also finds that skill differentials between
ethnic groups persist over time. He concluded that human capital accumulation was
dependent not only on a child’s parents, but also the peer effects of those of the
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same ethnicity. Thus, isolated ethnic groups with low levels of human capital should
experience slower convergence toward average levels of human capital. The caveat of
his analysis is that parental and neighborhood effects do not fully explain the rate
of convergence. Consistent with Borjas, Cutler et al. (2008) finds segregation has
positive effects for migrant groups with higher levels of human capital. On the other
hand, ethnic groups with lower levels of human capital tend to be hurt by living in
ethnic enclaves.
The topic of segregation and discrimination against African Americans is hardly
a novel topic. Earlier papers such as Kain and Quigley (1970) attempt to ascertain whether rents were higher in “ghettos” and find some evidence to support that
hypothesis in Saint Louis, MO in 1967 utilizing a hedonic model.5 However, Muth
(1969) cautions that many of the periods of the studies fail to consider cost differences associated with inner city neighborhoods as compared to those in suburban
neighborhoods.
Despite the past and present efforts to measure the effects of segregation, little
work has been done to measure intracity changes in housing prices due to in-migration.
The one exception is the seminal authority on the issue published in 1960: Property
Values and Race by Luigi Laurenti. Laurenti collected sales data from 1943 through
1955 in several areas surrounding San Francisco, Oakland, and Philadelphia. He
divided neighborhoods into two groups based on the presence of in-migration. He
matched these neighborhoods on several pre-migration characteristics. Using sales
data to examine neighborhood housing prices over time, he found that only 15% of
the neighborhoods with in-migration had housing valued below 95% of the comparison
neighborhood, although 44% of the neighborhoods had housing that had appreciated
five to 26 percent compared to the control neighborhood. More recently, Card et al.
(2008) used a regression discontinuity design to estimate the change in housing values
around the tipping point of a neighborhood (i.e. the share of black households in a
5

See Kain and Quigley (1972) for a larger list of related studies.
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neighborhood which would cause the existing white population to quickly exit the
neighborhood). They finds only a modest decline in housing prices in neighborhoods
that just exceeded the tipping point.
2.2.2

History of African Americans in New York City

The location choices of black households were a path dependent process in which
earlier locational choices had a strong influence. Around 1800, the 5,300 African
Americans living in New York were spread throughout the city, as 60 percent of
white households owned slaves with quarters in the same area as the master’s house
(see Figure 2.1; Burrows and Wallace, 1999, p. 548). As the population of African
Americans increased and slaves were freed in the early 1800s, the neighborhoods were
increasingly segregated. Many settled in a few communities, including Five Points
and Harlem in Manhattan, Brooklyn Village in Brooklyn, as well as Jamaica and
Flushing in Queens ( Burrows and Wallace, 1999, p. 479; Osofsky, 1996, p. 83).6
A number of black institutions were already being established in these communities.
Various churches such as the African Methodist Episcopal Zion Church as well as
mutual aid societies like the African Society of Mutual Relief were established near
Five Points by 1810 (Osofsky, 1996, p. 10). Over the next decades, additional black
settlements were founded in what is now Bedford-Stuyvesant in Brooklyn as well as
a village near Wood in Staten Island culminating in a population exceeding 23,000
by 1840 (Figure 2.1; Burrows and Wallace, 1999, p. 854).
The rise of both foreign immigrants as well as African Americans in New York
City raised tensions between the two groups. Clashes, centering in lower Manhattan,
were common as they competed for positions as laborers and servants. By 1863 Civil
War Draft Riots led many African Americans and the black churches to abandon
Five Points in favor of the Harlem and San Juan Hill neighborhoods in Manhattan
6

City.

Please refer to Figure 2.2 for a map indicating the major black neighborhoods across New York
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as well as black neighborhoods in Brooklyn ( Burrows and Wallace, 1999, p. 1112;
Wilson, 1994, pp. 57–58).7 Not only were African Americans leaving Five Points,
the black population of New York began to decline after 1840, hitting a low of 19,500
persons in 1865 (Figure 2.1). However, this period marked an increased commitment
to the betterment of black communities. Black institutions were also started outside
of Manhattan. A number of new schools, orphanages, newspapers, and nursing homes
were opened in Brooklyn (Burrows and Wallace, 1999, pp. 972–973). In addition,
several charitable and mutual aid societies were founded between 1890 and 1915
(Osofsky, 1996, p. 55).8
Ultimately, it was the economic conditions of Manhattan that led to Harlem to
become the first permanent black enclave in the city. Shortly after the Civil War, a
growing need for transportation led to a surge of construction in elevated rail lines
to allow easier commutes between then rural areas like Harlem to lower Manhattan
(Burrows and Wallace, 1999, pp. 1053–1054).9 This transformed Harlem from a poor
village to Manhattan’s “first suburb.” The easy access to lower Manhattan brought
both white and black families to Harlem, although much of the black community
settled near unfilled marshland and garbage dumps (Osofsky, 1996, pp. 71, 81).
Speculative construction in the high-amenity residential homes fueled by the extension of the Lenox Avenue Subway into Harlem led to a localized housing bust in
Harlem in 1904 when the demand for this style of housing failed to materialize. With
few alternatives, landlords began to deal with black real estate agents who guaranteed
to fill the apartments and housing in Harlem (Osofsky, 1996, p. 90; Myrdal, 1944, pp.
7

The San Juan Hill neighborhood was named after the battle in the Spanish-American War as
a “parody of the interracial battles that took place on the steep upgrade leading to Sixtieth Street.”
(Osofsky, p. 13)
8
Some of the organizations included the Committee for Improving the Industrial Condition of
the Negro in New York, Committee on Urban Conditions Among Negroes, and the National League
for the Protection of Colored Women. These were eventually merged to become the National League
on Urban Conditions Among Negroes (National Urban League).
9
Manhattan also became increasingly accessible to Brooklyn as well as the Bronx after a series
of bridges opened over the East and Harlem rivers during the 1880s (Burrows and Wallace, 1999, p.
1054).
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1125–1126). While the bust led to a spate of foreclosures and bankruptcies for white
homeowners, black churches located near San Juan Hill sold their property in midtown Manhattan and relocated in Harlem for a fraction of the cost. These churches
also actively purchased residential property in the area, which helped to negate the
restrictive covenants in place (Osofsky, 1996, pp. 113–117).
The churches as well as a number of black real estate agents provided housing for
the thousands of black migrants streaming into the city as well as those displaced by
large construction projects in midtown Manhattan. Projects such as Penn Station
ultimately demolished much of the black housing in the Tenderloin in the 1900s (
Haynes, 1968, pp. 48–49; Osofsky, p. 93).10 The growing black population in Harlem
did not receive equitable treatment in housing. While many white landowners in
Harlem were in a dilemma after the housing bust, they were initially unwilling to sell
to blacks after the bust. When white tenants were unwilling to pay sufficient rents to
cover the landowners’ mortgage payments, the landlords turned to black tenants who
were willing to pay higher rents as the destruction of the Tenderloin neighborhood left
many African Americans with few alternative options (Osofsky, 1996, pp. 92–104).
The majority of black in-migrants into Harlem and other neighborhoods in New
York were from rural areas in the Southern portion of the United States (Sacks,
2006, p. 27). The black population increased 66 percent between 1910 and 1920 and
doubled again by 1930 to over 327,700 (Figure 2.1). Most of the migrants moved to
Harlem. Approximately 70 percent of the black population in Manhattan, accounting
for 50 percent of the overall black population in the city, resided in Harlem by 1920.
Harlem ultimately “tipped” as the white population declined by 118,792 while 87,412
blacks moved to Harlem by 1930 (Osofsky, 1996, p. 130). Yet Harlem was not alone in
attracting black residents. Brooklyn’s and the Bronx’s black population grew faster
than Manhattan between 1930 and 1940 (Figure 2.1).
10

During the 1950s and 1960s, much of the San Juan Hill neighborhood was razed to make way
for the Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts.
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2.2.3

Segregation in New York

The period after the Civil War was marked by warmer relations between white and
black households. Churches, schools, and restaurants began to allow attendance by
African Americans. This changed during the turn of the 20th century as black families
began to migrate to the city, culminating in several protests and riots by whites. One
visible result of this tension was increased urban segregation. This section looks
at this segregation by exploring segregation from 1910 through 1940 using several
measures of segregation discussed in the literature. Previous findings indicate that
black enclaves were not prevalent in cities until the 1940s (Cutler et al., 1999).
Massey and Denton (1988) define segregation as the “degree to which two or more
groups live separately from one another, in different parts of the urban environment.”
Researchers have suggested that segregation contains several characteristics. It may
measure the concentration of a minority within a city or perhaps the level of “separate, but equal” services. One can also envision defining segregation as a measure
of distance from employment or public services á la the Spatial Mismatch Hypothesis.11 One measure is unlikely to capture all of these components or even be a useful
indicator for comparative purposes.
Massey and Denton identified five types of segregation: Evenness, Exposure, Concentration, Centralization, and Clustering. Evenness is defined as the unequal distribution of social groups between areal units. Exposure measures the degree of potential
contact between groups within neighborhoods. The Concentration Indices examine
the relative amount of physical space occupied by a minority group. Measuring Centralization refers to the degree in which a group is spatially located near the center
of an urban area. Finally, the measure of clustering defines the extent to which areal
units inhabited by minority members adjoin one another in space.
The first measure of segregation is Evenness. A city is considered to be segregated
11

See Kain (1992).
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if the relative proportion of ethnic groups varies significantly over areal units. The
standard index to measure evenness is the index of dissimilarity:
n

1X
D=
2 i=1



whitei
blacki
−
blackcity whitecity


(2.1)

where n is the number of areal units, blacki (whitei ) is the black (white) population
in neighborhood i, and blackcity (whitecity ) is the total black (white) population in
the city.
The index ranges from zero to one. An index value of zero indicates that the
black population has the same concentration throughout the city, while a value of
one indicates African Americans are concentrated in exclusively black neighborhoods.
Using data aggregated at the census tract, I define each individual tract for New
York City as a neighborhood. I examine segregation at the city-level as well as each
borough between 1910 and 1940. The results are shown in Table 2.1. The literature
suggests that index values exceeding 0.6 indicate evidence of significant segregation.
Using that value as a guide, much of New York was already considered to be highly
segregated by 1910 with the exception of Staten Island.12 Further, all five boroughs
were considered highly segregated by 1940. Manhattan, for example had an index
exceeding 0.87 in 1940.13
Isolation indices measure the degree of potential contact between two groups. The
purpose is to capture whether a typical member of a majority or minority would not
have regular contact with the comparison group. The proportion of the minority
group significantly influences the measure. If a minority is a small proportion of the
overall population. it seems unlikely that the minority group would be isolated from
the community. An index used in the literature is the Isolation Index. Massey and
12

The Bronx was part of Manhattan until midway through 1910 after the Census was completed,
thus the tracts are included when calculating the indices for Manhattan in 1910.
13
An examination of New York at the Ward level suggests that New York was not highly segregated until 1930. However, a ward is more aggregated than a census tract, thus the difference may
be partially attributed due to scale effects.
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Denton (1988) suggest a group is isolated from the population if the Isolation Index
exceeds 0.3.
n 
P

I=

i=1

min

blacki
blackcity



·



blacki
totali



blackcity
,1
totalsmallest

−



blackcity
totalcity



−



blackcity
totalcity



(2.2)

where in addition to the variables defined above, totali and totalcity are the total
population of blacks and whites in neighborhood i and the entire city respectively
while totalsmallest is the population in the sparsest populated neighborhood.
The index ranges between zero and one; higher values indicate blacks are isolated
from whites in the city. Table 2.2 indicates that African Americans were not isolated
in 1910 as no borough had an Isolation Index exceeding the threshold of 0.3. However, the index suggests that African Americans were becoming increasingly isolated
after 1910, especially in Manhattan. By 1940, Manhattan, Brooklyn, and Queens all
exceeded the threshold of 0.3. The black population within Manhattan appear to be
considerably more isolated from the population than the black communities in the
other four boroughs.
Despite the ubiquitousness of the previous measures of segregation in the standard
literature, the two indexes are not able to capture the interaction between ethnic
groups across space. For example, economic outcomes of an ethnic group may differ
depending on the concentration of the group within a city. For example, the outcomes
from when the group inhabits several connected neighborhoods may differ from when
it is split up in across several neighborhoods throughout the city. This relationship
may not be fully captured in either of the first two measures of segregation.
Concentration indexes measure whether minorities are living in smaller, denser
communities than the majority group. This measure may signify collective action by
whites to force African Americans into certain neighborhoods. Massey and Denton
(1988) identified the Relative Concentration Index as the measure which best captures
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the ideas of concentration.
 1
n
, P

 i=1 blackcity
  i=1
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−
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P
 P
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blacki ·areai

i=1

whitecity



i=n2



totali ·areai
total1



− 1


totali ·areai

(2.3)

total2

To operationalize this index, the census tracts are sorted by area from smallest
to largest.14 In the equation above, areai is the area of the census tract measured
in acres. The value of n1 is set to m where the total population in the m smallest
census tracts equals the total black population in the city which is expressed below:
m
X

totali = blackcity

i=1
2

The value of n is then set to q, where the q largest tracts equal the black population
in the city such that:
n
X

totali = blackcity

i=q

while,

Pn1

i=1

totali = total1 and

Pn

i=n2

totali = total2 .

The index ranges from -1 to 1. A value of -1 indicates the concentration of whites
exceeds the concentration of African Americans to the largest potential degree (i.e.
the entire white community resides in the smallest neighborhood). If the index equals
one, the converse would be true.
The fourth dimension measures how close a group is located to the central business
district relative to another group. This measure has been used to capture whether
minorities are segregated in central cities while the majority are living in suburban
neighborhoods. Centralization goes in hand with the Spatial Mismatch Hypothesis
which suggests that African Americans, who were historically less mobile within a
metropolitan area, had fewer employment opportunities as employers relocated to
14

See Section 2.3 for details regarding census tract data for New York between 1910 and 1940.
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suburban neighborhoods. The measure chosen by Massey and Denton (1988) that
best encompasses this measure is the Absolute Centralization Index:

ACE =

n
X

blacki−1 · Areai −

i=2

n
X

blacki · Areai−1

(2.4)

i=2

In this measure, census tracts are sorted from the arc distance to the central business district, which is set to a spot in Lower Manhattan.15 The variable blacki is the
cumulative proportion of black persons in every neighborhoods through neighborhood
i while Areai is the cumulative area of all the census tracts through neighborhood i.
The index can be positive or negative. A value of zero implies that the black population is uniformly distributed throughout the city, negative values imply a tendency
for them to live in outlying areas, while positive indicate a tendency to live near the
central business district.
The final dimension, spatial clustering measures the extent that African Americans
cluster in a city. This has been referred to as the “checkerboard problem.” Massey
and Denton (1988) find White’s Index of Spatial Proximity to best characterize spatial
clustering:

1
blackcity

SP =

n P
n
P

blacki · blackj · cij +

i=1 j=1
1
totalcity

n P
n
P

1
whitecity

n P
n
P

whitei · whitej · cij

i=1 j=1

(2.5)

totali · totalj · cij

i=1 j=1

where cij is a weighting scheme based on the distance between the centroids of the
neighborhoods. White (1983) uses a variety of weighting schemes that represent
the relative importance of neighboring census tracts. Following Massey and Denton
(1988) I chose cij = e−dij where dij is the distance in miles between the centroids of
census tracts i and j and dii = (0.6 · areai )0.5 . The index exceeds one if African Amer15

Specifically, coordinates were chosen based on the centroid of lower Manhattan neighborhoods
exceeding a daytime density of 200 persons per acre (the largest category) in 1934. See New York
City Housing Authority (1934b) for more details. The coordinates are 4042’26” N 7400’39” W.
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icans cluster together in neighborhoods. However, an index less than one indicates
that African Americans are more likely to be interspersed in white neighborhoods
rather than clustering together in black enclaves.16
The results for the latter three segregation indices are shown in Table 2.3. While
African Americans were more concentrated than whites in Manhattan, they were less
concentrated in both Brooklyn and Queens in 1910. Surprisingly, the concentration
declined in Manhattan in between 1910 and 1920 despite a net loss of over 100,000
whites in Manhattan and a net increase of 40,000 blacks over the same period. This
may have been due to the inclusion of the Bronx in the 1910 statistics. During the
same period, Brooklyn and Queens went from having a relatively dispersed population
of blacks in 1910 to a population more concentrated than their white counterparts.
The relative concentration did not significantly change in the boroughs after 1920.
These statistics can be corroborated by Figure 2.3 which indicates tract-level population in New York. From the figure, it is clear that black neighborhoods such as
Harlem appear to have among the densest populations within New York.
The Spatial Proximity index suggests that New York City as a whole had very
significant clusters of African Americans. An index value above 1.0 indicates that
African Americans are more likely to live together than apart; values under 1.0 are
extremely uncommon. The results suggest that New York’s black population became
more clustered after 1920, but then remained nearly constant afterward. While the
tract definitions changed between 1910 and 1940 in the ways seen in Figure 2.10, the
black population appears to have settled in areas adjacent to existing black neighborhoods. This is consistent with the Spatial Proximity index which suggests that blacks
households became tightly clustered. While clustering occurred in all the boroughs,
the Bronx had much tighter clustering than the other boroughs. The city as a whole
16

White (1983) found the spatial proximity index to range between 1.00 and 1.92 for 17 urban
metropolitan areas using census tract data in 1970. Chicago and St. Louis ranked highest on the
list with scores of 1.79 and 1.92 respectively. New Orleans which had the higher percent nonwhite
in the sample had a score of 1.22.
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appears to have been one of the most segregated cities in the country in regards to
clustering.17
The Absolute Centralization Index in Table 2.3 suggests that African Americans
within Manhattan were more likely to live farther away from downtown Manhattan
than whites throughout the period. On the other hand, when accounting for all five
boroughs of New York City, they were more likely to live closer to lower Manhattan
after 1910. I do not measure this index separately for the other boroughs as the other
boroughs do not have single clearly defined employment centers during the 1930s.18
Overall the various segregation measures show in every case that New York City
was becoming increasingly segregated over time, but the extent and nature of segregation evolved differently throughout each borough. Manhattan’s black community was
unevenly distributed, concentrated in smaller neighborhoods, significantly isolated,
and moderately clustered. Meanwhile, African Americans in the Bronx while unevenly distributed and very clustered, were residing in less dense neighborhoods, and
were not significantly isolated from the white community. Moreover, African Americans tended to live closer to lower Manhattan when comparing all five boroughs, yet
within Manhattan, their move to Harlem to take advantage of lower property values
left them further away from lower Manhattan than most whites. Also, the last three
indices indicate a level of spatial dependence which is discussed in the next section.

2.3

Data

I compiled data from several sources to analyze African American in-migration into
neighborhoods during the Great Depression. The primary source of data was ob17

While comparison figures are not available from 1930 or 1940, White (1983) measured clustering
using 1970 U.S. Census information for several cities and found the index ranged from 1.00 to 1.92
with St. Louis, MO and Chicago, IL receiving the highest values indicating significant intracity
clustering.
18
Mononi (1973) suggests that African Americans moved to the Bedford-Stuyvesant area during
World War II to reside near the Navy Yards located just North of the neighborhood. She does not
indicate whether this occurred prior to the war.
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tained from the 1938 HOLC City Survey of New York. In addition, I acquired a 5%
population sample of New York City in the 1930 U.S. Census from Dr. Ron Goeken
at the Minnesota Population Center.19 The data set contains individual U.S. Census
records which provide a wide array of demographic variables as well as the street
address for each household. The street address of households is used to construct
the instrument which is discussed in detail in Section 2.4.2.20 In addition, I collected
statistics on migration flows from the internal migration volume of the 1940 United
States Census.
In April 1933, President Roosevelt urged Congress to pass the Home Owners’
Loan Act of 1933 which would repeal the direct loan provision of the Home Loan
Bank Act and replace it with the Home Owners’ Loan Corporation (HOLC). The
HOLC was under the supervision of the Federal Home Loan Bank Board (FHLBB)
and was responsible for refinancing mortgages for people whose mortgage were in
danger of foreclosure. By the end of 1934, the HOLC purchased mortgages from
lenders and refinanced the loans for over one million families, approximately 10%
of all non-farm, owner-occupied dwellings in the United States (Harriss, 1951, pp.
29–30). To accomplish its directives, the HOLC hired appraisers who were familiar
with local economic conditions and met qualifications set by the American Institute
of Real Estate Appraisers.21 The appraisers were instructed to equally weight three
factors for appraisals: Market value at the time of appraisal, the cost of a similar
lot plus the cost of the building less depreciation, and the value of the premises by
capitalizing the monthly reasonable rental value of the premises over the past ten
years (Harriss, 1951, pp. 41–44).
19

The data set is a larger sample than currently available from the Integrated Public Use Microdata Series (IPUMS). This allowed us to achieve better coverage of New York City than what was
possible given the 1% sample.
20
The geolocation process is discussed in detail in the data appendix (Appendix A).
21
Appraisers had to meet one of the following: (1) Five years experience in real estate brokerage;
(2) Five years experience as an appraiser for a banking institution; (3) Experience assessing property
for a municipal government; or (4) Qualification as an expert appraiser, membership in the AIREA,
or professional qualification as a builder or architect.
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As the program completed its refinancing program in 1935, the HOLC began
the City Survey program which resulted in detailed area descriptions and maps for
239 cities with populations exceeding 40,000 people.22 This survey differed from its
previous appraisal methods by incorporating neighborhood characteristics to analyze
the risk of future investment by mortgage lenders in certain neighborhoods. While few
institutions outside of the HOLC and FHA had access to these maps, evidence exists
that financial institutions also engaged in independent city surveys.23 Additional work
is needed to fully address the extent to which underwriting practices of FHA mortgage
insurance signaled to financial institutions the risk of lending to the “redlined” areas.
The City Survey in New York was conducted in 1938 and partitioned the city into
390 neighborhoods that were largely homogenous within the neighborhood across
all five boroughs. Figure 2.4 provides a reproduction of the form used to evaluate
a neighborhood while Figure 2.5 provides the basic set of instructions provided to
appraisers. The forms provide data on the range of family income, occupations,
percent foreign born, and percent black in 1938. A list of variables used in the
analysis as well as their definitions are provided in Table 2.4.
Summary statistics are provided in Table 2.5. In many cases, each form provided
information on several types of structures in a neighborhood such as single-family or
multi-family housing, while providing separate information for each type of structure.
In cases such as this, I assume each section of the neighborhood is a unique observation
which results in a sample size of 608 neighborhoods in New York City. The home
ownership rates in Table 2.5 suggest that the sample maintains an upward bias on
owner-occupied structures.24 This bias is due to the lack of reported property values
22

See Endnote 4 in Hillier (2005) for a list of cities surveyed.
To my knowledge, it appears that the survey was not widely circulated outside of the HOLC.
Hillier (2003a) indicates that outside of a 1940 FHLBB study of a neighborhood in Baltimore and a
couple of instances within the Federal Home Loan Bank Review, no known discussion of the HOLC
City Survey program occurred until an unpublished paper by David Bartelt in 1979 and an article
in a 1980 issue of Journal of Urban History by Kenneth Jackson, which was included as part of his
book, Crabgrass Frontier published in 1985.
24
The 1934 Real Property Inventory suggests that the home ownership rate of Manhattan in 1934
23
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for multi-family structures or missing data on the conditions and description of the
structure within the HOLC City Survey.
The weight matrix in the spatial econometrics literature is often chosen using
several data-driven techniques that examine correlation across space. One such technique is choosing a matrix that jointly maximizes a Moran’s I test statistic for the
variables within a model. It is typical to examine several weight matrices based on
nearest neighbors or distance-based cutoffs. Table 2.5 provides the Moran’s I test
statistic for two candidate weight matrices, a K3 nearest neighbor weight matrix and
matrix based on all neighbors within a distance of 1.38 miles.25 The higher Moran’s
I test statistics of the K3 nearest neighbor weight matrix suggest that it is a better
candidate than the distance-based alternative.26
Appraisers did not provide point estimates for housing values in the survey, but
rather provided a range of low and high housing value estimates in each neighborhood. The low neighborhood housing values in 1938 averaged $5,585, while the high
neighborhood housing values averaged $9,491. The Moran’s I test indicates moderate spatial correlation in housing values, ranging between 0.341 and 0.471 using the
K3-nearest neighbor weighting matrix.
Appraisers also indicated whether certain minorities such as African Americans,
Italians, etc. were “infiltrating” the neighborhood. Approximately seven percent of
the New York neighborhoods were experiencing in-migration of African Americans in
1938. Only neighborhoods experiencing recent in-migration from the various ethnic
groups were marked as being “infiltrated.” Thus predominately ethnic neighborhoods
in which the composition remained stable are not defined as being “infiltrated.”
The form also provided details regarding the type of housing stock. For each
was less than one percent. See Chapter 4 for details.
25
These two weight matrices were chosen as they jointly maximized the spatial correlation in the
Moran’s I statistic from all nearest-neighbor and distance cutoff based weight matrices.
26
All Moran’s I tests were statistically significant at the 5% level of significance using the K3
nearest neighbor weighting matrix.
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type of structure (i.e. single family, two-four family, multi-family, or other residential
structures) the form indicated the building material, age, upkeep, and home ownership
as well as the range of home and rental values for 1938.27 Each neighborhood was
evaluated on the potential lending risk and was graded on a scale from A, indicating
the best neighborhoods, to D which indicated a neighborhood in serious decline. If a
neighborhood was either graded as an “A” or a “B”, it was considered to be desirable
locations for lenders, while a “C” or “D” grades was not desirable.
Each survey was often accompanied by a color coded map. These maps provided
precise neighborhood boundaries. To analyze the City Survey, I used GIS software to
digitize the maps. These maps are used to analyze spatial features for each neighborhood including the spatial correlation between neighborhoods as well as to visualize
differences in variables. Comparisons of the distribution of neighborhood grades in
Figure 2.6 to the composition of blacks in a neighborhood in 1938 in Figure 2.7 show
that neighborhoods with large black communities did not reside in “desirable” neighborhoods.28 Of the 68 neighborhoods in which at least one percent of the population
was black, not a single neighborhood was graded an “A” or “B.” This is consistent
with documents obtained with the survey, including the instructions in Figure 2.5,
which suggest the highest rated neighborhoods actively enforced restrictive covenants.
Figure 2.8 shows which neighborhoods had black in-migration during the survey period. Much of the migration occurred on the eastern portion of Harlem in Manhattan,
Bedford-Stuyvesant in Brooklyn, and Jamaica in Queens. It should be noted that a
predominately black neighborhood in New York did not necessarily indicate African
Americans were moving into the neighborhood at the time of the survey, thus neighborhoods like those in Harlem that already had a large, pre-existing black population
27

The survey offered incomplete data regarding multi-family dwelling units, thus the influence of
in-migration on rent is not examined.
28
The exclusion of African Americans within “A” or “B” neighborhoods has long been documented within the HOLC City Survey. See Jackson (1985); Gordon (2008). Hillier (2003a) contains
a comprehensive list of studies that have examined the HOLC’s role in redlining.
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may not have experienced large migratory shifts in this period.
Appraisers from the HOLC provided a range of values for the housing stock within
a neighborhood (See Figure 2.4). While the range of estimates are used in the estimation, Figure 2.9 provides the midpoint of the housing values for each neighborhood.
The areas just east of Central Park and the lower section of Brooklyn commanded
some of the highest values within the city, while the southern part of Queens and
on the city outskirts had the lowest values. Perhaps not surprising, higher housing
values are correlated with better security grades.
The characteristics of predominately white and predominately black neighborhoods in New York during this period vary significantly in the City Survey. Table 2.6
decomposes the summary statistics by both neighborhoods with African American inmigration and the composition of African Americans within the neighborhood at the
time of the survey. When comparing between black and white enclave neighborhoods
where there is no African American In-Migration, in the first two columns of Table
2.6), the estimates of the housing values in predominately black neighborhoods were
typically 10% lower than the housing in white neighborhoods. However, this also corresponded to housing that was in better repair and in neighborhoods that had higher
family incomes. It is also surprising to see that the typical home ownership rate in
predominately white neighborhoods with no black in-migration was 69.2%, but only
for 12.6% for predominately black neighborhoods with no black in-migration.
The neighborhoods in which African Americans were migrating during this period were typically valued at around two-thirds of the city average. Moreover, the
structures were often in poor repair and were typically older than the average age
of the structures in predominately white neighborhoods with no in-migration. It is
also interesting to see the decline in neighborhood home ownership rates as black
in-migration persists in a neighborhood. The average home ownership rate in predominately white neighborhoods with black in-migration, was 52.7%. Yet the home
ownership rate fell to 26.7% in predominately black neighborhoods with in-migration.
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This suggests that few of the African Americans in the sample were home owners when
they migrated into New York City.
Additional variables were collected from several sources. I collected information on
the location of underground and elevated metro stations and rail stations throughout New York City to gauge local access to metro services during this period (see
Appendix B for details). Rail and metro access is described as the share of a neighborhood within 0.5 miles from a metro or rail station. In addition, the HOLC City
Survey maps also provided the location of parks and cemeteries in the city. As the
quality of parks may differ, major parks, which include Central Park in Manhattan and Prospect Park in Brooklyn, were coded separately from the other smaller
neighborhood parks spread across the city.

2.4
2.4.1

Model and Estimation Strategy
Overview

Housing is a complex good that is influenced by a myriad of physical characteristics,
amenities, and neighborhood-level externalities. Economists and other researchers
have long used housing to model household’s preferences for amenities such as clean
air or school quality (see Anselin and Lozano-Gracia, 2008; Black, 1999; Chay and
Greenstone, 2005). Looking at the black in-migration and racial composition of a
neighborhood allows us to infer information about preferences for living in a racially
mixed neighborhood. I begin with a basic housing model and expand the model to
encompass in-migration and other demographic variables. In addition, the importance
of space when modeling the housing market cannot be understated. The pattern
of African American migration indicated in Figure 2.10 combined with Moran’s I
statistics found in the summary statistics indicate the presence of spatial correlation.
Failing to account for spatial correlation violates the assumption that the error terms
are uncorrelated. The use of spatial econometric tools is discussed in detail in Section
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2.4.3.
Rosen (1974) creates a framework in which a differentiated good such as housing
can be modeled as a combination of the physical attributes of the housing stock,
neighborhood-level public services, and local amenities. The price of the ith house
can then be modeled as Pi = P (xi1 , xi2 , ..., xik ) where xij is the j th characteristic for
house i. The partial derivative of P with respect to the j th component is often referred
to as the marginal implicit price for the j th attribute. To determine the implicit prices
for the characteristics, the housing market is assumed to be competitive. This implies
that the marginal prices of the attributes are determined through multiple interactions
with buyers and sellers. Although it is not explored in this paper, it may be possible
in certain cases to generate a demand function for each component for welfare analysis
with the addition of several identification assumptions.
The data in this paper are aggregated at the neighborhood level, so the results are
a generalization of the standard hedonic approach. The sample is separated by the
type of dwellings in the neighborhood. For example, single-family units are uniquely
identified from the 2-4 unit dwellings in the neighborhood surveys. In addition, the
HOLC City Survey provided a range of values within each neighborhood so I ran the
analysis by separately examining the impact of neighborhood attributes on the prices
of the low and high range of housing.29
The housing equation thus takes the following form:

y = Xβ + ε

(2.6)

where y is a n × 1 vector of log housing values, X is a n × k matrix of neighborhoodlevel attributes, β is a k × 1 vector of coefficients, and ε is an n × 1 vector of i.i.d.
29

It is plausible that the impact of in-migration on the low end of housing may impact the high
end of housing or vice versa. I also ran a set of regressions in which the data was pooled while
controlling for the quality difference between the low and high end of housing via a dichotomous
variable. However, the coefficient estimates do not suggest a large interaction between low and high
valued housing. Results are available upon request.
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error terms. Monte-Carlo simulations run by Cropper et al. (1988) suggest functional
forms such as linear and semi-log models perform better in the presence of omitted
variables and the use of proxies in a model.
The neighborhood-level attributes include the type of housing, building materials, age of structures, quality of upkeep, home ownership rates, neighborhood income,
and access to large green areas and public transportation. Also included are demographic characteristics such as the percent black and foreign born in a neighborhood
as well as a dichotomous variable to indicate if African Americans are locating to a
neighborhood which is discussed in detail below.
2.4.2

Endogeneity of In-Migration

While the expected sign of the impact of most housing amenities on housing values
is clear, the impact of African American in-migration and the ethnic composition of
a neighborhood is not well established. Recent work by Card et al. (2008) find little
decline in housing values around the “tipping point” of a neighborhood. As they
use a regression discontinuity approach, the analysis cannot be extrapolated across
neighborhoods that are not near the “tipping point.” Boustan (2010) finds no decline
in housing values due to black migration in cities experiencing growth, but finds
evidence of housing values declining in cities that are in economic decline. This result
counters the early work by Laurenti (1960) who finds that housing values typically
increase in neighborhoods with black in-migration.
The historical literature often stated that neighborhood in-migration of African
Americans was a result of a failure in implementing land-use restrictions such as restrictive covenants. Ideally, I would like to test whether restrictive covenants were
effective and their influence on housing values. However, the dearth of information on
the types and breadth of restrictions make this question difficult to test. Alternatively,
I can test the predictions of the real estate agents, appraisers, and economists who
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discussed African Americans and real estate during the Great Depression. For example, Homer Hoyt stated in his 1939 book, The Structure and Growth of Residential
Neighborhoods in American Cities:
It is a mere truism to enunciate that colored people tend to live in segregated districts of American cities. As we have said [earlier], the reflection
of adverse housing characteristics should tend to operate in the same manner in areas populated entirely by colored races as in areas populated only
by whites. It is in the twilight zone, where members of different races live
together that racial mixtures tend to have a depressing effect upon land
values – and therefore, upon rents.
The above quote indicates two distinct features: (1) African American in-migration
should lead to a decline in housing prices in a neighborhood and (2) the racial composition of a neighborhood is important in determining housing values. While this
could be modeled merely by the inclusion of percent black in a neighborhood, the
current in-migration of African America may uniquely impact housing values. It is
plausible that a stable presence of African Americans could impact housing values
differently than neighborhood which are also experiencing in-migration.
In-Migration of African Americans is a dichotomous variable indicating if black
households were “infiltrating” a neighborhood at the time of the survey. It is unlikely
that the moment the first black households moved into a neighborhood triggered fears
that the neighborhood was being invaded. Homeowners likely felt threatened only
after a certain threshold of black families moved into the neighborhood within a period of time. Neighborhood housing values from African American in-migration may
change from three factors. First, housing values may increase from the increased demand from African Americans, however, this would be offset by the lowered demand
for housing in the neighborhood by white households. Finally, African American
in-migration would be capitalized in housing values through households’ future ex-
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pectations.
It is also possible that African American in-migration may have a heterogeneous
effect on housing values depending on the existing ethnic composition of the neighborhood. In-migration in predominately white neighborhoods may differ than those
that are already black enclaves. If whites do not begin to “flee” the neighborhood
until a certain threshold of African Americans in the neighborhood is reached, this
can result in an initial gain in property values. This is operationalized in my model
by interacting Black In-Migration with the composition of blacks in the neighborhood
at the time of the survey.
If Homer Hoyt is to be believed, we should expect to see in-migration to lead to
large declines in white neighborhoods and housing values in black enclaves should
be similar to those in predominately white neighborhoods. On the other hand, it
is possible if there is white flight, the relative demand for housing in neighborhood
could decline, leading to a decline in housing values, a result similar to that found in
Boustan, 2010.
The presence of in-migration is likely endogenously determined. African Americans may have located to neighborhoods which were in decline due to localized negative demand shocks independent of the in-migration. Failure to correct for this would
lead to biased coefficient estimates. Myrdal (1944) indicated that African Americans
were allowed into Harlem after the housing bust in 1904 while Mononi (1973) pointed
to the gentrification of Bedford-Stuyvesant as a reason why Bedford-Stuyvesant transitioned to a black neighborhood during the 1930s. Therefore I adjust equation 2.6
to indicate the presence of the endogenous in-migration:

y = Zβ1 + Xβ2 + ε

(2.7)

where Z is a n × 2 vector representing the endogenous variables, In-Migration of
African Americans and the interaction of In-Migration and the percent black in a
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neighborhood. Therefore β1 is thus the vector of corresponding coefficients on the
endogenous variables and β2 is the k × 1 vector of coefficients for the exogenous
variables X.
To develop an instrument, it is necessary to briefly look at the history of migration
patterns within the United States. African Americans were mobile within the south
as they sought better job opportunities. Collins (1997) noted that increased demand
for manufacturing jobs coupled with anti-immigration laws stemming from the flow of
immigrant labor contributed to the first large wave of African Americans to northern
cities. A personal canvass of 365 wage-earning black migrants conducted in 1909 by
George Haynes found that 47.1% of the sample arrived in New York for economic
reasons, 32.4 percent had relatives who resided in the city, while half of the remaining
group had heard about New York from friends (Haynes, 1968, pp. 27–31).30 While the
sample was not random, it provides anecdotal evidence that households incorporated
both economic well-being and family considerations when making migration decisions,
a point repeated in a 1917 Department of Labor study on African American migration.
This is consistent with the migration literature which finds migrants of a particular
ethnicity are more likely to migrate to an area where a pre-existing population exists
(see Borjas, 1995) .
Anecdotal stories abound in which the high transportation costs in the early 20th
century led African American families to seek the cheapest rail tickets out of the south
(see Henri, 1975). Most black migrants residing in Chicago in 1930 hailed from Mississippi, Tennessee, Georgia, Alabama, and Louisiana, respectively (Osofsky, 1996,
p. 247). Table 2.7 provides the list for New York City’s black population arranged
by state of birth for 1930 and 1940. The table provides compelling evidence that
distance factored into the early migratory decisions. African Americans overwhelmingly migrated from the South Atlantic states, accounting for the top six states of
30

Twenty-five percent of the migrants citing economic reasons had already secured employment
before arriving in New York.
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origin outside of New York for African Americans in New York City in 1930 while
mid-Atlantic states placed in the next two spots. While the U.S. Census did not
differentiate African Americans from other nonwhite ethnic groups, the rankings of
nonwhites born outside of New York City in 1940 closely resembles the rankings in
1930 with the major exception being California. Further, the difference between the
two censuses closely matches the study of internal migration conducted by the U.S.
Census in 1940 which examined the migration flows of African Americans across the
United States between 1935 and 1940. Also of note is the relationship between level
of per capita state income and migration. States having the highest migration flows
tended to be in the lowest quartile in per capita state income.
To incorporate the ideas above into an instrument, I use the neighborhood-level
share of African Americans born outside of New York in 1930 in state j interacted with
the population of African Americans out-migrating from state j during the 1930s. The
motivation was to create a proxy for the propensity of African Americans to migrate
to a neighborhood. For example, Virginian migrants could have been influenced by
their peers’ previous migration decisions. If a black household from Virginia moved
to New York City, they should have been more likely to locate to a neighborhood with
a large, preexisting population of Virginians. Furthermore, a neighborhood is likely
to experience in-migration if the African Americans residing in the neighborhood are
from states that had large outflows of black migrants during the Great Depression. I
operationalize this idea by constructing the instrument below:
48
P

Ii =

ShareBlackij · OutM igrationj

j=1
48
P

(2.8)
ShareBlackij

j=1

where ShareBlackij is the share of blacks born in state j living in neighborhood i in
1930 while OutM igrationj is the flow of out-migration of blacks in state j between
1935 and 1940 to New York City. While Washington, DC is included, the state of
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New York is omitted since unobserved economic conditions within New York could
be correlated with the error term in the final stage for individual neighborhoods.
Estimates of the neighborhood share of blacks born outside of New York in 1930 were
constructed from the 5% sample of the 1930 U.S. Census provided by the Minnesota
Population Center.31 The flow of out-migration was constructed from the 1940 U.S
Census volume, Internal Migration, 1935-1940.
I anticipate the instrument should strongly correlate with in-migration of African
Americans within a neighborhood. The presence of preexisting communities of African
Americans should influence households with similar ties to locate near that community. This is similar to the arguments discussed in Card (2001) and Boustan (2010)
who both argue that cities with high migrant populations from particular countries
will continue to experience further migration from that group as long as the group in
immigrating to the United States.
Further, state level migration patterns should not impact neighborhood-level outcomes outside of its influence on in-migration. Boustan (2010) finds that agricultural
shocks were influencing migration patterns of African Americans while Fishback, Horrace, and Kantor (2005) find that government spending in the agriculture sector by the
Agricultural Adjustment Administration (AAA) displaced black households, arguing
that this could be due to share tenant displacement and the additional incentives
to mechanize farms. As these factors should not effect the neighborhood-level error
structure, it is reasonable to assume that E[Ii , εi |Xi ] = 0. The first stage regression
can then be represented as:

Z = I ∗ δ1 + Xδ2 + ζ

(2.9)

where I∗ is an n × 2 vector of the instrument I and the interaction of the instrument
with the percent black in each neighborhood,δ1 is a 2 × 1 vector of coefficients for
31

Refer to Appendix A for details.
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the instrument, δ2 is a k × 1 vector of coefficients and ζ is a n × 1 vector of i.i.d.
error terms.
2.4.3

Spatial Dependence and Estimation Strategy

The data set exhibits spatial dependence. Any model that fails to incorporate a
spatial component will be misspecified. Therefore it is imperative to incorporate
criteria to test to measure and correct for the spatial dependence in order to select
the correct model specification. The spatial hedonic literature focuses on two forms
of spatial dependence: dependence through a spatially lagged dependent variable or
spatial dependence through the error term. The first form, the spatial lag model
(SLM), is expressed as:

y = ρW y + Zβ1 + Xβ2 + ε

(2.10)

while the spatial error model (SEM) is expressed as:
y = Zβ1 + Xβ2 + ε
ε = λW ε + u

(2.11)

where ρ and λ are scalar spatial autoregressive coefficients, W is an n × n spatial
weights matrix, and u is an n × 1 vector of i.i.d. error terms.32
In both models the spatial matrix W proxies the relationship across neighboring
observations. If observations i and j are neighbors, the element wij in the matrix
W will equal some nonzero value while non-neighbors as well as the elements along
the main diagonal are set to zero. To aid in the interpretation of the results, W is
P
typically row-normalized or j wij = 1. Unfortunately, little formalized theory exists
as a guide to the correct weight matrix, however, several diagnostic tests exist to help
select the correct weight matrix and subsequently the correct model specification.
32

The weight matrix W is not necessarily the same in both models.
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I use a series of spatial diagnostic tests to select between the spatial lag and
spatial error models.33 First, I ran Moran’s I test statistics on the OLS residuals
which are shown in Table 2.8. This test indicates the presence of spatial dependence,
but does not provide guidance on the form of dependence. Next, I ran a series of
Lagrange Multiplier tests discussed in Bera and Yoon (1993) and their robust version
in Anselin, Bera, Florax, and Yoon (1996). These LM tests are simple to implement
as they require only a weight matrix combined with residuals from OLS regressions
to test for spatial dependence. The tests fall into two categories: testing the null
hypothesis whether ρ = 0 (LMLag ) or whether λ = 0 (LMError ). Neither the LMLag
or the LMError tests provide clear evidence of which model is appropriate as the
tests are both statistically significant at the 1% level of significance.34 However, the
robust versions of the Lagrange Multiplier tests suggest the spatial dependence occurs
through a spatial lag, therefore I use the spatial lag model found in Equation 2.10.
The results of the tests utilizing several weight matrices indicated the three nearest
neighbor weight matrix as the appropriate weight matrix.35
The spatial lag model is estimated using a spatial two-stage least squares estimator
(STSLS). The estimator is similar to the standard TSLS estimator with the exception
that the lagged dependent variable is an endogenous regressor. Consistent estimates
are obtained for the spatial lag by including a subset of the spatial lag of the exogenous
variables as instruments.36
It is possible that spatial correlation remains in the STSLS residuals. Anselin and
Kelejian (1997) suggested a test to detect the presence of this spatial autocorrelation
33

It is also plausible that the spatial dependence can exist in both a spatially lagged dependent
variable and a spatial error term.
34
It is possible that both forms of spatial dependence could be present in the data.
35
The results are not very sensitive to the specification of the weight matrix. Utilizing other
nearest neighbor or distance-based cutoff weight matrices yielded very similar coefficient estimates.
36
A full set of exogenous variables is often used, however, the inclusion of the full set produced near
perfect multicollinearity. Included in the instrument are the spatial lags of percent black, percent
foreign born, the increasing and decreasing population in a neighborhood, one-family dwelling units,
two-four dwelling units, and the average age of housing in the neighborhood.
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in the presence of endogenous regressors. The results shown in Table 2.9 indicate
that spatial autocorrelation remains in the data. Anselin and Lozano-Gracia (2008)
suggests utilizing a spatial heteroskedastic and autocorrelation consistent (SHAC)
estimator of the variance-covariance matrix developed in Kelejian and Prucha (2007).
If the hedonic model is rewritten as:

y = Hγ + ε

(2.12)

where H = [W y Z X] and γ = [ρ β1 β20 ]0 , the STSLS estimator can be written as37 :
γ̂ST SLS = (H 0 PQ H)−1 H 0 PQ y

(2.13)

with PQ = Q(Q0 Q)−1 Q0 , Q is the set of instruments such that Q = [X WẊ I] where
Ẋ is a subset of the variables included in X. If the assumption of homoskedasticity is
relaxed, thus allowing for spatial autocorrelation, the consistent asymptotic variancecovariance matrix is:

V ar(γ̂ST SLS ) = (H 0 PQ H)−1 H 0 Q(Q0 Q)−1 ψ̂(Q0 Q)−1 Q0 H(H 0 PQ H)−1

(2.14)

Kelejian and Prucha (2007) find the consistent estimate for the (r,s)th element of
P P
) where ê are
the variance-covariance matrix to be ψ̂r,s = i j qir qjs êi êj K(dij /dmax
i
the residuals obtained from the STSLS estimates and K is a kernel density function
which acts as a weighting mechanism for the spatial correlation between observations
i and j. To determine the weights, dij is the distance between observations i and
j, and dmax
is the distance cutoff for neighborhood i such that if dij > dmax
, then
i
i
d

ij
K( dmax
) = 0.
i

An assumption from Kelejian and Prucha (2007) requires that the kernel function
to map the set of real numbers to a bounded set between -1 and 1. In addition, the
37

These results are structurally identical to the TSLS estimator under the assumption of no
spatial dependence.
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kernel K(0) = 1, K(x) = K(−x) and must integrate to one. In practice, several
kernels fit this definition such as the Bartlett, Epanechnikov, and Parzen kernels.38
Following Kelejian and Prucha (2007) and Lambert et al. (2008), we use the Parzen
kernel defined in Brockwell and Davis (2006, p. 361):

3
1
2

 1 − 6z + 6 |z| , |z| < 2
K(z) =
2 (1 − |z|)3 , 21 ≤ |z| ≤ 1


0, |z| > 1
where z = dij /dmax .
In a non-parametric estimation, the choice of bandwidth is often more important
than the choice of the kernel. Too few neighbors will not eliminate the spatial autocorrelation in the residuals, but too many neighbors will provide overly smooth estimates
of the variance-covariance matrix (Cameron and Trivedi, 2005). Two approaches are
usually employed to select the bandwidth, plug-in estimators and cross-validation
(CV) functions. Lambert, Florax, and Cho (2008) examine both techniques while also
exploring whether semivariograms are a viable option when determining the choice
of bandwidth for SHAC estimators. They find that the two data driven procedures
perform similarly to plug-in values of n0.65 or n0.75 . However, the cross-validation
function does not perform well in this model due to collinearity issues when searching
over small bandwidths. Instead, we use the plug-in value suggested by Lambert, Florax, and Cho (2008) to obtain a suggested bandwidth of 65 neighbors for the SHAC
estimator.39
38

Kelejian and Prucha suggest several other kernel functions including the triangular, TukeyHanning, Blackman-Tukey, quadratic spectral, and exponential density kernels..
39
The suggested CV function is often employed to select the bandwidth in Geographically
Weighted Regressions.
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2.5

Estimation Results

2.5.1

Main Results

I ran separate results for both the low and high property value estimates by the
HOLC appraisers. Table 2.9 provides select coefficient estimates for OLS, a spatial
lag model (ML) in which in-migration is treated as exogenous, TSLS estimates that
do not control for spatial correlation, and the full STSLS coefficient estimates that
control for both the endogeneity of in-migration as well as the spatial correlation in
the form of a spatial lag. The coefficients for the spatial lag model are estimated using
a spatial autoregressive maximum-likelihood estimator from the Matlab Econometrics
Toolbox developed by James LeSage.40 Both the ML and STSLS models use a K3
nearest neighbor weight matrix for the spatial lag of the dependent variable. The
standard errors on the OLS and TSLS estimates are corrected for heteroskedasticity
using White’s robust standard errors.
The baseline OLS coefficient estimates of the influence of African American inmigration on housing values show mixed results. The coefficient estimates suggest
that in-migration was associated with a 0.9% increase in the low end of housing values
in a neighborhood, while the high end of housing values declined 0.54%. While the
coefficient estimates are not statistically significant, the magnitudes suggest that inmigration had disparate effects across the types of housing within a neighborhood.
However, the negative coefficient estimates of the Percent Black variable on the logged
housing values indicate that as the share of African Americans in a neighborhood
increases by a percentage point, the housing values decline 0.4% for the low estimates
and decline 0.2% for the high estimates of the housing values in a neighborhood. It is
important to note that only the former coefficient estimate is statistically significant
at the 5% level of significance. This mirrors the comments of Homer Hoyt and other
economists at the FHA when creating policy on neighborhood-level mortgage risk.
40

The Matlab Econometrics toolbox can be found at http://spatial-econometrics.com/.
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The coefficient estimates from the maximum likelihood estimator (ML) control for
spatial dependence but not the endogeneity of in-migration. The TSLS results control
for the endogeneity of in-migration, but not spatial dependence. The estimates of the
effect of African American in-migration on housing values are mixed. The signs of the
coefficient estimates of African American in-migration for the ML and TSLS models
are the opposite of the OLS coefficient estimates, however, the coefficient estimates
are not statistically significant.
The coefficient estimates for the interaction of African American in-migration and
the percent black in a neighborhood in the spatial lag model (ML) are -0.007 and 0.014
for the low and high estimates of the neighborhood housing values. The coefficient
estimates, however, are not statistically significant. A positive point estimate on the
interaction term indicates that neighborhoods with a larger existing African American
population that is growing larger as a result of in-migration will experience higher
housing values. The negative coefficient estimate on the low estimate of housing
values, while a positive coefficient estimate on the high estimate of housing values in
a neighborhood would suggest that the gap of housing values within a neighborhood
is widening as a result of African American in-migration. The coefficient estimates of
the interaction terms in TSLS model are the reverse of the spatial lag model, although
again the coefficient estimates are not statistically significant.
Further, both the ML and TSLS coefficient estimates on the share of blacks in a
neighborhood are negative, although the coefficient estimates are statistically significant only for the TSLS model. The sign of the coefficient estimates suggest that the
in-migration of African Americans may have lead to declines in property values, however, this may also be partially attributed to African Americans sorting into poorer
neighborhoods that is not fully captured from including neighborhood-level income.41
The full model specification are shown in columns (4) and (8). The Anselin41

The summary statistics in Table 2.6 suggest that property values in black enclaves were lower
than neighborhoods that were predominately white.
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Kelejian test rejects the null hypothesis of no residual spatial autocorrelation in the
STSLS estimates. To correct for the residual heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation,
I use the SHAC estimator described in Section 2.4.3 which re-weights the variancecovariance matrix using a non-parametric procedure.
The first stage coefficient estimates show that the instrument I has a positive and
statistically significant impact on the probability of in-migration in the model. While
the instrument does not have an exact interpretation, the positive and statistically
significant coefficient estimates indicate that African American migration in 1938 was
in part driven by the previous migration decisions of African Americans. These results
reinforce the importance of peer effects in the decisions of African Americans in the
1930s.
The coefficient estimate of the interaction of I and the share of African Americans in the neighborhood is positive and statistically significant at the 1% level in
the regression with the interaction of African American in-migration and the share of
African Americans in the neighborhood. This indicates that African Americans were
more likely to migrate into black enclaves rather than migrate into neighborhooods
that had few black families previously in residence. However, I am not able to distinguish whether this is by choice or whether this migration is a result of explicit or
implicit segregation by whites.
The coefficient estimates of African in-migration effect on housing values indicate
that the migration of African Americans into a neighborhood led to an increase of
0.335 log points on the low estimates of neighborhood housing values and 0.969 log
points on the high range of housing in a neighborhood when the share of blacks in a
neighborood at the time of the survey was zero. The caveat is that only the latter
coefficient estimate is statistically significant at the 5% level. This indicates that in
previously all-white neighborhoods, a significant increase in housing values occurs in
neighborhoods that African Americans choose.
The negative coefficient estimate on the interaction between African American in-
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migration and the percent black in a neighborhood suggests that the housing premium
declined quickly for both the low and high estimate of housing values as the share
of African Americans in a neighborhood increased. This is seen in Figure 2.11 which
shows a plot of log housing values as a function of the share of African Americans in
a neighborhood with an assumption of African American in-migration. The housing
premium in neighborhoods with in-migration disappeared when the share of African
Americans in a neighborhood exceeded 31% for the low estimate of housing values
and 36% for the high estimate of housing values.
The suggestion that the presence of African Americans led to a decline in housing
values is weakened by the positive coefficient estimates of housing values in predominately white neighborhoods. This may suggest that African Americans paid a
premium to migrate into these neighborhoods but may also reflect the demand for
housing from African Americans in response to a limited supply of housing available
to them. The negative coefficient on the interaction term can be explained by the decreasing ability of white households or real estate agents to extract rents from African
Americans as well as weakening demand for white households to move into the neighborhood. However, the magnitude of the decline in housing values as the share of
African Americans in a neighborhood increases is surprising. This may be due to a
strong increase in the available supply of housing available in the neighborhood if the
white households begin to quickly exit the neighborhood.
Lastly, the share at which the housing premium tipped to become negative is
slightly larger than the estimates of the tipping point found in Card et al. (2008).
This may indicate that whites had stronger preferences to live away from African
Americans during the Great Depression than in more recent times, but this is an
avenue for future research.
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2.5.2

Inclusion of Weighted Exogenous Variables

As an alternative test of the nonlinearities in in-migration, the possibility may exist
that in-migration and the percent black within a neighborhood may impact housing
values in the surrounding neighborhoods. For example, it is plausible that white
households will begin to react to the sight of black in-migration in surrounding neighborhoods. Further, in-migration of African Americans may negate the effect of outmigration of white households. If this is was to occur, the specification defined in
Equation 2.10 is altered to:

y = ρW y + Z̃β1 + Xβ2 + ε

(2.15)

where Z̃ is an n × 2 matrix containing in-migration and the spatial lag of in-migration
in a neighborhood and β1 is now a 2 × 1 vector of coefficients. Similar to the STSLS
estimator, I use the instrument I developed in Section 2.4.2 as well as the spatial lag
of I, or W I, to identify the impact of in-migration. Further, to identify the coefficient
on the spatial dependent variable, I again include W Ẋ, or the the spatial lag of the
subset exogenous variables. The results are provided in Table 2.10.
Neither the coefficient estimates of African American in-migration nor the spatial
lag of African American in-migration on neighborhood housing values are statistically
significant in the second stage. The first stage results of the spatial lag of in-migration
are similar to the estimates above, although the statistical evidence on the excluded
instruments are weaker. For the regression of in-migration on the instrument and the
spatial lag of the instrument, the coefficients on the instrument are positive and statistically significant for both the low and high estimates of housing values. However,
the association is weaker than earlier when both were statistically significant at the
1% level of significance.
It is interesting to examine the coefficients on the first stage results for the spatial
lag of in-migration. The results suggest that the instrument also positively predicts
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in-migration in the surrounding neighborhoods. This appears to indicate that African
Americans were clustering in certain neighborhoods during this period. Similar to
Figure 2.10, this suggests that African Americans settled in particular neighborhoods
such as Harlem and Bedford-Stuyvesant and spilled over to surrounding neighborhoods over time as opposed to randomly scattering across the city.

2.6

Discussion

As African Americans migrated to cities in the first half of the 20th century, concerns
arose on their impact on the surrounding area. While poverty among African American families in urban areas was and is still a real and significant problem, my findings
indicate that African American in-migration did not lead to declines in housing values
in predominately white neighborhoods. Only after the share of African Americans
exceeded 33% did housing values appear to decline. This may have been largely a
result of white households leaving the neighborhood. This demographic shift appears
to be similar to the “tipping” phenomenon shown in Card et al. (2008), although
this hypothesis is difficult to test using the HOLC City Survey data. Regardless, the
results partially reject the conjectures of real estate appraisers and economists whom
suggested that neighborhoods with mixed ethnic groups would have lower property
values than those that were predominately white.
The results also begin to close the gap in our knowledge of African American
migration in the last century. Collins (1997) was one of the first researchers to empirically investigate the link the decline in European immigration and the subsequent rise
of African American migration to metropolitan areas. My paper finds additional evidence to suggest that as migration persisted over the 20th century, migrants selected
into neighborhoods in part through pre-existing social ties to those neighborhoods.
This paper by extending the analysis to the neighborhood as opposed to the city
level indicates that it may be just as important to understand how various economic
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outcomes that are effected by migration may also vary within a city.
This paper is just the tip of the iceberg in terms of understanding the conditions
that African Americans faced in the housing market after the Great Migration. On
the one hand, it appears that African Americans were moving into neighborhoods in
decline and may have spurred the out-migration of whites. On the other hand, white
out-migration may be in part, merely an artifact of the rise of the automobile. What
may appear to be racially motivated migration may instead be the increase in income
segregation. Further research is needed to distinguish the two factors.
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Figure 2.1: Black Population - New York City (1790 - 1940)
Source. Various U.S. Census of Population 1820-1940. State census figures for Manhattan between 1825-1865 from Statistics of Population of the City and County of
New York by Franklin B. Hough, 1866.
Note. The 1890 population figures include Chinese, Japanese, and Native Americans.
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Figure 2.2: Map of New York City including Historic Black Enclaves
Source. Neighborhood locations obtained from Burrows and Wallace (1999); Osofsky
(1996). County outlines obtained from Minnesota Population Center (2007).
Note. Neighborhood locations are approximate.
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Figure 2.3: Distribution of Population of New York City in 1934
Source. New York City Housing Authority (1934b).
Note. Neighborhood locations are approximate.
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ǯȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱǞ ȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏ

Ǟ ȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏ

Ǟ ȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏ

ȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏ

ȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏ

ǯȱ¢

ȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏ

ǯȱȏȏȏȏȱȱȱȱȱȱȱǞ ȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȱȱȏȏȏȏƖ

Ǟ ȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȱȱȏȏȏȏƖ

Ǟ ȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȱȱȏȏȏȏƖ

ǯȱȱȏȏȏȏȱȱȱȱȱȱȱǞ ȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȱȱȏȏȏȏƖ

Ǟ ȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȱȱȏȏȏȏƖ

Ǟ ȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȱȱȏȏȏȏƖ

ǯȱȱȏȏȏȏȱȱȱȱȱȱȱǞ ȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȱȱȏȏȏȏƖ

Ǟ ȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȱȱȏȏȏȏƖ

Ǟ ȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȱȱȏȏȏȏƖ

ǯȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱǞ ȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏ

Ǟ ȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏ

Ǟ ȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏ

ȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏ

ȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏ

ǯȱ¢

ȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏ

Śǯȱ   ȱȱ  ȱȱȱȱȱȱǯȱ ȱȱȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏǲȱǯȱ ȱȱȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏ
śǯȱ   ȱ 

Ŝǯȱȱȱ ȱȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȏȱ ȱ ȱȏȏȏȏȏȏȱȱǯȱȏȏȏȏȏȏ

Figure 2.4: HOLC City Survey Form (Reproduction)
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR FILLING OUT
1. Name of city. Security Grade, i.e. A-B-C or D - Area No. - Example ”C-10”
2. Describe or give word picture of “lay of land” i.e. level, rolling, hilly, mention physical features like slopes, bluffs, fills,
gallies, streams.
3. Point out the major features which are advantageous and affect the area favorably from a residential standpoint; mention
special or unusual things, such as parks, recreation centers, scenic features, good transportation and the type; zoning and
restrictions; schools, churches, business centers (gas, water, electricity, sewer, telephone considered to be installed; when
not, mention under item 4.
4. The reverse of item 3. Point out what the area lacks from a desirable residential standpoint, especially distances to schools or
business centers, inadequate transportation, absence of zoning or restrictions for protection of neighborhoods, lack of public
utilities. Mention such things as obnoxious odors, noises, traffic conditions, fire hazards from certain types of manufacturing
plants such as cleaning plants, refineries, slaughter houses, disposal and reclaiming establishments. Mention eleemosynary
institutions; danger of floods, etc.; in-filtration of lower grade population or different racial groups; encroachments of
apartments, commercial or industrial properties. Point out heavily burdened tax districts, years special assessments have
to run, areas of heavy delinquency, school tuitions, if any, etc.
5.

(a) What is the general type of occupation, i.e. executives, business men, retired professional, clerical, skilled mechanics
or factory workers, laborers, etc?
(b) Estimate average annual income per family
(c) Indicate predominating nationalities; estimate percentage of foreign-born families to total.
(d) Estimate percentage of negro families to total number of families.
(e) Any threat of infiltration of foreign born, negro or lower grade population? If so, indicate these by nationality and
rate of infiltration like this: “Negro - rapid”.
(f) If a considerable number of families are on relief, indicate as “few” or “many”.
(g) Indicate rate as “rapidly” or “slowly”. Strike out words inappropriate to answers.

6.

(a) Predominant type or types, i.e. one, two, three, four or multiple family. Where applicable, state size of unit such
as large singles, small 5-room cottages, 4-room apartments, etc.
(b) Predominant material of construction i.e. brick, frame, stucco, other.
(c) Average age. Self explanatory. Estimate.
(d) Condition of repair, i.e. good, fair, poor, or dilapidated.

7. Consider 1929 level as 100
8.

(a) Land - estimate percentage of plotted lots which are improved with buildings.
(b) Dwelling units. A unit is place where one family normally resides. See Vacancy Surveys.
(c) Home owners - estimate percentage of buildings (not dwelling units) occupied by owners.

9.

(a) Express sales demand as good, fair, poor ornone.
(b) State price and type of property in demand such as $6,500 single or $8,000 two-family.
(c) Express as good, fair, poor or none. In some sections of the city it may be possible to get numbers and if so, include
with statement.

10. a, b, and c same as 9a, b, and c, respectively.
11.

(a) Types - include selling price, i.e. $7,500 singles.
(b) Express as mediocre, fair, substantial - give number of new buildings, if possible.

12. Express a and b as none, limited, ample.
13. Express as up, down or static. In many cases it will be opssible to qualify by indicating rate of trend, i.e. rapidly or slowly
downward.
14. Under CLARIFYING REMARKS add pertinent facts or information not covered in previous items with the following
especially in mind: a. whenever the adjoining security areas are more than one grade apart, justify and explain. b. Be sure
to explain gradations of security values within the area, i.e. “high” or “low” yellow. c. For neighborhoods which are mixed
as to types of property and the typical case does not adequately present the picture, explain here. This pertains to items 6
& 7, especially. d. In case of wage-earner neighborhoods, it is helpful to know where they work, how fare they have to go,
transportation time, methods, and cost.
15. Personal inspection:
(name of )
, Realtor:
whoever it is. Give date Form was completed.

(name of )

Loan Service Field Representative; or

Figure 2.5: HOLC City Survey - Basic Instructions (Reproduced)
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Figure 2.6: HOLC City Survey - Security Grade
Source. Federal Home Loan Bank Board (1940).
Note. White space indicates areas not included in the City Survey. It may represent
industrial, commercial, parks, or undeveloped land..
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Figure 2.7: HOLC City Survey - Percent Black
Source. Federal Home Loan Bank Board (1940).
Note. White space indicates areas not included in the City Survey. It may represent
industrial, commercial, parks, or undeveloped land..
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Figure 2.8: HOLC City Survey - In-Migration of African Americans
Source. Federal Home Loan Bank Board (1940).
Note. White space indicates areas not included in the City Survey. It may represent
industrial, commercial, parks, or undeveloped land..
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Figure 2.9: HOLC City Survey - Midpoint of Housing Values (1938 $)
Source. Federal Home Loan Bank Board (1940).
Note. White space indicates areas not included in the City Survey. It may represent
industrial, commercial, parks, or undeveloped land.

Figure 2.10: Ethnic Composition of Census Tracts - Percent Black 1910–1940
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Figure 2.11: Change in Log Housing Values from African American In-Migration
Note. Predicted values based on STSLS coefficient estimates in Table 2.9. The figure
assumes that African American in-migration is present.
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Table 2.1: Dissimilarity Index in New York City

1910
1920
1930
1940

Diss.
Tracts
Diss.
Tracts
Diss.
Tracts
Diss.
Tracts

Manhattan Bronx
0.6603
—
271
0.7675
0.5715
254
208
0.8138
0.5111
275
506
0.8726
0.6805
274
440

Brooklyn
0.6228
324
0.6798
585
0.7171
929
0.7669
863

Queens
0.5530
76
0.6743
244
0.8147
377
0.8345
1199

Richmond
0.3229
32
0.4584
70
0.5936
330
0.6561
304

New York
0.6436
703
0.7343
1361
0.7878
3417
0.8326
3080

Source. Census tract data from the National Historical Geographic Information System.
Note. Values below 0.3 indicate low levels of segregation, between 0.3 and 0.6 is
moderate, and greater than 0.6 is considered high. The Bronx was included in the
borough of Manhattan in 1910.

Table 2.2: Isolation Index in New York City

Iso.
Tracts
Iso.
1920
Tracts
Iso.
1930
Tracts
Iso.
1940
Tracts
1910

Manhattan Bronx Brooklyn
0.1926
—
0.0885
270
323
0.5220
0.0721
0.1353
254
207
585
0.6466
0.0669
0.1844
270
452
864
0.7657
0.1142
0.3488
273
437
863

Queens
0.0325
76
0.0505
244
0.2825
1167
0.3750
1197

Richmond
0.0194
32
0.0235
70
0.0748
303
0.1057
304

New York
0.1599
701
0.4098
1360
0.5131
3056
0.6159
3074

Source. See Table 2.1.
Note. Values exceeding 0.3 indicate black population is sufficiently isolated from the
main population. Tracts with zero population were dropped.
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Table 2.3: Additional Segregation Indices in New York City

1910
1920
1930
1940

Manhattan Bronx Brooklyn
0.3313
—
-0.2618
0.1068
-0.0370
0.0127
0.1168
-0.2297
0.0527
0.1193
-0.3878
0.0854

Queens
-0.6614
0.0343
0.0438
0.1546

Richmond
0.0728
-0.2597
-0.0158
-0.0894

New York
0.1347
0.0559
0.0551
0.0764

Richmond
1.1240
0.9598
1.2370
1.2722

New York
1.1326
1.7747
2.0713
2.0749

(a) Relative Concentration Index

1910
1920
1930
1940

Manhattan Bronx
1.0451
—
1.1164
1.7647
1.2151
1.7073
1.3121
1.7269

Brooklyn
0.9775
1.2889
1.2035
1.1970

Queens
1.2473
1.0965
1.4962
1.4470

(b) Spatial Proximity Index

1910
1920
1930
1940

Manhattan
-0.5964
-0.4427
-0.4921
-0.4841

New York
-0.1488
0.0430
0.3998
0.3825

(c) Absolute Centralization Index

Source. See Table 2.1.
Note. All indices are at the census tract level. Census tracts in the Bronx are
combined with the tracts in Manhattan for 1910. The ACE index is determined by
examining distances between the centroid of the census tract and a location in lower
Manhattan at 40°42’26” N 74°00’39” W. Distances measured in miles.
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Table 2.4: Definitions of HOLC City Survey Data
Variable
1938 Housing Values - Low
1938 Housing Values - High
Black In-Migration
Percent Black
Percent Foreign Born
Family Income - Low
Family Income - High
Population Increasing
Population Decreasing
Single-Family Structures
2-4 Family Structures
Average Age of Structures
Dwellings - Good Repair
Dwellings - Fair Repair
Dwellings - Brick
Dwellings - Masonry
Dwellings - Stucco
Dwellings - Frame
Home Ownership Rate
Subway Access (Percent)
Nearby Park Acreage
Nearby Major Park Acreage

Nearby Cemetery Acreage
Dist to Lower Manhtattan (mi.)

Description
Low range of assessed housing values in a neighborhood.
High range of assessed housing values in a neighborhood.
Indicator if African Americans were migrating into the
neighborhood at the time of the City Survey.
Share of African Americans residing in the neighborhood.
Share of the neighborhood that was foreign born.
Low range of family income within the neighborhood.
High range of family income within the neighborhood.
Indicator if the neighborhood population was increasing.
Indicator if the neighborhood population was declining.
Indicator if single-family structures were the predominant
type of structure within the neighborhood.
Indicator if 2-4 family structures were the predominant
type of structure within the neighborhood.
Average age of structures within the neighborhood.
Indicator if structures were typically in a good state of repair.
Indicator if structures were typically in a fair state of repair.
Indicator if a significant number of structures in a neighborhood were constructed of brick.
Indicator if a significant number of structures in a neighborhood were constructed of masonry.
Indicator if a significant number of structures in a neighborhood were constructed of stucco.
Indicator if a significant number of structures in a neighborhood were constructed of wood frames.
Home ownership rate of the neighborhood.
Percent of the neighborhood within 0.5 miles from the nearest subway station in 1938.
Number of acres of parks within 0.5 miles of the neighborhood.
Number of acres of major parks within 0.5 miles of
the neighborhood. Includes Central Park in Manhattan,
Prospect Park in Brooklyn, and the Bronx Zoo and Botanical Gardens in the Bronx.
Number of acres of cemeteries within 0.5 miles of the
neighborhood.
Distance of the neighborhood to Lower Manhattan. The
0
0
location used is 40◦ 42 26” N 74◦ 00 39” W.
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Table 2.5: Descriptive Statistics of HOLC City Survey Data

Variable
Housing Values - Low
Housing Values - High
Black In-Migration
Percent Black
Percent Foreign Born
Family Income - Low
Family Income - High
Population Increasing
Population Decreasing
Single-Family Structures
2-4 Family Structures
Average Age of Structures
Dwellings - Good Repair
Dwellings - Fair Repair
Dwellings - Brick
Dwellings - Masonry
Dwellings - Stucco
Dwellings - Frame
Home Ownership Rate
Subway Access (Percent)
Nearby Park Acreage
Nearby Major Park Acreage
Nearby Cemetery Acreage
Dist to Lower Manhtattan (mi.)
Observations: 608

Mean
Std Dev
5,585.44 3,240.28
9,491.61 11,632.37
0.071
0.257
2.938
9.717
34.419
22.777
1,903.29 1,253.81
5,581.25 11,988.16
0.403
0.491
0.046
0.210
0.528
0.500
0.410
0.492
24.081
10.794
0.273
0.446
0.482
0.500
0.689
0.463
0.102
0.303
0.155
0.362
0.737
0.441
67.412
25.312
52.481
37.026
54.829
87.452
29.383
88.481
41.892
88.674
8.518
3.566

Moran’s I:
Distance
0.348
0.251
0.256
0.361
0.413
0.188
0.437
0.326
0.412
0.149
0.155
0.628
0.153
0.081
0.436
0.439
0.349
0.365
0.615
0.551
0.367
0.428
0.468
0.977

Moran’s I:
K3
0.471
0.341
0.613
0.617
0.572
0.369
0.578
0.540
0.448
0.017
0.020
0.738
0.374
0.270
0.525
0.509
0.410
0.470
0.665
0.749
0.507
0.600
0.752
0.991

Source. See Section 2.3.
Note. Neighborhoods having several types of structures such as brick and frame were
counted as having both types, thus the sum exceeds 100 percent. Moran’s I: Distance
uses a distance cutoff based weighting matrix less than 1.38 miles with while Moran’s
I: NN is a K3 nearest neighbor weighting matrix. Complete details on the creation
of the weighting matrix are given in Section 2.4.3.
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Table 2.6: Descriptive Statistics of HOLC City Survey Data by In-Migration Status
and Ethnic Composition

Variable
Housing Values - Low
Housing Values - High
Percent Black
Percent Foreign Born
Family Income - Low
Family Income - High
Population Increasing
Population Decreasing
Single-Family Structures
2-4 Family Structures
Avg. Age of Structures
Dwellings - Good Repair
Dwellings - Fair Repair
Dwellings - Brick
Dwellings - Masonry
Dwellings - Stucco
Dwellings - Frame
Home Ownership Rate
Dist to Lower Man. (mi)
Observations:

Source. See Section 2.3.

No In-Mig
Pct Blk < 50%
5,742.86
9,752.95
0.808
34.318
1,974.29
5,830.89
0.411
0.046
0.541
0.404
23.105
0.296
0.502
0.691
0.104
0.164
0.738
69.216
8.614
560

No In-Mig
Pct Blk ≥ 50%
5,040.00
8,200.00
63.000
14.000
940.00
2,040.00
0.200
0.200
0.200
0.000
38.000
0.000
0.200
0.800
0.400
0.000
0.200
13.600
9.205
5

In-Mig
Pct Blk < 50%
3,634.61
6,237.18
19.974
38.949
1,084.62
2,807.69
0.333
0.026
0.410
0.538
34.038
0.000
0.282
0.615
0.051
0.051
0.795
52.667
7.520
39

In-Mig
Pct Blk ≥ 50%
3,250.00
6,250.00
60.000
30.000
1,150.00
2,100.00
0.250
0.000
0.250
0.500
46.250
0.000
0.000
1.000
0.000
0.000
0.750
26.750
4.561
4
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Table 2.7: Black Population by Birth State in New York City

State
NY
SC
NC
VA
GA
FL
AL
PA
NJ
CA
LA
MS
TN
MD
TX
Foreign

1930
#
Rank
79,264
1
33,765
3
26,120
4
44,471
2
19,546
5
8,249
6
3,205
22
6,226
8
5,275
9
229
29
2,182
13
969
20
1,651
15
6,656
7
1,592
16
54,754
—

1940
#
Rank
139,873
1
57,875
2
43,444
4
53,710
3
28,688
5
12,708
6
6,469
10
9,023
7
7,758
8
2,334
16
3,308
12
2,072
18
2,737
14
7,723
9
2,235
17
58,637
—

1940-30
#
Rank
60,609
1
24,110
2
17,324
3
9,239
4
9,142
5
4,459
6
3,264
7
2,797
8
2,483
9
2,105
10
1,126
11
1,103
12
1,086
13
1,067
14
643
15
3,883
—

1933 per capita inc.
#
Rank
631.48
2
168.99
44
203.30
42
274.95
30
198.78
43
273.64
31
161.35
45
417.11
12
519.99
8
526.11
7
221.99
37
127.06
49
203.97
40
457.82
10
250.76
33
—
—

Source. U.S. Bureau of the Census (1933a), pp. 216–218; U.S. Bureau of the Census
(1944), pp. 62, 66–72.
Note. 1930 Population figures are the total black population born in that state
which are currently residing in New York City. 1940 Population figures are nonwhite
population.
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Table 2.8: Diagnostic Tests for Spatial Dependence

Dependent Variable: log Housing Values
Low Range
Moran’s I
Coefficient
0.327
P-Value
0.000

High Range
0.204
0.000

LM Test (Lag)

Coefficient
P-Value

122.910
0.000

58.319
0.000

LM Test (Robust Lag)

Coefficient
P-Value

20.982
0.000

5.369
0.020

LM Test (Error)

Coefficient
P-Value

113.372
0.000

61.096
0.000

LM Test (Robust Error)

Coefficient
P-Value

1.994
0.158

1.069
0.301

Note. Test statistics are obtained from OLS residuals using a row-normalized K3
nearest neighbor weight matrix. Selected coefficient results from the OLS regressions
are shown in Column (1) and Column 5 of Table 2.9.

-0.020
(0.015)

-0.004∗∗
(0.002)
Included

Percent Black

Neighborhood Controls
Anselin-Kelejian Test
(P-Value)

Included

Excluded

Included

-0.010∗∗
(0.004)

0.012
(0.018)

0.020
(0.633)

Included
0.1476
(0.0074)

-0.001
(0.005)

-0.010
(0.014)

0.335
(0.340)

6.7775
0.258∗∗∗
(0.061)

0.000027∗∗∗
(0.000005)

0.000027∗
(000015)
2.7300

0.000012
(0.000036)

0.000021
(0.000039)

-0.054
(0.056)

0.263∗∗∗
(0.010)

Included

-0.002
(0.002)

0.002
(0.002)

Included

-0.040∗∗
(0.017)

0.014
(0.017)

0.023
(0.016)

Included

-0.014
(0.012)

Included
0.2187
(0.0087)

0.003
(0.007)

-0.032∗
(0.019)

0.969∗∗
(0.476)

1.229∗
(0.729)
-0.010
(0.028)

7.6830
0.082
(0.098)

Included

0.000029∗∗∗
(0.000005)

-0.000007
(0.000037)

6.7294

Included

0.000001∗∗∗
(0.000000)

2.4796

Excluded

0.000028∗
(0.000015)

0.000012
(0.000037)

7.5028

Excluded

Included

Excluded
6.5547

0.000001
(0.000001)

0.000001∗∗∗
(0.000000)

0.000001
(0.000001)
8.0405

0.000005∗∗∗
(0.000001)

0.000003∗∗
(0.000002)

Housing Values - High Range
ML
TSLS
S2SLS
(6)
(7)
(8)

Note. * - Significant at the 10% level, ** - Significant at the 5% level, *** - Significant at the 1% level. Weight matrix
is a row-normalized K3 nearest neighbor matrix. Anselin-Kelejian Test examines spatial correlation in the residuals
prior to the implementation of SHAC variance-covariance estimates. Full results for STSLS estimates presented in
Table C.1. Coefficient estimates of OLS, ML, 2SLS results are available upon request.

Included

-0.007
(0.016)

0.001
(0.002)

Black In-Migration x Pct Black

-0.001
(0.014)

0.350∗∗
(0.160)

OLS
(5)

0.000004∗∗∗
(0.000002)

0.000005∗∗∗
(0.000001)

Housing Values - Low Range
ML
TSLS
S2SLS
(2)
(3)
(4)

0.009
(0.070)

OLS
(1)

Black In-Migration

F-Test Excluded Instruments
Rho

Weighted X’s

Instrument I x Pct Black

F-Test Excluded Instruments
1st Stage - In-Migration x Pct Black
Instrument I

Weighted X’s

Instrument I x Pct Black

1st Stage - In-Migration
Instrument I

Dependent Variable - ln(housing values)

Table 2.9: Selected Regression Results
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Table 2.10: Regression Results - STSLS Coefficient Estimates
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Note. * - Significant at the 10% level, ** - Significant at the 5% level, *** - Significant at the 1% level. Weight matrix is a row-normalized K3 nearest neighbor
matrix. Anselin-Kelejian Test examines spatial correlation in the residuals prior to
the implementation of SHAC variance-covariance estimates. Full results available on
request.
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CHAPTER 3

The New Deal, Race, and Housing in the 1930s1
The sentiment for home ownership is so embedded in the American heart
that millions of people who dwell in tenements, apartments, and rental
rows of solid brick have the aspiration for wider opportunity in ownership
of their own home.
- President Herbert Hoover (1931)

3.1

Introduction

Politicians have long proselytized home ownership for Americans. While the government was not absent in its attempt to promote home ownership prior to the Great
Depression, the period has often been cited as the spark that led to the federal government’s greater involvement in both the farm and non-farm housing markets.2 The
federal government under President Roosevelt created several initiatives within several agencies to revitalize the housing market while several states passed mortgage
moratorium laws to forestall foreclosure proceedings.
While programs were touted as promoting access to minorities, agencies including the Home Owner’s Loan Corporation (HOLC), Federal Housing Administration
(FHA), and Agricultural Adjustment Administration (AAA) have been criticized for
accelerating suburbanization and share-tenant displacement at the expense of minorities (see Abrams, 1955; Fishback, Horrace, and Kantor, 2006; Jackson, 1985; Whatley,
1

A shorter draft of this chapter jointly written with Price V. Fishback appears in the May 2011
issue of The American Economic Review: Papers and Proceedings (Volume 101, Number 2).
2
The United States Shipping Board and the United States Housing Corporation (Department
of Labor) which built housing for war workers during World War I as well as the creation of Federal
Farm Banks under the Federal Farm Loan Act of 1916 are notable exceptions (Putnam, 1916;
Meyerson and Banfield, 1955, p. 17).
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1983). However, Hillier (2003a, 2003b) cautions that overly broad interpretations of
discriminatory lending practices may not extend to the HOLC.
Differences in preferences as well as the geographical distribution of funding may
also have provided heterogeneity among white and black households’ response to the
government programs. While I do not observe a household’s direct receipt of government assistance, I can analyze the relationship between home ownership decisions
and New Deal programs using a pseudo-panel dataset of over 600,000 households
from the U.S. Census from 1920 through 1940 combined with per-capita government
spending figures at the state economic area level. I find that there was not only
significant heterogeneity between government programs, but also between black and
white households in response to government spending.
The United States Census reported that the national home ownership rate was
44.6% in 1920, increasing slightly to 46.8% in 1930 before falling to 43.6% in 1940. The
rates mask the 23 to 25 percentage point gap in home ownership between white and
black households over this period. The home ownership rate among white households
stood at 49.4% in 1930, yet fewer than a quarter of black families were homeowners
(U.S. Census, 1930; U.S. Census, 1940). The home ownership rate declined almost
seven percent between 1930 and 1940, characterizing the poor state of the housing
market. While exact statistics are unavailable, approximately 10% of the non-farm,
owner-occupied dwellings in the United States between 1933 and 1935 were refinanced
by the HOLC, indicating that many homeowners were in significant financial straits
during the Great Depression (Harriss, 1951, p. 1).
The federal government created several programs in response to the housing crisis
during the Great Depression. The Federal Home Loan Bank System was created in
1932 in order to increase the liquidity in the mortgage market through the regulation
of the Savings and Loan industry. However, this program was not geared for creating
liquidity in the mortgage market to assist distressed homeowners during an economic
crisis. In response, Roosevelt signed the Home Owners’ Loan Corporation Act in
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1933 establishing the HOLC. Under the supervision of the Federal Home Loan Bank
Board (FHLBB), the HOLC was responsible for refinancing mortgages in danger of
foreclosure. In the same year, the Emergency Farm Mortgage Act of 1933 was established to assist farmers who became delinquent on their loans while the Agricultural
Adjustment Act was passed to help farmers by raising food commodity prices. A year
later, the Federal Housing Administration was established to increase liquidity in the
financial market by lowering the risk for institutions to lend by providing mortgage
insurance for one-to-four family dwellings. The final bill, the Bankhead-Jones Farm
Tenant Act, created the Farm Security Administration in 1937 to reduce persistent
poverty in rural areas.
In this paper, I explore the claims that these Federal programs were detrimental
to the home ownership aspirations of African Americans. This claim is not a novel
idea, but rather one that has been discussed for the better part of the last century.
Charles Abrams in his seminal book, Forbidden Neighbors, suggested that the FHA’s
Underwriting Manual combined with the HOLC’s systematic rating of neighborhoods
led to the institutionalization of discrimination against certain minorities such as
African Americans and Jews. While few researchers would dispute that the FHA
explicitly discriminated against minorities residing in white neighborhoods, Hillier
(2003b) found evidence that a similar urban agency, the HOLC, did not actively
discriminate against African Americans in its campaign to refinance mortgages.
In addition to discrimination, a number of other factors may have induced different
responses to government spending between white and black families. For example, a
different distribution of endowments may have made a larger share of African Americans unable to receive certain funds from government programs which would have
hampered the effectiveness of these programs at assisting black families. Further, the
distribution of government programs may have provided different benefits to different
groups. Lastly, if blacks and whites have different preferences for home ownership, it
is plausible that this could be reflected in the effectiveness of government programs
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on home ownership rates.
While I cannot observe a household’s receipt of government services nor it’s preferences for home ownership, I can test whether local spending and funding decisions
by the federal government are associated with an increase in home ownership rates
as well as the influence on housing values and contract rents. I do this by using a
repeated cross-section dataset from the Integrated Public Use Microdata Series spanning the decennial censuses from 1920 through 1940. This dataset is merged with
socioeconomic and New Deal variables aggregated by state economic area (SEA),
which comprise over 460 regions throughout the United States. This level of detail
allows me to control for intra-state variation in government spending. This is important since government spending varied significantly within a state, thus finer details
on spending on home ownership changes are captured than if spending decisions were
captured at the state level. Further, state-level income and other economic characteristics at the SEA level controls for potential endogenous spending decisions by the
federal government.
When introducing new legislation, New Dealers cited the “Three R’s:” relief,
recovery, and reform. The policy changes necessary to incorporate one aspect of the
New Deal may have conflicted with the policy required to incorporate another goal.
As an example, the FHA stated its goal was “not to help cities, but to revive home
building, to stimulate home ownership, and to reduce unemployment” (Jackson, 1985,
p. 213). Yet if the FHA did not believe it was as cost effective to insure loans for
African Americans as for whites, as it was alleged by Jackson, it could effectively
ignore them while remaining faithful to their mission. Yet this could easily contradict
the relief mission of other agencies.
New Deal programs targeted both home ownership and the recovery of the housing market, thus their influence should influence housing values and contract rents
through changes in both the demand for housing and rental services as well as any
potential changes to the supply of housing and rental stock in a market. Tenure
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choice is likely not random, thus it is possible that the types of households that select
into home ownership could bias the estimates of our model. To control for potential
selection in the data, I utilize a Heckman selection model to control for households’
tenure decisions. The data does not provide a good exclusion restriction, thus the
model relies on the non-linearity of the inverse mills ratio to identify the effects of the
selection into home ownership.
The results suggest that among the New Deal programs geared towards non-farm
households, the FHA was the only program that had a positive and statistically significant influence on the probability of home ownership for both white and black
households. The net effect among white households exceeds the results found for
black households which lends support to the hypothesis that the FHA had discriminated against black homeowners. Programs such as the HOLC appear to have had
little statistically significant effects on home ownership rates. This counters previous findings of both Courtemanche and Snowden (Forthcoming) and Fishback et al.
(Forthcoming) which find that the HOLC had a positive influence on home ownership
rates, although these findings were limited areas outside of the largest cities.
Among the farm programs, AAA grants are negatively associated with the home
ownership rates among white farmers, but had no statistically significant effect on
the rate for black farmers. The results appear to be consistent with previous findings
which had shown that the AAA spurred tenant displacement and black out-migration
from the rural south. However, the grants appeared to have led to a subsequent decline
in owner-occupied properties while subsequently increasing contract rents for both
black and white farmers. Mortgage moratorium laws were associated with an increase
in white farmers home ownership rates. Consistent with the idea that swing states
appeared to cater to farmers, this effect suggests that farmers played an important
role in developing New Deal policy during the Great Depression.
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3.2
3.2.1

Literature Review
Government Response

Despite growing evidence to the contrary, there remains a common misconception
that the United States was largely lasseiz faire prior to the New Deal. However, state
and federal governments already wielded substantial influence in both the non-farm
and farm housing sectors by the 1910s. The Federal Farm Loan Act (FFLA) of 1916
was passed in order to improve access to credit to farmers. Inspired by the Federal
Reserve System which was created in 1913, the FFLA created 12 Federal Farm Banks
in which farm associations working under a Farm Bank could issue mortgages of up to
half the value of a farm with interest rates not exceeding six percent (Putnam, 1916).
As part of the war effort to ease acute housing shortages, the United States Shipping
Board and the United States Housing Corporation built dwellings for approximately
15,000 war workers during World War I (Radford, 1996, pp. 16–17). Several states
as well as various cities across the United States also began to pass rent control
legislation due to persistent housing shortages (Radford, 1996, p. 46). Outside of the
war effort, the city of Milwaukee attempted to ease the housing shortage by building
100 homes in a partnership with a cooperative housing company in 1919. The federal
government was also active during the 1920s. While not successful until 1932 with the
passage of the Federal Home Loan Bank Act, several attempts, beginning in 1918,
were made to institute “Mortgage Rediscount Banks” (Hoagland and Stone, 1965,
pp. 467–468).
While the federal government intervened early in the case of farmers, it is arguably
due to the relative dire conditions of farmers. For the non-farm housing sector, the
economy quickly recovered after the recession following World War I. By 1926 over
930,000 dwellings were built, more than three and a half times the amount in 1920.
Yet this growth quickly declined, construction declined by 90 percent of the peak by
1933 (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1966, Table A-2). At a conference on home financing
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and home ownership in 1930, President Hoover insisted that home ownership was an
individual’s responsibility, not the federal government’s in the face of a marked decline
in the construction industry and rising foreclosure rates(Hoagland and Stone, 1965,
p. 465).
Facing increasing pressure by farmers and distressed homeowners to respond to
the rise in the number of foreclosures, 27 states enacted foreclosure moratoria between 1933 and 1934.3 The moratoria passed by the various states (Table 3.1) can
be grouped into several categories which could either provide relief based on statutes,
judicial discretion to block foreclosures in a case-by-case manner, administration officials to provide relief, compulsory mediation, and lengthening the period of the
judicial process (Skilton, 1943).4 Most laws prevented foreclosure only in cases where
the borrowers had at least a slim chance of repaying the existing mortgage when
economic conditions improved which may be determined by their ability to pay some
minimum rent or upkeep on taxes (Skilton, 1943; Wheelock, 2008). While several
moratorium laws were ruled unconstitutional, the presence of such laws suggests that
the recession began to hit homeowners who would likely not have defaulted on their
mortgages in a contractionary business cycle the magnitude of the Great Depression.
As the housing market deteriorated in the years after the housing conference,
President Hoover attempted to breathe new life into the housing market it 1932 by
supporting laws which had previously failed to pass in Congress. An example is the
Federal Home Loan Bank Board (FHLBB) which was created in 1932. Similar to the
Federal Reserve, the Federal Home Loan Bank system had 12 branches spread across
the United States. The federal government believed that the decline in housing values
in this period was largely due to the lack of credit, thus the board was responsible
for increasing liquidity on the mortgage market. While there was a provision within
3

Skilton (1943) notes that the passage of moratoria during economic downturns was relatively
common in the history of the United States.
4
D.P.K. (1933) suggested West Virginia also passed a foreclosure moratorium law, however, it
is not included in the dataset as such a state.
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the Federal Home Loan Bank Act to assist individual homeowners, the requirements
for qualification were too high for most households (Bradford, 1979; Hoagland and
Stone, 1965, p. 468).5
While the federal government had previously acted on behalf of farm and nonfarm households, the scope of the programs were dwarfed by the magnitude of the
proposals under President Roosevelt’s tenure. A myriad of programs ranging from
relief of the unemployed, re-establishment of the mortgage industry, support of crop
prices, to development of public works projects were established in order to revitalize
the economy during the Great Depression. Some programs were directly targeted
towards housing programs while others may have had indirect effects through the
influence on income or through providing incentives for farm landowners to mechanize
their farms.
As part of the New Deal, several programs geared to revitalizing the housing industry were pushed through the legislature. The first was the Home Owners’ Loan
Corporation Act of 1933. The act created the HOLC and placed it under the supervision of the FHLBB and was responsible for refinancing mortgages in danger of
foreclosure on non-farm, owner-occupied dwellings (Harriss, 1951, pp. 29–30). It
purchased approximately one million troubled non-farm mortgages from lenders and
refinanced the mortgages as fully amortized loans with interest rates around five percent.6 To accomplish its directives, the HOLC hired appraisers who were familiar
with local economic conditions and met qualifications set by the American Institute
of Real Estate Appraisers. The appraisers were instructed to equally weight three
factors for appraisals: market value at the time of appraisal, the cost of a similar
5

The Emergency Relief and Construction Act in 1932 directed the Reconstruction Finance Corporation to make loans of up to 85% of the development cost to limited dividend corporations
to provide either low-income housing or slum clearance. However, only two projects were funded
through this program. See Chapter 4 for additional details regarding this program.
6
It was not atypical for household’s during this period to hold short-term, interest-only mortgages
which required a balloon payment at the end of the mortgage. However, these mortgages often
required higher loan-to-value ratios than modern interest-only mortgages.
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lot plus the cost of the building less depreciation, and the value of the premises by
capitalizing the monthly reasonable rental value of the premises over the previous
ten years (Harriss, 1951, pp.41–44). Courtemanche and Snowden (Forthcoming) as
well as Fishback et al. (Forthcoming) examined the effects of the HOLC refinancing program on local housing markets. Courtemanche and Snowden (Forthcoming)
use distance-based instruments while Fishback et al. (Forthcoming) constructed an
instrument to proxy for the location of HOLC offices based on the state population centers to control for the endogenous decisions of the HOLC. Both papers find
that the HOLC was positively correlated with home ownership rates, although their
findings were weakened when they include the largest counties in their results.
Despite the above findings that the HOLC promoted home ownership, the HOLC
has also received criticism that it discriminated against minorities. After the completion of its refinancing program in 1935, the HOLC, at the behest of the FHLBB,
developed the City Survey program for 239 cities across the United States (Hillier,
2005). This survey incorporated neighborhood characteristics into the assessment of
a property as well as forecasting the risk for mortgage defaults in a particular neighborhood. The program was controversial in particular due to the inclusion of ethnic
group characteristics as factors influencing the risk for mortgage defaults. Abrams
(1955) was one of the first to discover the rating system used in the survey, although
he erroneously connected these ratings for the HOLC’s refinancing program. Yet,
Jackson (1985) was the first to publish findings suggesting that African Americans in
St. Louis and New Jersey never resided in neighborhoods with favorable “grades.”7
The Federal Housing Administration, created via the National Housing Act in
1934, provided several tools for the federal government to rebuild the housing industry
during the Great Depression. There were two major objectives of the FHA: shifting
the risk of construction away from private industry towards the federal government
7

Similar results were found in several other major cities. See Hillier (2003b) and Chapter 2 for
further discussion of the issues.
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and establishing a secondary market for mortgages (Hoagland and Stone, 1965, pp.
504–505).
The first objective of the FHA was accomplished by providing lending institutions
insurance against the loss on loans to both finance renovations on existing structures
(Title I) as well as provide insurance for new one-to-four family dwellings (Title II)
(Hoagland and Stone, 1965, p. 506).8 The ability for institutions to insure mortgages
under Title II shifted how many of the institutions lent to borrowers. They were
increasingly willing to lend at higher loan to value ratios and for longer periods.
The FHA insured approximately 20 to 25 percent of mortgages between 1934 and
1945. As the insured loans were largely standardized, this helped create a national
secondary market for mortgages. A secondary market could provide additional capital
to financial institutions which would otherwise have large chunks of their portfolios
tied to illiquid assets.
Critics often argued that the underwriting standards of the FHA institutionalized
the practice of redlining. Homer Hoyt, an economist working for the FHA, indicated
in his book, The Structure and Growth of Residential Neighborhoods in American
Cities, that mixing ethnic groups within a neighborhood would inevitably lead to a
decline in housing values in that neighborhood (Hoyt, 1939).9 Further, the FHA’s
underwriting manuals during the 1930s and 1940s cited African Americans, Jews,
and other ethnic groups as undesirable. It also promoted the use of restrictive deed
covenants in order for mortgage loans to receive insurance (Abrams, 1955, pp. 229–
232).
The Great Depression was also the period in which the federal government lent
or provided grants to construct the first low-income housing projects in the United
8

The FHA was liable for 90% of the value of individual loans and no more than 10% of all loans
originated at a particular financial institution. Later addendums provided the FHA with ability to
insure multi-family dwellings and the ability to aid in slum clearance programs.
9
Please refer to Chapter 2 for a longer discussion of Hoyt’s book, The Structure and Growth of
Residential Neighborhoods in American Cities.
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States. The Public Works Administration provided loans to develop housing projects
and provide slum clearance as well as grants to local housing authorities to subsidize
the rents of the tenants of public housing. The housing projects provided low-rent alternatives for low income households of low incomes with the goal to provide improved
living conditions for those residing in the projects (Public Works Administration,
1936).
Several programs in the New Deal were also created to assist farmers during the
period. In the same year that the HOLC was created, the Emergency Farm Mortgage
Act of 1933 and the Farm Credit Act of 1933 were created to extend repayments of
loans while creating lending institutions to improve credit access to farmers above
which they had received under the Federal Farm Loan Act.10 This program was
supervised by the Farm Credit Administration which lent money to farmers through
the Land Bank Commissioner for crop loans and for debt relief (Fishback et al.,
2003). A similar agency, the Farm Security Administration was created through
the Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act in 1937. The agency was combined with the
Resettlement Administration to provide a mix of loans and grants to farmers in
financial straits (Baldwin, 1968, pp. 3–4, 199–202).
Another program, the Agricultural Adjustment Administration (AAA) was not
specifically geared toward housing, but nonetheless likely had significant implications
for farm home ownership. Created by the Agricultural Adjustment Act in 1933,
the AAA was tasked with increasing income of farmers by manipulating crop prices
through payments to take acreage out of production (Fishback et al., 2003). Narratives suggest that despite the intention to provide the money to all farmers, land
owners were able to obtain a sizable share of funding. With land taken out of production, the labor demand declined for low-income share croppers, farm workers,
and tenants. Findings by Fishback, Horrace, and Kantor (2005) suggest that AAA
10

By the end of the 1920s, approximately 19 percent of farm mortgages were provided through
the Federal Land Banks.
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spending had no positive effect on retail sales while other findings have found no effect
on income. Whatley (1983) also offered evidence that the AAA induced farmers to
mechanize their farms which would lead to a further decline in the demand for farm
labor.
3.2.2

Race and Home ownership in the 20th Century

While not exploring the influence of government programs, a robust literature on
the exploration of race and home ownership has been developing over the last several
decades. Early work such as Horton (1992) began to examine the home ownership gap
by using logit models to estimate how sociological and demographic characteristics
affected home ownership rates across race from the 0.1% 1980 Public Use Microdata
Sample provided by the United States Census. Horton grouped households into several groups by age and race. Horton uses odds-ratios created from the logit regressions
split between several age-race cohorts to calculate the relative probability that they
will own their own homes. He finds that black households were less likely than white
households to own homes in every age cohort except those above the age of 65.
While home ownership growth rates slowed after 1960, the demographic characteristics of homeowners shifted. Using U.S. Census data from 1960 through 1990,
Gyourko and Linneman (1996) find evidence that the importance of marital status
and children declined as a predictor of home ownership, while education increasingly
became a factor. While race was declining as a negative factor in home ownership
between 1960 through 1970, it again began to increase after the 1970 census. While
Gyuorko and Linneman could not test the mechanisms driving the difference, they
did speculate that blacks’ stagnant wages coupled with increased housing prices due
to stricter land use policies contributed to this decline.
The approaches of the previous two papers however do not illuminate the differentials in home ownership across races. Differences may be partially attributed to
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discriminatory factors, but the gap in home ownership may also be due to differences
in wealth accumulation that could affect African American household’s ability to purchase homes. Gyourko, Linneman, and Wachter (1999) use repeated cross-sectional
data from several surveys administered by the Federal Reserve in 1962, 1977, and 1983
to construct a measure of net worth as evidence of household “wealth constraints.”11
Their results the 1983 sample found minorities represented 18% of the sample yet
encompassed 25% of the wealth constrained households. Using a multinomial logit
model, they find that minority households which were not constrained by their level of
wealth were as likely to own as white households, although they predominately resided
in central cities as opposed to their white counterparts residing in the suburbs.
However, the role of other characteristics, discrimination and different preferences
should not be ignored when examining the gap between home ownership as well as
differences in housing values between white and black families. Collins and Margo
(2001) explored home ownership between 1900 and 1990 and found that while black
and white families experienced growth in home ownership rates throughout the century, the white-black home ownership gap fluctuated around 20%. Using a linear
probability model comprised of repeated cross-sectional data provided by IPUMS,
they use several decompositions to examine the extent to which the change in the
home ownership gap was influenced by changes in characteristics, changes in coefficients, and changes in the residual gap over time. They find that the gap in home
ownership increased five percent between 1940 and 1960. The decomposition results
suggested that approximately 63% of the gap was due to the changes in characteristics between black and white households over time while another 31% of the gap was
due to the changes in the coefficients that relate to the likelihood of owning a home.12
A follow up paper, Collins and Margo (2003), revisits their earlier paper with an
11

Gyourko et al. (1999) define a household to be wealth constrained if their net worth is less than
a 20 percent down payment on a typical home owned by their socioeconomic peers.
12
Changes and characteristics and coefficients accounted for only 39 percent of the change in the
home ownership gap between 1960 and 1980.
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additional focus on race and housing values. Using data again acquired from IPUMS,
they find that the gap in average housing values declined between 1940 and 1990 was
primarily being driven by the convergence of household characteristics that are highly
correlated with housing values in the sample. For example, the strong presence of
African American households in the South accounted for 30.5% of the gap in housing
values from the 1940 sample, although this demographic group declined to only 21%
of the sample by 1990.

3.3

Data

I analyze the relationship between home ownership, housing values, contract rents,
and federal spending using data compiled from several sources. The main data source
for the study is the 1% sample of the Integrated Public Use Microseries Data (IPUMS)
from 1920 through 1940. The three cross-sectional consist of 660,185 non-farm and
204,575 farm households across the United States.13 These observations consist of
non-institutionalized households split by the race of the head of household. The U.S.
Census Bureau did not record housing values or contract rents for the 1920 census
and did not inquire about salaries, wages, or recent migration for households until
1940. Further, households on farms in the 1930 sample were not matched to their
farm schedule, thus information on housing values or rents for the farm sample is
not available.14 IPUMS provides data on detailed household composition, citizenship
status, as well as literacy (educational attainment in 1940) and employment status.
Due to data restrictions currently in place for the 1940 U.S. Census, households are
identified at the state economic area (SEA) rather than a finer geographical level such
as a county.15
13

The households aggregated the individual records provided in the IPUMS samples.
Due to this restriction, I exclude any analysis of the effects of the government programs on
farm housing values and contract rents.
15
SEAs are either single counties exceeding 100,000 individuals or several contiguous counties
combined to protect the privacy of individuals within the U.S. Census.
14
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In addition, I merged economic and government spending data at the SEA level
to information on each household. Census data aggregated at the SEA level was
collected and digitized by Michael Haines and is available at the ICPSR (Haines,
Michael R. and Inter-University Consortium for Political and Social Research, 2010).
Information on the housing, grant, and loan programs funded through the various New
Deal programs is reported in mimeos from the United States Office of Government
Reports.16 State income per capita, annual manufacturing earnings, and government
spending figures have been adjusted for inflation using the Consumer Price Index
from 1967 as the base and are given in per $1,000 to scale the magnitudes in the
results.17
Summary statistics, provided in Table 3.2 for the non-farm households and Table
3.3 for farm households, are sorted by year and race. One glaring difference between white and black households is the home ownership gap. The non-farm home
ownership rate peaked at 47.7% for white households in 1930, while only 27.3% of
black households owned their house, a difference of 20.4 percent. The gap declined
in 1940 to 18.5%, but this appears to be driven by the larger declines of white home
ownership in the period as opposed to gains experienced by black households. The
gap for non-farmers is smaller when compared to the home ownership gap for farm
households. On average, 59.4% of white farmers owned their farm in 1930, yet only
19.7% of black farms were owner-occupied. The gap in home ownership was nearly
double for African Americans as compared to whites in rural areas.
Housing values and contract rents of white households exceeded those of black
families throughout this period. Both black farm and non-farm households consistently resided in lower valued housing units than their white counterparts. The gap
in housing values exceeded one log point while the gap in contract rents exceeded 0.7
16

Data on the various New Deal Programs are available under “Datasets from Published Research
Projects” at http://economics.eller.arizona.edu/faculty/fishback.asp.
17
See Section 3.5 for details.
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log points. The demographic characteristics also varied across races. The data also
reflect that black women were more likely to be a head of the household in this time
period, although the difference is larger among non-farm households.18 Further, more
black households in both rural and urban areas relied on their spouses to work. The
fraction of non-farm households with their spouse in the labor force was double that
of white households in 1920 and 1930 and five to ten times that in farm households.
Black households appear to have concentrated in regions with other blacks. In
the sample, whites typically resided in SEAs where population was approximately
six to nine percent black, yet non-farm blacks resided in SEAs with nearly a quarter
of the population classified as black and black farmers on average resided in SEAs
that had populations just under fifty percent black. African Americans were also
less likely than whites to reside in SEAs with higher levels of foreign-born. This
would be consistent with the hypothesis suggested in Collins (1997) who suggested
that African Americans and immigrants were largely substitutes in the unskilled labor
market, thus their migration north was triggered primarily as a response to the strong
increase in the demand for labor during World War I and subsequent decline in foreign
immigration during the 1920s.
The composition of federal funds at the SEA level is also worth noting. Some
researchers suggested that the FHA and HOLC discriminated against African Americans by respectively not insuring mortgages in their neighborhoods nor refinancing
foreclosed mortgages in black neighborhoods. On average, African Americans resided
in SEAs in which the federal government insured approximately $1,222 of mortgages
per 1930 non-farm person over the course of the 1930s for African Americans and
only $804 per 1930 non-farm person for white households over the same period. Similarly, black households resided in SEAs in which the average spent by the HOLC
for refinancing mortgages was $1,175 per 1930 non-farm person and $877 for white
18

Using a simple t-test to examine the differences across group, the difference in means in all
summary statistics discussed above are statistically significant at the one percent level of significance.
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households. One could view these statistics as evidence that discrimination concerns
are overblown. However, these statistics belie the fact that each SEA was minimally
as large as a county and would be large enough to exclude African Americans from
directly receiving funding. Therefore it is necessary to test the effects of government
spending on home ownership decisions and subsequently housing values and contract
rents for both white and black households
While black non-farm households lived in regions typically receiving higher per
capita funding, the opposite was true for black farm households. White farm households typically lived in SEAs receiving higher levels of grants from the AAA, $160
per white farmer compared to $113 for black farm households. Similarly white farm
households on average resided in areas with more federal farm loans (both mortgage
and non-mortgage). Lastly, they also lived in areas in which the average crop income
was typically higher than for black farmers.

3.4
3.4.1

Model
Home Ownership

Our goal is to examine not only the relationships between the various Federal level
programs geared towards various housing initiatives and several outcomes such as
home ownership as well as property values and rents, but also how these relationships
varied between white and black households. Home ownership was an essential component of the “American Dream.” Thus federal programs, if effective, should have
positively influenced home ownership. The subsequent increase in the demand for
housing services therefore should also have manifest itself in a change in the value
of housing stock.19 For example, the HOLC refinanced mortgages for households in
default. Thus ceteris paribus, housing values should be higher in areas with larger
19

If programs influenced the construction industry or the supply of housing stock, that would also
influence housing values and home ownership rates, although the influence on the value of properties
decline as the housing stock increased.
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lending due to the decline in the housing stock that would have been on the market
from foreclosure. Alternatively, the price may have been moderated through increased
construction through the incentives introduced by mortgage insurance by the FHA.
It is also necessary to understand whether initial endowments or heterogeneity in
preferences between white and black households were driving the difference in home
ownership rates. It is unclear, a priori what factors led to the 20% gap in non-farm
home ownership and the 40% gap in farm home ownership. On the one hand, the
racial gap may reflect differences in socioeconomic status. Therefore in the absence
of discrimination, African Americans similarly endowed as the typical white should
have maintained similar home ownership rates. However, a portion of the gap may
also suggest a differential in black household’s desire for mobility, a factor that would
have a negative relationship with home ownership. Obviously, a portion of the gap
may reflect discrimanatory attitudes towards blacks.
The goal of this paper however is not to illuminate differences due to differential
endowments or to completely highlight the presence of discrimination. Instead, it is
just as fruitful to examine whether government programs have a differential effect
on home ownership decisions across race. If the goal of housing programs was to
uniformly boost home ownership across race and ethnic groups, these programs could
fail for any number of reasons including discrimination, difference in home ownership
preferences, or differences in endowments that may limit certain homeowners’ ability
to take advantage of home ownership.
The federal government had enacted several programs in order to facilitate change
in several areas of the housing market. While direct assistance from a government
program to an individual is not observable (ie. HOLC purchased their mortgage from
a bank), government spending in an area should help some portion of the population to avoid foreclosure and maintain home ownership, controlling for demographic,
socioeconomic, and other economic conditions of the household.
Two proxies for socioeconomic status are household income and wealth. The U.S.
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Census Bureau did not include these measures for their 1920 or 1930 censuses. An
alternative measure for socioeconomic status can be achieved by controlling for the
head of household’s occupation. I aggregated the occupations into several categories
including professionals, clerks, sales, farm labor, etc.20 While not a perfect indicator,
occupation groups act as a proxy for a household’s income which should thus influence
both the decision to purchase a home as well as the value of the home or contract
rent.
In a model of housing choice, it is common to assume household i residing in
State Economic Area j in year t has two options: to own or to rent a dwelling. The
household derives utility qijt1 by consuming housing services as an owner or qijt2 as
a renter. If Zijt represents the set of demographic, socioeconomic, regional economic
conditions as well as federal spending on housing programs in the region for the
household, then i’s preferences can be represented by:
0

qijt1 = Zijt a1 + vijt1
0
qijt2 = Zijt a2 + vijt2
where vijt1 and vijt2 are random errors. The household will choose to own if qijt1 −
qijt2 > 0 and choose to rent otherwise. This is a classic latent variable since only the
household’s choice is observed, not the difference in utility derived between owning
and renting.
Following Cameron and Trivedi (2005, p. 477), the probability of the household
choosing to own a home (Own = 1) is:
P r(Ownijt = 1) = P r(qijt1 > qijt2 )
0

= P r(Zijt (a1 − a2 ) > vijt1 − vijt2 )
0

= F (Zijt (a1 − a2 ))
where F (·) is the cumulative density function (cdf) of vijt1 − vijt2 . If the errors are
20

The full list include Professionals, Farm Managers, Non-farm Managers, Clerks, Sales, Crafts,
Operators, Service-Household, Service-Non Household, Farm Labor, Non-farm Labor, and Other.
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normally distributed, the variance of vijt1 − vijt2 is normalized to one since the scale
of the utility function cannot be identified. This is a standard probit model where
F (·) = Φ(·). Let γ = a1 − a2 and uijt = vijt1 − vijt2 , and the reformulated equation
becomes:
0

Ownijt = Φ(Zijt γ + uijt )

(3.1)

Empirically, it is not possible to estimate the relationship between each individual household’s receipt of government funds on home ownership decisions. I neither
observe the same individuals over time, nor observe actual contributions of government spending to homeowners. Identification of the effect of government programs
is therefore derived from the relationship between differences in home ownership and
the differences over time in average government spending within a SEA. This results
in a difference-in-difference estimator. Therefore it is more appropriate to model the
equation as:
0

Ownijt = Φ(Aj γ1 + Bt γ2 + Govjt γ3 + Econjt γ4 + Zijt γ5 + uijt )

(3.2)

where Aj are SEA fixed effects, Bt are time fixed effects, Govjt is a vector of SEA-level
government spending variables in period t, and Econjt are time-varying, SEA-level
economic indicators. In addition, the set of demographic characteristics Zijt controls
for factors that influence home ownership decisions such as the household’s position
in the life cycle, literacy, and the labor force status of the head of household’s spouse.
Equation 3.2 provides consistent estimates of the effects conditional that the endowment or preferences of individuals do not change outside of the influence of any
observed changes across time. An example in which this may fail is if government or
other economic responses lead to decisions to migrate. In cases such as these, there
are shifts in the distribution of households that may invariably bias the estimates.
Potential issues with migration are discussed in detail below.
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Heterogeneity is likely present among the myriad of government programs, but
may also be present across race. To capture the heterogeneity, one possibility is
to separately estimate the model for both black households and white households.
However, Mroz and Zayats (2008) suggest that estimating binary outcome models
such as a probit separately may lead to incorrect comparisons between marginal
effects due to their arbitrary scaling from the normalization of the variance. Therefore
an alternative approach is to estimate the model using interaction effects for black
households in the model. This then provides the following model:

Ownijt =Φ(Aj γ1 + (Aj × Blackijt )γ2 + Bt γ3 + (Bt × Blackijt )γ4 + Govjt γ5 + . . .
0

(Govjt × Blackijt )γ6 + Econjt γ7 + (Econjt × Blackijt )γ8 + Zijt γ9 + . . .
0

(Zijt × Blackijt )γ10 + uijt )
(3.3)
This model allows me to examine the marginal effects for both white and black
households in several manners. First, I can calculate whether the government programs separately had a statistically significant effect on black and white households.
Further, this specification allows me to test for each government program whether the
effect of the program on black households was statistically different than the effect
of the program on white households. Finally, I can also easily calculate the average
change in the probability of home ownership as a result of the average per-capita
spending of government program for both white and black households.
Although, I do not directly observe if a household had obtained government assistance, home ownership can be influenced by the direct receipt of funds as well
as spillover effects from other households receiving funds. Therefore, I can observe
the net effect that regional government spending had on home ownership decisions.
Government spending could influence home ownership in three ways: Receipt, Impact
Given Receipt, and Spillovers. Receipt measures the extent to which the government
provides funding to white and black households. Impact Given Receipt is the effect
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on home ownership decisions for those households that receive funding. In cases for
government programs such as the HOLC, home ownership rates should be positively
correlated with HOLC loans as it replaced mortgages in the process of foreclosure.
Finally, Spillovers capture spillover effects of residing in a region with government
spending. In the case of the HOLC, the federal government purchased non-performing
assets from banks. Even if they were to predominately refinance mortgages for white
households, banks benefit by having increasingly liquid assets that they could potentially extend to black households for further mortgages. Therefore, the coefficient
estimates on the government spending variables should reflect the net effect of these
components on home ownership decisions for both white and black households.
3.4.2

Marginal Effects

k
The marginal effect for household i for the k th government program, Govjt
, is given

by:

∂Φ(Iijt )
k
k
=
γ
+
Black
γ
ijt
5
6 · φ(Iijt )
k
∂Govjt

(3.4)

where φ(·) = Φ0 (·) and

Iijt =Aj γ1 + (Aj × Blackijt )γ2 + Bt γ3 + (Bt × Blackijt )γ4 + Govjt γ5 + . . .
0

(Govjt × Blackijt )γ6 + Econjt γ7 + (Econjt × Blackijt )γ8 + Zijt γ9 + . . .
0

(Zijt × Blackijt )γ10
To separately calculate the average effect for white and black households, one
takes the average of Equation 3.4 conditional on the household head being white:
1
n1
and black:

X
iHouseholdW hite

γ5k · φ(Iijt )

(3.5)
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1
n2

X


γ5k + Blackijt γ6k · φ(Iijt )

(3.6)

iHouseholdBlack

where n1 and n2 are the number of white and black households respectively and
Householdq is the set of households in race q.21 This formulation calculates the
marginal effects with each race maintaining their separate distribution of characteristics.22 The calculations are valid only for continuous variables. If the variable of
interest is dichotomous as is the case of the mortgage moratoria, M orjt , the marginal
effect for race q is:
q
)
∆Φ(Iijt
1
=
∆M orjt
nq

X

Φ(Iijt |M orjt = 1) − Φ(Iijt |M orjt = 0)

iHouseholdq

To calculate the marginal effect for the first component, Φ(Iijt |M orjt = 1), M orjt is
set to one for the entire sample for race q and set to zero for the entire sample in the
second component, Φ(Iijt |M orjt = 0).
The marginal effects calculated above calculate only the government programs had
any nontrivial effect on home ownership decisions. It is difficult to infer whether the
magnitudes differed between white and black households. One method can be used
by looking at the interaction effect of the government programs and black households.
As Blackijt is dichotomous and is interacted with the entire model, the marginal effect
of the interaction term for the kth government program and blacks is calculated as:

∂Φ(I

∆ ∂Govijtk

)

jt

∆Black

=(γ5k + γ6k ) · φ(Aj (γ1 + γ2 ) + Bt (γ3 + γ4 ) + Govjt (γ5 + γ6 ) + . . .
Econjt (γ7 + γ8 ) + Zijt (γ9 + γ10 )) − . . .

(3.7)

γ5k · φ(Aj γ1 + Bt γ3 + Govjt γ5 + Econjt γ7 + Zijt γ9 )
21

It is not strictly necessary to rewrite Equation 3.4 separately for white and black households
as described above as Blackijt = 0 for white households.
22
An alternative specification could allow each race a common support which would place more
weight on differences in the preferences of black and white households to the government programs.
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A positive point estimate from Equation 3.7 implies that the kth government
program increased black home ownership rates more than their white counterparts.
While marginal effects are useful to understand whether policies were effective at
promoting home ownership, it is difficult to understand the magnitude of the results
in which influenced home ownership decisions. One way to estimate the magnitude
of the policies is to look at how the average SEA-level spending of a particular program influenced home ownership rates through a change in the home ownership rate.
Therefore, if the average per capita (or per farmer) spending is cacluated for each
P
k
, it can be used as a baseline to estimate the average
program, Gov k = n1 ni=1 Govjt
impact on home ownership. This is very similar to calculating the marginal effects of
a binary variable for race q:
q
∆Φ(Iijt
)
1
=
k
nq
∆Govjt

X

k
k
Φ(Iijt |Govjt
= Gov k ) − Φ(Iijt |Govjt
= 0)

iHouseholdq

where the kth government program is set to Gov k for all households in the first comk
k
= 0).23
ponent, Φ(Iijt |Govjt
= Gov k ), and zero in the latter component, Φ(Iijt |Govjt

3.4.3

Housing Values

As several government programs were designed to directly involve a component of
the housing market, it is likely these programs would either shift the demand for or
supply of housing services. For example, the HOLC purchased troubled mortgages
from financial institutions, and thus replaced the assets of the banks with governmentbacked bonds. The HOLC also limited the supply of foreclosed properties in the
market by converting their foreclosed properties to rental properties until the overhang
of housing on the market declined. Programs such as the FHA should also have had a
23

This is similar to the procedure to calculate marginal effects for binary variables. The results
are numerically similar to estimates where the marginal effects calculated above in Equation 3.4 are
multiplied by Gov k .
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positive effect in areas where they insured mortgages as this lowered the risk of lending
by the financial institution such as commercial bank or savings and loan corporation.
This provides the following relationship between log housing values, log(P riceijt )
and set of SEA and time dummies, Government Spending, Economic Characteristics,
and Demographic Characteristics of the household:
0

log(P riceijt ) = Aj β1 + Bt β2 + Govjt β3 + Econjt β4 + Zijt β5 + εijt
However, housing values are observed only if a property is owner-occupied. This
could manifest as the classical sample selection problem if ui and εi are correlated.
This could occur if households that are very likely to purchase a home also purchase
homes with unobserved amenities. If the unobserved amenities typically had positive
influences on housing and were positively correlated with government spending, this
could potentially lead to an upward bias in the coefficient estimates for the various
government programs.
Heckman (1976) suggested that if the errors are correlated and jointly distributed
as:


u
ε




∼N

0
0

 

1 ρ
,
ρ σε2

then the model can be rewritten as:
0

log(P riceijt )|(Ownijt = 1) = Xijt β + θλijt + νijt
0

where Xijt = [Aj , Bt , Govjt , Econjt , Zijt ], θ = ρσε , λi =

φ(Zi γ)
0
Φ(Zi γ)

which is commonly

referred to as the inverse mills ratio (IMR), φ(·) is the standard normal pdf, and ν is
a random error.
The caveat to our approach is that the identification of the selection component
is established through the non-linearity of the IMR and not through any exclusion
restrictions. This can be problematic, as Cameron and Trivedi (2005, p. 551) shows
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that the IMR may be quasi-linear over the dimension of the data sample. However,
I have not yet found any variables that would influence housing values or contract
rents only through its influence on a homeowners choice to own a home.

3.5
3.5.1

Results
Non-farm Home Ownership

A series of probit models reported in Table 3.4 examine the relationship between home
ownership and a household’s demographics, and local economic conditions. These
probit models control for demographic characteristics, economic characteristics at
the SEA level, various per capita federal government spending levels at the SEA level
and time dummies to control for national economic trends. Column (1) does not
control for SEA fixed effects while Column (2) includes a set of SEA fixed effects to
control for time-invariant unobserved SEA characteristics that may have influenced
home ownership decisions. I correct for heteroskedasticity by clustering the standard
errors by SEA. As probit coefficients are not easily interpretable, marginal effects
of the estimates are provided in Tables 3.5 and 3.6. Estimates of the effects of the
average spending on home ownership decisions are reported in Table 3.7.
Each regression estimates the correlation between the various demographics, economic factors, and government spending for white and black households. I can also
test if home ownership decisions of black households differed from those of white
households. While I control for factors that influence the distribution of government
spending such as state income and other factors through the SEA fixed effects (within
Column 2 of Table 3.4), additional unobserved factors may correlate with both government spending patterns and home ownership, thus I am hesitant to attribute causal
language to the results. Efforts to control for the endogenous spending decisions
through an instrumental variables approach suggested in Fishback et al. (Forthcoming) provided disappointing results as it is difficult to find strong instruments that
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simultaneously provide exogenous variation for several programs.
The marginal effects calculated using the model in Equation 3.3 are presented
in Table 3.5. As discussed in Section 3.4.2, the marginal effects were calculated
using Equation 3.5 for white households and Equation 3.6 for black households for
each government program as well as the demographic and economic characteristics.
Standard errors on the marginal effects are calculated using the delta method.
One of the striking features of the marginal effects are the robustness of the demographic characteristics to the inclusion of SEA fixed effects between Columns (1) and
(2). For example, white, married households have an increased probability of home
ownership of 6.1 percentage points when excluding SEA fixed effects and 6.0 percentage points when including the fixed effects than white, non-married households. The
marginal effects for married black households are similarly unaffected by the inclusion
of fixed effects. Overall, the marginal effects on the demographic characteristics vary
with the exception of the marginal effects of a household residing in a metropolitan
area.
However, the inclusion of fixed effects leads to different estimates of the marginal
effects on government spending variables on home ownership. The changes after
adding the SEA fixed effects suggests that the programs may be highly correlated
with the unobserved time invariant characteristics of the region.
An interesting set of findings is the negative and statistically significant marginal
effects on a head of household’s spouse labor force status on home ownership decisions.
A white spouse in the labor market is associated with a decline in the probability
in home ownership of 4.9 percentage points while black spouses contribute only a
decline of 1.2 percentage points. The negative point estimates are peculiar as they
indicate that households which had dual income earners were less likely to own a home.
However, the norms for the period left few meaningful employment opportunities for
married women outside of the home (Goldin, 2006). Therefore, the negative estimates
on the marginal effects suggest that households which sent a spouse out to work were
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unlikely to be in a position where home ownership was affordable.
When examining the full model with SEA fixed effects (Column 2), white households living in a SEA composed of an additional one percent of African Americans had
a 0.4 percentage point increase in the probability that they owned a home. African
Americans saw the reverse, a 0.4 percentage point decline in the probability of home
ownership was associated with an additional one percent of a SEA composed of blacks.
This suggests the presence of negative spillover effects for black households residing
with other black households.
While previous work by Gyourko and Linneman (1996) suggested that education
played a larger role in influencing home ownership decisions over time, basic literacy was an important facet for home ownership for all households in the period.
The marginal effects suggest that literate white households had an additional 3.4
percentage point increase in the probability of home ownership while literate black
households had an additional 7.4 percentage points more likely to own their homes.
White households appear to have had positive spillovers for residing in literate SEAs,
as an increase of one percentage point in the SEA’s illiteracy rate decreased the probability of home ownership by a statistically significant 0.6 percentage points. This
effect was not statistically significant for African American households. The interaction effect of black literacy in Table 3.6 is positive and statistically significant which
suggests that the returns to literacy on home ownership is stronger for blacks than
it is for whites. This may suggest that there is decreasing returns for a given level
of education as the population becomes better educated since the literacy rate was
96.7% for white households and 83.4% for black households
The variety of government programs had a wide range of influences on non-farm
home ownership for both white and black households. The effects for black households, however, were not statistically different from zero in all but two cases. Even
the programs specifically geared towards repairing and reviving the housing market,
such as the FHA, HOLC, and PWA Public Housing Grants appear to have had con-
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founding results. For example, an additional $1,000 in mortgages insured by the
FHA per non-farm person was associated with a 2.3 percentage point increase in
white home ownership and a 1.5 percentage point increase in black home ownership.
Both relationships with home ownership are statistically significant at the 5% level
of significance. However, an additional $1,000 in loans by the HOLC per non-farm
person was associated (albeit not statistically significant) with 0.4 percentage point
and 1.3 percentage point declines in home ownership for white and black households
respectively. As the FHA insured approximately $804 of mortgages per non-farm
household, it is associated with a 1.82% increase in the home ownership rate for
whites and 1.16% increase for black households (see Table 3.7). The former is statistically significant at the 1% level while the latter is statistically significant at the
10% level.
The signs of the marginal effects estimates on both the FHA appear to differ from
the above discussion on the influence of these programs on African American home
ownership. Abrams (1955) suggested that the FHA explicitly discriminated against
African Americans by not insuring mortgages in areas which African Americans typically resided. However, the estimates of the marginal effects found in Table 3.5 find
that the FHA is associated with an increase for African Americans. Moreover, the
estimate of the interaction effect of the FHA mortgages insured per non-farm person
in Table 3.6 is not statistically significant which suggests that the claims arguing the
FHA discriminated against black households is not supported by these results.
Furthermore, the marginal effects of the HOLC do not coincide with the instrumental variable results found in Fishback et al. (Forthcoming) and Courtemanche
and Snowden (Forthcoming). Both papers found the HOLC was associated with an
increase in the home ownership rate for smaller counties. The results in Table 3.5
show the marginal effects of an additional $1,000 in loans issued by the HOLC is
associated with a 0.7 percentage point decline in the home ownership rate for white
households and 1.3 percentage point decline for black households, although these es-
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timates are not statistically significant. However, Fishback et al. (Forthcoming) and
Courtemanche and Snowden (Forthcoming) find the inclusion of the largest counties
in the sample led to lower coefficient estimates for the home ownership rate. Fishback
et al. (Forthcoming) argues that the overwhelmingly poor conditions of the housing
market in the largest cities was driving the heterogeneity. While I do not check for
heterogeneity in the coefficient estimates by excluding the largest SEAs, it is plausible
that my estimates of the marginal effects are also being driven by the HOLC’s decision to selectively refinance in areas experiencing the greatest declines in the housing
markets. This downward bias may also not be fully controlled by the SEA fixed
effects and the level of state income.
The last federal non-farm housing program is the PWA Public Housing grants.
The marginal effects indicate that an additional $1,000 per non-farm population would
lead to a decline in home ownership by 65.0 percentage points and 44.3 percentage
points for white and black households respectively, although only the former is statistically significant. The magnitudes are quite large, although the PWA spent approximately $6 per non-farm person on PWA grants during this period, so as seen in Table
3.7, this would lead to a decline of only 0.37 percentage points in the home ownership rate for white households and a decline of 0.25 percentage points in the home
ownership rates for black households, although the estimate for black households is
not statistically significant.
However the small figure belies the fact that not including the PWA’s limited dividend program, only 35 cities received a combination of loans and grants to construct
PWA public housing projects (Public Works Administration, 1936, pp. 82–105).24
The signs of the marginal effects are ambiguous. On one hand, these programs may
have focused in areas in which had a large pressing need to house a large number of
low income households, thus constructing additional rental stock in the area could
24

Examples of the cities include, but are not limited to Atlanta, GA; Boston, MA; Chicago, IL;
Detroit, MI; Jacksonville, FL; New York, NY; Stamford, CT; and Wayne, PA.
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effectively lower the home ownership rate. However, some of these programs had corresponding slum removal programs which in some cases demolished as many housing
units as the PWA had constructed.
One program for which I had expected to see statistically significant results was
the implementation of state mortgage moratoria. These programs were geared to
extend the period of foreclosure or to maintain families in their homes as long as they
could maintain payment on tax levies. Yet the results from Table 3.7 indicate that if a
state were to implement a mortgage moratorium law, the home ownership rate should
increase 0.2 percentage points for white households and a decline of 0.5 percentage
points for black households. However, neither of these estimates are statistically
significant. These results may indicate that financial institutions may have reacted
to these moratoria by a reduction in lending due to concerns that another housing
downturn would lead to additional moratorium laws that would stop repayment of
mortgage loans.
3.5.2

Non-Farm Housing Values and Rents

While the housing goals for government programs were meant to either stimulate the
housing market or to promote home ownership, it seems natural that any program
that influenced home ownership decisions should therefore have at least some effect
on the demand for housing services and therefore on housing values. However, housing values are observed only on owner-occupied properties, thus I am faced with a
potential selection bias generated by a household’s tenure choice. I control for selection bias by implementing the two-step estimation procedure discussed by Heckman
(1976), using coefficient results from the probit regressions calculated in Table 3.4.25
However, I diverge from Heckman’s model since I use data from the 1920 U.S. Census
sample to estimate the coefficients in the selection equation, although housing val25
The standard errors are clustered at the SEA level to control for group-wise heteroskedasticity,
although clustering does not correct for the issues noted in Greene (1981).
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ues are not provided from 1920. Therefore, the sample is restricted to the 1930 and
1940 samples when estimating coefficients on the housing values and contract rent
equations.26
In most settings, it would be typical to test the effects of government programs
on housing values or contract rents by estimate a hedonic model for each race and
examine the implicit value of government programs. However, this approach typically
requires physical and neighborhood-level characteristics of the housing stock. As the
information is not available, I rely on a household’s composition in order to control for
household-level characteristics and SEA-level fixed effects should capture some of the
neighborhood and regional characteristics. For example, larger families should proxy
for the square footage of a property, thus I expect a positive coefficient estimate for
family size on housing values and contract rents.
As demographic characteristics are not the main thrust of the paper, I limit the
discussion of the results to the government programs on housing values and contract
rents which are reported in Table 3.8 for non-farm households. I examine both a
case where I control for the selection into home ownership in equation (1) and (3)
for owner-occupied and renter-occupied dwellings respectively. Equations (2) and (4)
report the estimates for the case where I do not control for the selection into home
ownership.
The results suggest that there was a selection bias. The coefficient estimates
are sensitive to the inclusion of the selection component. Furthermore, I see that
the selection coefficient is statistically significant at the 1% level of significance. The
negative coefficient on the inverse mills ratio for white and black non-farm households
suggests that a positive correlation between the households which were more likely to
reside in owner-occupied dwellings and were positively correlated with housing values.
In addition, the selection coefficient is also negative and statistically significant on the
26

As a robustness check, I estimated the results using only the 1930 and 1940 sample in the
selection equation. The coefficient estimates are largely insensitive to this specification.
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contract rent equations. This implies that households who were likely to own their
home, yet resided in rental-occupied dwellings were likely to pay higher contract rents.
It should be noted that the selection component is identified only through the nonlinearity of the IMR and does not contain any exclusion restrictions to identify the
results. As the IMR may be quasi-linear over the dimensions of the dataset, this may
potentially lead to multicollinearity issues that may have inflated the standard errors.
The coefficient estimates vary across government programs and race. Housing
values should rise if government programs effectively increased the demand for housing services if the supply of housing was relatively inelastic. However, observations
within a SEA are a decade apart, thus if supply was relatively elastic in response to
government spending, it is likely to have offset gains in housing values.
As a program geared towards alleviating a housing shortage among the lowest
income households, PWA public housing grants were associated with an increase of
1.98 log points in housing values for white households for an additional $1,000 per nonfarm person during the 1930s. This is compared to a 6.6 log point increase in housing
values for black households. As public housing grants were provided only amongst
the largest cities and in limited amounts, it is not clear that this is fully capturing
the effect of public housing grants on housing values. It may also reflect the higher
initial property values within the cities that it constructed public housing projects.
However, the coefficient estimates may suggest that as these housing projects also
provided slum clearance projects, this led to increases in the surrounding property
values.
The PWA Public Housing grants spending also had a similarly large, positive effect on the log rental rates, 1.0 and 2.2 log points for white and black households
respectively. However, the coefficient estimate for white households is not statistically significant. The positive coefficient estimates may again suggest the bias of the
funding being targeted in large cities, but also reflect the slum clearance efforts of the
PWA Public Housing Division. Eliminating the lowest quality housing stock in the
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city should have the effect of raising the average contract rent in the city.
The signs and magnitudes on the effects of FHA insurance were mixed, although
these estimates are not statistically significant. An additional $1,000 of FHA insurance per non-farm person was associated with a 1.4% increase in housing values
for white households, but a 3.8% decline in housing values for black households.
The magnitudes of the estimates for contract rental were effectively zero for white
households and a decline of 3.3% for black households. While the results are not
statistically significant, they may reflect that the FHA focused spending in white,
suburban neighborhoods. If true, it may reflect a decline in the demand for housing
in the inner city which would be reflected in the lower housing values for African
Americans who by and large did and could not live in the suburbs. This would result
in a relative increase in the supply of housing in a central city which could lead to
the increase in the home ownership rates associated with black housholds found in
Table 3.7.
The HOLC, unlike the FHA, had a statistically significant relationship with housing values for white households, although the results are not statistically significant
for black households. An additional $1,000 of HOLC loans per non-farm person is
associated with a 12.5% decline in housing values for whites and is statistically significant while the estimates point to an 8% decline for blacks, although this was not
statistically significant. The effect on contract rents was also negative for whites, a
decline of 4.9% which was statistically different from zero at the 5% level of significance while the coefficient on housing values of black housholds was 2.7%, although
the estimate was not statistically significant. While the HOLC had refinanced approximately one million dwellings between 1933 through 1936, it had also eventually
foreclosed 20% of those properties (Harriss, 1951). This may have had two effects.
First, they had maintained the foreclosed properties as rental units. If the supply of
rental units had increased, it may have potentially created additional pressure on the
rental housing stock. Further, the properties that had gone back on the market may
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have depressed the demand for owner-occupied properties.
Overall, the results suggest that the various programs had varying degrees of influence both within and between white and black households. For white farmers,
housing programs had both positive and negative relationships with home ownership.
Farm programs interestingly had statistically significant relationships with non-farm
home ownership, yet other programs such as Public Works and Public Relief grants
appear to have had little statistically significant influence on home ownership decisions. Further, I found statistically significant results on only one federal government
program for black households, FHA loans insured.
3.5.3

Farm Home Ownership

Farmers also faced financial difficulties during this period, but unlike the residents of
cities, farm households began to face an increased financial burden earlier than those
households outside of the farms. Loan programs to provide low cost mortgages to farm
households had begun by the late 1910s and continued throughout the period studied.
Additional programs such as the grants provided by the Agricultural Adjustment Act
were used to maintain crop prices. Table 3.9 provides the coefficient estimates of the
probit model used to estimate the relationship with the various government programs
enacted during the New Deal and farm home ownership rates. As seen with the nonfarm estimates, the model incorporates a series of demographic, economic, and federal
spending covariates in addition to SEA and time fixed effects. The standard errors
are corrected for groupwise heteroskedasticity by clustering at the SEA level.
Table 3.10 captures the average marginal effects of the probit model for both
white and black farm households. In many cases the sign of the marginal effects on
the demographic characteristics are consistent with those found among the non-farm
households in Table 3.5. Examples include the marginal effects of gender, age, and
literacy status of the head of households, as well as the number of children in the
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household and number of live-in employees.
In other cases the sign of the marginal effects switches. One such example is the
negative effect of marital status on farm households. Marital status is associated
with a statistically significant 2.2 percentage point decline in farm ownership for
white farmers and 0.6 percentage point decline for black farmers. However, this is
offset by the increase in the probability of home ownership for older farm heads.
An additional year yields an additional 1.1 percentage points in the probability of
home ownership for whites and 0.7 percentage points for blacks, both of which are
statistically significant at the 5% level of significance. This is consistent with the
expectation that a household’s wealth should increase as the household head ages,
thus making it increasingly affordable to own their property. The interaction effect
on the age of the household head, is -0.002, reported in Table 3.11, which indicates
that the gap in home ownership for black farmers increases by approximately 0.2
percentage points every year.
One interesting difference between the marginal effects for non-farm households
and farm households is the difference of the marginal effect of a white spouse’s labor
force status. Unlike for non-farm households, a white spouse’s participation in the
labor force is associated with a statistically significant 0.14 percentage point increase
in the probability in home ownership while black household’s marginal effect is still
negative and statistically significant. This may suggest that the stigma for women to
work outside of the outside of the home began earlier for farmers than for women who
resided outside of a farm. Yet the interaction effect shows that black families with
the spouse in the labor force are 4.8 percentage points less likely to own their home
than their white counterparts. The negative coefficient on the interaction effect may
alternatively suggest this difference reflects worse economic conditions for farmers
outside of the south which were more likely to be white.
Black farmers also appeared to be less responsive to state and crop income levels
than their white counterparts. While black and white non-farm households were
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more likely to own their dwellings as state income increased, only in the case of white
farmers is there a statistically significant increase of 9.9 percentage points in the home
ownership rate as state income increased by $1,000 per capita. Further, the sign of
the coefficient for black farmers was negative which provides evidence of disparities
between black farmer’s position in a state’s income distribution. Crop income appears
to have not heavily influenced either white or black farmer’s ownership status.
The federal programs appear to have had mixed results for white and black households. An additional $1,000 in grants from the Agricultural Adjustment Act per
farmer are associated with 3.9 percentage point decline in home ownership rate, but
a 5.0 percentage point increase for black farmers. The marginal effect is statistically
significant for only white farmers and the difference in effect for white and black farmers in Table 3.11 is not statistically significant. On average, white farmers resided
in areas in which the AAA allocated $160 per farmer during the 1930s. The impact
of this allocation, which is shown in Table 3.12, is associated with a statistically significant 0.9 percentage point decline in the probability of home ownership for white
farmers. Whatley (1983) suggests that the AAA provided an incentive to displace
tenants through mechanization. If the mechanization provided sufficient economies of
scale, it may have led to consolidation of farms during the 1930s, although Whatley
does not weigh in on this matter.
As black farmers were predominately share tenants and croppers during this period, they may have had a different experience from AAA spending. The marginal
and policy effects show a positive, but not statistically significant impact on home
ownership. However, if displaced black tenants and croppers moved out of rural regions, this would result in the residual black farmers having a larger share of owners.
This sorting would lead to a positive bias on the coefficient estimates of AAA spending on home ownership rates. This would be consistent with the migration results
found by Fishback et al. (2006).
The farm loan programs also had mixed results for farmers. Federal farm mort-
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gage loans increased from $9 per farmer during the 1920s to $25 per farmer during the
1930s. This difference is associated with a 0.9 percentage point decline in the probability of home ownership for whites and a 1.4 percentage point increase for blacks.
The effect was statistically significant only for white households. The goal of the farm
loans was to provide assistance to economically disadvantaged farmers. However, if
the federal farm loans went to farmers who would otherwise qualify for private loans
issued by financial institutions, this could have led to adverse selection conditions
which would have crowded out the level of private farm mortgages in the market.
Federal farm non-mortgage loans also had a negative effect on the home ownership
rate for both white and black farmers, although the estimates were not statistically
significant.
Unlike the white, non-farm households, white farmers benefited from the various
moratoria laws passed in 1933 and 1934. If a moratoria was passed in a state, it
was associated with an statistically significant increase in the probability of home
ownership of 2.1 percentage points for white households. The effect of moratoria
on black farmers, 1.4 percentage points, was not statistically significant. The lack
of statistical significance for non-farm households suggests that moratoria laws may
have targeted farmers.

3.6

Discussion

The myriad of government programs implemented during the New Deal had mixed
results. On the one hand, programs such as the FHA were associated with an increased probability of home ownership for non-farm white households and a lesser,
but still positive amount for non-farm black households. Other programs such as the
HOLC and mortgage moratoria laws appear to have had little influence on non-farm
households. Moreover, the New Deal programs that had some statistically significant
associations with home ownership among white households happen to have had no
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relationship with home ownership among black households.
If I impart a causal interpretation to the Federal Housing Administration’s results
in Table 3.7, the $804 in mortgage insurance issued by the FHA per non-farm person
over the 1930s led to the home ownership rate increasing 1.82 percentage points for
white households and 1.16 percentage points for black households either as a direct
or indirect result of the FHA spending. That corresponds to approximately 463,300
white non-farm families and 26,300 black non-farm families. At an average value of
$11,220 for one-to-four family mortgaged properties in 1940, this corresponds to an
additional $5.5 billion in value that owner-occupied households possess in housing
stock. However, this would come at a cost of the FHA insuring approximately $74.5
billion in home mortgages. As the FHA insurance losses amounted to 0.5% to 1% of
the value lent, the net benefit of the FHA appears to have been substantial.
As the HOLC effects were both statistically significant and negatively correlated
with home ownership, it is difficult to analyze the results. Mortgage moratorium
laws as a whole appear to have had little influence on non-farm home ownership
rates. While part of the correlation of the HOLC loans and moratorium laws may
have be driven by economic conditions, the inclusion of SEA fixed effects combined
with state and crop income should at least in part control for the endogenous spending
decisions by the HOLC and state governments.
The results for the HOLC may indicate that the financial institutions who received government-backed bonds for their toxic mortgage loans ultimately chose not
to increase their mortgage portfolio. If this was the case, the HOLC may have provided value through the increased health of financial institutions which possessed
institutional knowledge to lower future information costs corresponding to mortgage
lending.
Among farmers, both the AAA and farm mortgage loans were associated with
lower home ownership rates for white farmers, yet again the effects for black farmers
were not statistically significant. The results from the AAA suggest that black and
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white farmers responded differently to the New Deal program. Previous work by
Fishback et al. (2006) found that the AAA spurred additional out-migration of low
income blacks which would have led to higher levels of measured home ownership
rates because blacks who left in farming were likely to be from the higher portions of
the income distribution.
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Figure 3.1: Composition of African Americans by State Economic Area
Source. 1930 1% Sample from IPUMS. Boundary files available at http://usa.ipums.org/usa/volii/seacodes.shtml
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Table 3.1: States Adopting Mortgage Moratoria
Arizona
Idaho
Louisiana
Montana
North Carolina
Oregon
Texas

Arkansas
California
Illinois
Iowa
Michigan
Minnesota
Nebraska
New Hampshire
North Dakota
Ohio
Pennsylvania South Carolina
Vermont
Wisconsin

Delaware
Kansas
Mississippi
New York
Oklahoma
South Dakota

Source. Skilton (1943)
Note. Arkansas and Oregon were not included in the list of states indicated by Alston
(1984) which had imposed mortgage moratoria since 1933.
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Table 3.2: Summary Statistics (Mean) - Non-Farm Households
Variable Name
Household Owns Residence
Log Housing Value ($)
Log Rental Value ($)
Household Family Size
HH - Labor Force
HH - Literate
HH - Male
HH - Age
HH - Married
HH - Native Born
Number of Children Present
Number of Household Employees
Spouse in Labor Force
Household in Metropolitan Area
SEA - Percent Black
SEA - Percent Foreign Born
SEA - Percent Illiterate
PC Real State Incomea
PC Relief Grantsa
PNF PWA Public Housing Grantsa
PC Public Works Grantsa
PNF FHA Loan Value Insureda
PC Non-Farm, Non-Housing Loansa
PNF HOLC Loansa
PF AAA Grantsa
PF Federal Farm Mortgage Loansa
PF Fed. Farm Nonmort. Loansa
PF Crop Income in Prior Censusa
State Mortgage Moratorium Law
Observations:

White Households
1920
1930
1940
0.426
0.477
0.427
—
8.967
8.627
—
3.920
3.863
3.842
3.685
3.430
0.851
0.847
0.812
0.949
0.967
0.874
0.866
0.865
0.844
44.945
45.484
46.684
0.788
0.791
0.762
0.702
0.744
0.799
1.759
1.611
1.402
0.035
0.030
0.121
0.044
0.070
0.102
0.579
0.636
0.649
5.949
6.250
6.765
16.410
13.596
10.841
4.734
3.498
4.594
1.227
1.359
1.256
0
0
0.237
0
0
0.006
0
0
0.102
0
0
0.804
0
0
0.155
0
0
0.877
0
0
0.100
0.006
0.009
0.028
0
0.0004
0.021
0.246
0.210
0.145
0
0
0.688
157,345 200,545 252,278

Black Households
1920
1930
1940
0.226
0.273
0.241
—
7.682
7.408
—
3.181
3.097
3.286
3.392
3.406
0.919
0.906
0.820
0.731
0.834
0.804
0.770
0.756
0.732
41.489 41.636 43.822
0.657
0.655
0.610
0.980
0.976
0.978
1.264
1.290
1.329
0.012
0.007
0.287
0.191
0.212
0.187
0.444
0.560
0.587
26.990 23.464 22.678
6.562
6.696
5.750
10.278 6.968
7.171
0.952
0.981
0.938
0
0
0.228
0
0
0.017
0
0
0.103
0
0
1.222
0
0
0.195
0
0
1.175
0
0
0.088
0.004
0.006
0.015
0
0.001
0.013
0.170
0.156
0.108
0
0
0.577
13,462 16,769 21,486

Source. See Section 3.3
Note. a - Figures listed per $1,000 and adjusted for 1967 dollars. HH - Head of
Household; SEA - State Economic Area; PC - Per Capita; PNF - Per Non-Farmer;
PF - Per Farmer. All per capita figures given using 1930 population figures.
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Table 3.3: Summary Statistics (Mean) - Non-Farm Households
Variable Name
Household Owns Residence
Household Family Size
HH - Labor Force
HH - Literate
HH - Male
HH - Age
HH - Married
HH - Native Born
Number of Children Present
Number of Household Employees
Spouse in Labor Force
Household in Metropolitan Area
SEA - Percent Black
SEA - Percent Foreign Born
SEA - Percent Illiterate
PC Real State Incomea
PC Relief Grantsa
PNF PWA Public Housing Grantsa
PC Public Works Grantsa
PNF Pop FHA Loan Value Insureda
PC Non-Farm, Non-Housing Loansa
PNF HOLC Loansa
PF AAA Grantsa
PF Federal Farm Mortgage Loansa
PF Fed. Farm Nonmortgage Loansa
PF Crop Income in Prior Censusa
State Mortgage Moratorium Law
Observations:

White Households
1920
1930
1940
0.647
0.594
0.578
4.555
4.405
4.196
0.968
0.962
0.884
0.939
0.949
0.918
0.953
0.950
0.931
45.372 46.704 48.138
0.852
0.848
0.832
0.883
0.899
0.919
2.397
2.237
2.033
0.055
0.039
0.107
0.022
0.021
0.033
0.079
0.099
0.129
10.129 9.710
9.461
7.118
5.019
3.992
6.146
4.829
5.288
1.028
1.016
0.952
0
0
0.157
0
0
0.002
0
0
0.112
0
0
0.422
0
0
0.110
0
0
0.457
0
0
0.160
0.007
0.009
0.025
0
0.001
0.018
0.242
0.221
0.139
0
0
0.650
57,192 55,663 61,785

Black Households
1920
1930
1940
0.228
0.197
0.205
4.779
4.656
4.840
0.986
0.982
0.918
0.585
0.673
0.657
0.897
0.895
0.886
42.809 43.135 44.658
0.812
0.795
0.782
0.999
0.999
0.994
2.522
2.321
2.366
0.017
0.011
0.079
0.220
0.164
0.128
0.026
0.044
0.065
46.398 43.195 44.658
0.947
0.554
0.607
17.241 12.648 11.320
0.800
0.651
0.626
0
0
0.093
0
0
0.002
0
0
0.082
0
0
0.547
0
0
0.119
0
0
0.535
0
0
0.113
0.004
0.006
0.008
0
0.002
0.011
0.142
0.139
0.092
0
0
0.642
10,431 9,691 10,051

Source. See Section 3.3
Note. a - Figures listed per $1,000 and adjusted for 1967 dollars. HH - Head of
Household; SEA - State Economic Area; PC - Per Capita; PNF - Per Non-Farmer;
PF - Per Farmer. All per capita figures given using 1930 population figures.
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Ǽ Ŝ Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ ǻ
ȘȘȘŚŗŗǯŖ
Ǽ ř Ŗ Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ ǻ
ȘȘȘŖřŖǯŖ
Ǽ Ş ř Ŗǯ Ŗ ǻ
ȘȘśŝŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ś ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ ǻ
ȘȘȘśŝŗǯŖ
Ǽ Ś ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ ǻ
řŗŖǯŖȬ


Ǽ Ř Ŗ ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ŝ ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ
Ǽ ś Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŘŘŖǯŖ
Ǽ ś Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘřŗŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ř Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ŗ Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ
Ǽ ş Ś Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŘŖŘǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ś Ř Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŘşŖǯŖ
Ǽ ř Ř Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘşŝŗǯŖ
Ǽ ś ş Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ŚřŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ ŝ ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŖśŗǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ş Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŖřŖǯŖ
Ǽ Ŗ ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŗŚŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ ŗ Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŘŖŖǯŖ
Ǽ ś ś Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
Ŝ Ř Ŗǯ Ŗ
Ǽ ŝ Ř Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŗŞŖǯŖ
Ǽ ŗ ř Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘśŜŗǯŖȬ
 ȱ 

Ǽ ŗǻ

Ǽ Ř ś Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ŝŝŖǯŖȬ ǼŖŖŖǞǻȱ   ȱ  ȱ ȱȱ 
Ǽ Ŝ Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘşŗŖǯŖȬ
  ȱ   ȱȬȱ 
Ǽ ś Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŝŗŖǯŖȬ
 ȱ   ȱ   ȱȬȱ 
Ǽ Ř Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŜŖŖǯŖȬ
 ȱ   ȱȬȱ 
Ǽ Ŝ ř Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘŜŞŖǯŖȬ
 ȱ   ȱȱ   
Ǽ Ş Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŜŚŗǯŖȬ
  ȱ ȱȱ   
Ǽ ś ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŝŖŗǯŖ
 ȱȬȱ    ȱ ȱ 
Ǽ Ŝ Ř Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
řŗŖǯŖȬ
  ȱ ȱȬȱ    ȱ ȱ 
Ǽ ş Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŞŘŗǯŖ    ¢ ȱ    ȱ ȱ 
Ǽ Ś Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŖŞŖǯŖȬ
  ȱ ȱ ȱ 
Ǽ Ŝ Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŗŗŗǯŖ
£ ȱ ¢ȱ   
Ǽ ř Ŗ Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŖřŖǯŖ
 ȱȬȱ    ȱ ȱ 
Ǽ ŝ ř Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘśŝŖǯŖȬ  ȱ  ȱȬȱ    ȱ ȱ 
Ǽ Ś ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŚŝŗǯŖ
 ȱȬȱ    ȱ ȱ 
Ǽ Ś ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ŞŖŖǯŖȬ
ȱȬȱ    ȱ ȱ 

 

Source. See Section 3.3
Note. Coefficients estimated using a Probit model. Standard Errors are clustered by State Economic Area. Coefficient
estimates are statistically significant at the * - 10% level, ** - 5% level, or *** - 1% level
ŘŝŝŗŜŜ
  
  
  
Ǽ Ş ŝ řǯ Ŗǻ
Ǽ Ş ş ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘŘŝşǯŖȬ ȘȘȘŗřřǯŘȬ
Ǽ Ś ř Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
Ǽ Ŗ Ř Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
śŘŖǯŖȬ
ŝ Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ
Ǽ Ś Ŗ Śǯ Ŗǻ
Ǽ Ş Ś ŗǯ Ŗǻ
Ř ş Śǯ Ŗ
ȘȘȘŗŘŚǯŖ
Ǽ Ś Ś Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
Ǽ ŗ Ř Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ŝřŖǯŖȬ
ŗŗŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ ś Ř ŗǯ Ŗǻ
Ǽ ŝ Ś Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ŗ Ś Ŗǯ Ŗ
ŗŘŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ ş ř Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
Ǽ ş ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ŗŗŖǯŖȬ
ȘȘȘŝŜŖǯŖ
Ǽ Ŗ Ŗ Şǯ ŗǻ
Ǽ Ş ŝ řǯ Ŗǻ
ȘŝŖřǯřȬ ȘȘȘśŞřǯŗ
Ǽ Ŗ Ś Ŝǯ ŗǻ
Ǽ Ŗ Ŗ Śǯ Ŗǻ
Ŝ Ś Ŗǯ Ř
ȘȘȘŖŖŗǯŗ
Ǽ Ś ŗ Řǯ Ŗǻ
Ǽ Ŗ ś Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
Ŗ Ś řǯ Ŗ
ř Ŗ Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ
Ǽ Ŗ ş ŗǯ Ŗǻ
Ǽ Ş ş Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ŚŖŗǯŖȬ
ŗ Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ
Ǽ Ş ř Śǯ ŗǻ
Ǽ Ś Ř ŝǯ Ŗǻ
ş ş ŗǯ Ŗ
ȘȘȘśŖşǯŗȬ
Ǽ ś ř Řǯ Ŗǻ
Ǽ Ś ş Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ř Ş ŗǯ Ŗ
ŖřŖǯŖȬ
 ȱ 

Ǽ Řǻ
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Ǽ Řǻ

Ǽ ŝ Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ ǻ
Ř Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ
Ǽ Ŗ ś Ŗǯ Ŗ ǻ
ȘȘȘŚŚŗǯŖ
Ǽ ŝ Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ ǻ
ŚŖŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ŝ ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ ǻ
ŝŖŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ŝ Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ ǻ
ȘȘȘřŘŖǯŖ
Ǽ ş Ř ŗǯ Ŗ ǻ
ȘȘȘřŝŚǯŖ
Ǽ Ŝ ř ŗǯ Ŗ ǻ
ȘȘȘśŝřǯŖȬ
Ǽ ŝ ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ ǻ
Ř Ŗ Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ
Ǽ ř ř Ŗǯ Ŗ ǻ
ř Ŗ Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ
Ǽ ŝ Ś Řǯ Ŗ ǻ
ȘȘȘŖśŜǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ř ř Ŗǯ Ŗ ǻ
ŖŗŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ŝ Ř Ŗǯ Ŗ ǻ
ȘȘȘŖŗǯŖ
Ǽ Ř Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ ǻ
ȘȘȘŜŖŖǯŖȬ


Ǽ ŗ ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
Ś Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ
Ǽ ř ş Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘřŝŘǯŖ
Ǽ Ŝ ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ŝŖŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ş ř Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘşŜŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ ŗ ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
Ŝ ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ
Ǽ ŝ Ŝ śǯ Ŗǻ
ŚŖśǯŖȬ
Ǽ ś Ŝ śǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŜŝŞǯŗ
Ǽ Ş Ŝ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ŜŚŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ ś ŝ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
Ş ŗ ŗǯ Ŗ
Ǽ Ŗ Śǯ Ŗǻ
Ŗ ŝ Śǯ Ŗ
Ǽ Ř ŝ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŘŗŘǯŖȬ
Ǽ ś Ř Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ŜŗŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ ŗ Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ŗ Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ
 
Ǽ ŗǻ

Ǽ Ř ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ ǻ
Ŗ ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ
ȱ  ȱ     ȱ  
Ǽ Ř ś Ŗǯ Ŗ ǻ
ȘȘŝŗŗǯŖ
ǼŖŖŖǞǻȱ ȱ ȱȱ    ȱ ȱ ȱ 
Ǽ Ś ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ ǻ
ŗŘŖǯŖȬ
ǼŖŖŖǞǻȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ 
Ǽ Ř ř Ŗǯ Ŗ ǻ
ş Ś Ŗǯ Ŗ
ǼŖŖŖǞǻȱ ȱ   Ȭ ȱǰȬ ȱȱ 
Ǽ Ř ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ ǻ
ř Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ
ǼŖŖŖǞǻȱ  ȱ  ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ 
Ǽ ŗ Ŝ ŗǯ Ŗ ǻ
ŗśŖǯŖȬ ǼŖŖŖǞǻȱ ȱ ȱȱ ȱǯ  ȱȱǯ ȱ ȱ 
Ǽ Ş Ř řǯ Ŗ ǻ
ŝŘŖǯŖ ǼŖŖŖǞǻȱ ȱ ȱȱ ȱ    ȱȱǯ ȱ ȱ 
Ǽ ş ř Ŗǯ Ŗ ǻ
ȘȘȘŗŖŗǯŖȬ
ǼŖŖŖǞǻȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ  ȱ ȱ 
Ǽ Ř Ś Ŗǯ Ŗ ǻ
Ș Ŗ ŝ Ŗǯ Ŗ
ǼŖŖŖǞǻȱ ȱ ȱ ȱȱ 
Ǽ ŗ Ŝ śǯ Ŗ ǻ
ş Ŝ Ŝǯ Ŗ
ǼŖŖŖǞǻȱ ȱ   ȱ ȱȱ ȱ ȱ 
Ǽ Ŗ ŝ Ŗǯ Ŗ ǻ
ȘŞŗŗǯŖȬ
ǼŖŖŖǞǻȱ ȱ  ȱȱ 
Ǽ Ş ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ ǻ
ŝŘŖǯŖȬ
ǼŖŖŖǞǻȱ   ȱ  ȱ ȱȱ 
Ǽ Ř Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ ǻ
ȘȘȘŝŖŖǯŖȬ
  ȱ   ȱȬȱ 

 

Ǽ Ş Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ŞŖŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ś Ŗ Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘŚŖŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ś Ř Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘşşŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ ś Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘŘŗŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ ś Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŚŝŖǯŖ
Ǽ ś Ř Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
śŖŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ś Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ŚŖŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ř Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŚŗŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ř Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘşŗŖǯŖ
Ǽ ŗ Ŗ Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŞŖŖǯŖ
Ǽ Ş ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ŚŗŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ŝ Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŞŜŖǯŖ
Ǽ Ş Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŜŚŖǯŖȬ
 

Ǽ Řǻ

Ǽ ŗ Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
Ș Ř Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ
Ǽ Ř Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘŚŖŖǯŖ
Ǽ Ś ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘśśŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ ř Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘşŚŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ ś Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŚřŖǯŖ
Ǽ ş Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
řŖŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ ř Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘśŚŖǯŖ
Ǽ Ř Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŞŘŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ř Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘşřŖǯŖ
Ǽ ŗ Ŗ Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŖŗŖǯŖ
Ǽ ř ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘŜŘŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ ś Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŖŜŖǯŖ
Ǽ ś Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ŚŖŖǯŖȬ


Ǽ ŗ Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŞŖŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ś Ŗ Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŗŖŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ř ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŝŝŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ŝ Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘśŗŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ś Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŝŝŖǯŖ
Ǽ ś Ř Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
řŗŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ś Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ŜŖŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ř Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŚŗŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ř Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘşŗŖǯŖ
Ǽ ŗ Ŗ Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘşŖŖǯŖ
Ǽ Ş ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
řŗŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ŝ Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘşŜŖǯŖ
Ǽ ś Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŝŚŖǯŖȬ
 

Ǽ ŗǻ

Ǽ Ř Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŜŖŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ ŗ Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŘŖŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ř ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘŖřŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ ř Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŗśŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ ś Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŝřŖǯŖ
Ǽ ş Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
śŖŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ ř Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘśŚŖǯŖ
Ǽ Ř Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŞŘŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ř Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘşřŖǯŖ
Ǽ ŗ Ŗ Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŖŗŖǯŖ
Ǽ ř ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘŜŘŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ ś Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŗŜŖǯŖ
Ǽ ś Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
řŖŖǯŖȬ


ȱȬȱ    ȱ ȱ 
 

 ȱȬȱ    ȱ ȱ 

 ȱ  ȱȬȱ    ȱ ȱ 

 ȱȬȱ    ȱ ȱ 

£ ȱ ¢ȱ   

  ȱ ȱ ȱ 

   ¢ ȱ    ȱ ȱ 

  ȱ ȱȬȱ    ȱ ȱ 

 ȱȬȱ    ȱ ȱ 

  ȱ ȱȱ   

 ȱ    ȱȱ   

 ȱ   ȱȬȱ 

 ȱ   ȱ   ȱȬȱ 

Source. See Section 3.3
Note. Marginal effects are derived from coefficients estimated using a Probit model. Marginal Effects are average
marginal effects of the households. The marginal effects are calculated separately for both white and black households.
Standard errors are calculated by the delta method. Coefficient estimates are statistically significant at the * - 10%
level, ** - 5% level, or *** - 1% level
Ǽ Ş Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
śŖŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ ş Ŗ ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘŝřŘǯŖ
Ǽ Ř ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
řŗŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ŗ ř Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ś Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ
Ǽ ş Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
Ș ś ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ
Ǽ ş ŝ Śǯ Ŗǻ
şşŚǯŖȬ
Ǽ ŗ Ś Śǯ Ŗǻ
Ŝ Ś Řǯ Ŗ
Ǽ Ş ś Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
Ş Ş Ŗǯ Ŗ
Ǽ ŗ Ś Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ŝŘŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ ś ř řǯ Ŗǻ
řŚŚǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ŗ Ŝ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
Ŗ Ś Ŗǯ Ŗ
Ǽ Ř ř Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
Ș Ś ś Ŗǯ Ŗ
Ǽ Ř Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ŗ Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ
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Ǽ Ŝ Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ŚŖŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ř Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŞŖŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ş Ř Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘřŜŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ ŝ Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘřřŖǯŖ
Ǽ ŝ Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘřśŖǯŖ
Ǽ Ŗ ř Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
řŖŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ ś Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŞŚŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ ř Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŗŗŖǯŖ
Ǽ ř Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘśŗŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ř Ŗ Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ŗŖŖŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ŗ Ř Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ş Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ
Ǽ Ş Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘŗŘŖǯŖ
Ǽ Ŗ ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŖśŖǯŖȬ
   

 ȱȬȱ    ȱ ȱ 
 

  ȱȬȱ    ȱ ȱ 

 ȱ  ȱȬȱ    ȱ ȱ 

 ȱȬȱ    ȱ ȱ 

£ ȱ ¢ȱ   

  ȱ ȱ ȱ 

   ¢ ȱ    ȱ ȱ 

  ȱ ȱȬȱ    ȱ ȱ 

 ȱȬȱ    ȱ ȱ 

  ȱ ȱȱ   

 ȱ   ȱȱ   

 ȱ   ȱȬȱ 

 ȱ   ȱ   ȱȬȱ 

Source. See Section 3.3
Note. Interaction effects estimated using coefficients from column (2) in the Probit model from Table 3.4 including
occupation, year, and SEA fixed effects. Standard errors are calculated by the delta method. Coefficient estimates
are statistically significant at the * - 10% level, ** - 5% level, or *** - 1% level.
Ǽ ŗ ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ŞŖŖǯŖȬ
ȱ   ȱ    ȱ  
Ǽ Ś Ř ŗǯ Ŗǻ
Ş ř ŗǯ Ŗ
ǼŖŖŖǞǻȱ ȱ ȱȱ    ȱ ȱ ȱ 
Ǽ Ś ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ŗŗŖǯŖȬ
ǼŖŖŖǞǻȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ 
Ǽ Ş ř Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ř ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ
ǼŖŖŖǞǻȱ ȱ   Ȭ ȱǰȬ ȱȱ 
Ǽ Ř ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
śŖŖǯŖȬ
ǼŖŖŖǞǻȱ  ȱ  ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ 
Ǽ ś Ś śǯ Ŗǻ
ȘŞŘŖǯŗȬ ǼŖŖŖǞǻȱ ȱ ȱȱ ȱǯ  ȱȱǯ ȱ ȱ 
Ǽ Ş ş Śǯ Ŗǻ
ŘŚŜǯŖ ǼŖŖŖǞǻȱ ȱ ȱȱ ȱ     ȱȱǯ ȱ ȱ 
Ǽ ś Ŝ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
Ř Ŗ ŗǯ Ŗ
ǼŖŖŖǞǻȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ  ȱ ȱ 
Ǽ ş ś Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ŗřŖǯŖȬ
ǼŖŖŖǞǻȱ ȱ ȱ ȱȱ 
Ǽ ş Ś Śǯ Ŗǻ
Ŝ Ŗ ŗǯ Ŗ
ǼŖŖŖǞǻȱ ȱ   ȱ ȱȱ ȱ ȱ 
Ǽ ř ŝ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
Ŝ ś Ŗǯ Ŗ
ǼŖŖŖǞǻȱ ȱ  ȱȱ 
Ǽ Ř Ś Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
řřŖǯŖȬ
ǼŖŖŖǞǻȱ   ȱ  ȱ ȱȱ 
Ǽ ř Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘŝŖŖǯŖ
  ȱ   ȱȬȱ 
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Table 3.7: Policy Effects - Non-farm Home ownership (1920-1940)

¢ȱ 



ȱȱȱȱ ȱǻǞŖŖŖǼ
ȬŖǯŖŗŖřȘȘȘ ȬŖǯŖŖśŞ
ǻŖǯŖŖŘŞǼ ǻŖǯŖŖřşǼ
ȱȱȱ ȱǻǞŖŖŖǼ
ȬŖǯŖŖŘŚ
ŖǯŖŖşŚ
ǻŖǯŖŖŝŜǼ ǻŖǯŖŗŚŘǼ
ȱȱȱȱȱ ȱ ȱǻǞŖŖŖǼ
ȬŖǯŖŖřŝȘȘȘ ȬŖǯŖŖŘś
ǻŖǯŖŖŗŚǼ ǻŖǯŖŖŗşǼ
ȱȱȱȱ ȱǻǞŖŖŖǼ
ŖǯŖŖŖŖ
ȬŖǯŖŖŘŝ
ǻŖǯŖŖřŚǼ ǻŖǯŖŖŚŘǼ
ȱȱȱȱȱ ȱǻǞŖŖŖǼ
ŖǯŖŖŖŖ
ŖǯŖŖŞş
ǻŖǯŖŖŗŝǼ ǻŖǯŖŖśşǼ
ȱȱǯȱȱȱȱȱȱȱǻǞŖŖŖǼ ȬŖǯŖŖŝŗȘȘȘ ŖǯŖŖŚŝ
ǻŖǯŖŖŘŜǼ ǻŖǯŖŖŞśǼ
ȱȱǯȱȱǯȱȱȱȱȱǻǞŖŖŖǼ ŖǯŖŖşśȘȘȘ ȬŖǯŖŗŖ
ǻŖǯŖŖŘŜǼ ǻŖǯŖŖşśǼ
ȱȱȱ ȱȱȱ ȱǻǞŖŖŖǼ
ŖǯŖŗŞŘȘȘȘ ŖǯŖŗŗŜȘ
ǻŖǯŖŖśŗǼ ǻŖǯŖŖŜşǼ
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ŖǯŖŖŖŞ
ǻŖǯŖŖŘśǼ ǻŖǯŖŖŚŜǼ
ȱȱȱ ȱȱǻǞŖŖŖǼ
ȬŖǯŖŖřŘ
ȬŖǯŖŗŗŖ
ǻŖǯŖŖŜŘǼ ǻŖǯŖŗŖřǼ
ȱȱȱ ȱȱȱȱǻǞŖŖŖǼ
ȬŖǯŖŖşřȘȘȘ ȬŖǯŖŗśŜȘȘ
ǻŖǯŖŖřřǼ ǻŖǯŖŖŝŞǼ
ȱȱȱ
ŖǯŖŖŘř
ȬŖǯŖŖŚŞ
ǻŖǯŖŖŜşǼ ǻŖǯŖŖŝŞǼ

¢ȱ
ŗşřŖ
ŗşŚŖ
ŗǯřśş

ŗǯŘśŜ

Ŗ

ŖǯŘřŝ

Ŗ

ŖǯŖŖŜ

Ŗ

ŖǯŗŖŘ

Ŗ

ŖǯŗŖŖ

ŖǯŖŖŖş

ŖǯŖŘŞ

ŖǯŖŖŖŚ

ŖǯŖŘŗ

Ŗ

ŖǯŞŖŚ

Ŗ

Ŗǯŗśś

Ŗ

ŖǯŞŝŝ

ŖǯŘŗŖ

ŖǯŗŚś

Ŗ

ŗ

Source. See Section 3.3
Note. Policy effects estimated using coefficients from column (2) in the Probit model
from Table 3.4 which includes occupation, year, and SEA fixed effects. Standard
errors are calculated by by the delta method. Coefficient estimates are statistically
significant at the * - 10% level, ** - 5% level, or *** - 1% level.
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Table 3.8: Non-farm Housing Values and Rents (1920-1940)
ȱ ȱ




ŖǯŗŞŚ
ŖǯŝŞŖȘ
ŖǯŚŖŗȘȘ ŖǯŞŞśȘȘ
ǻŖǯŗŜŚǼ ǻŖǯŚŖŘǼ ǻŖǯŗŜŜǼ ǻŖǯřşşǼ
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ȬȬȬ
ȬȬȬ
ǻŖǯŖŜŞǼ ǻŖǯŗŗŞǼ









Source. See Section 3.3
Note. Inverse Mills Ratio calculated from probit estimates found in Table 3.4. Standard errors are clustered by SEA. Coefficient estimates are statistically significant at
the * - 10% level, ** - 5% level, or *** - 1% level.
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Source. See Section 3.3
Note. Coefficients estimated using a Probit model. Standard Errors are clustered by State Economic Area. * Coefficient estimates are statistically significant at the 10% level, ** - 5% level, *** - 1% level
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Ǽ ř ş ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ŗşŗǯŖȬ
Ǽ ŝ Ş ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘśŚśǯŖȬ
Ǽ ş ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘşřŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ŝ Ś Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
Ř ř Ŗǯ Ŗ
Ǽ ŝ Ř Śǯ Ŗǻ
ŗŘřǯŖȬ
Ǽ ŝ ř Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘŞŜŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ ŗ Ř Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘşşŖǯŖ
Ǽ ŗ Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ŘŖŖǯŖȬ


Ǽ Ş Ř Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘŜŜŖǯŖ
Ǽ ś ś řǯ Ŗǻ
ŝŖśǯŖȬ
Ǽ ŗ Ŝ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘşŚŗǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ř ş Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ŝŘŗǯŖȬ
Ǽ ş Ř Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
Ř Ř Ŗǯ Ŗ
Ǽ Ŝ ş Şǯ Řǻ
ŘśŝǯŘȬ
Ǽ Ŗ Ŗ ŗǯ Řǻ
Ş Ŝ Şǯ Ŗ
Ǽ Ř Ř Řǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘşŘŞǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ş Ş ŗǯ Ŗǻ
Ś ś Řǯ Ŗ
Ǽ ř ś ŝǯ ŗǻ
Ș Ś ŝ Ŗǯ ř
Ǽ ŗ ŝ Řǯ Ŗǻ
Ş Ş Ŗǯ Ŗ
Ǽ ş Ŝ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŗŖŘǯŖ
Ǽ Ř Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
Ř Ŗ Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ
 
Ǽ ŗǻ

Ǽ Ř ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
řŗŖǯŖȬ
ȱ  ȱ     ȱ  
Ǽ Ś Ŝ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŝŗřǯŖȬ
ǼŖŖŖǞǻȱ ȱ ȱȱ    ȱ ȱ ȱ 
Ǽ Ŗ Ř Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ŜŗŖǯŖȬ
ǼŖŖŖǞǻȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ 
Ǽ ř ř Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
śŚŖǯŖȬ
ǼŖŖŖǞǻȱ ȱ   Ȭ ȱǰȬ ȱȱ 
Ǽ Ŝ ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ŝŗŖǯŖȬ
ǼŖŖŖǞǻȱ  ȱ  ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ 
Ǽ Ŗ ř Řǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŘŗŜǯŖ ǼŖŖŖǞǻȱ ȱ ȱȱ ȱǯ  ȱȱǯ ȱ ȱ 
Ǽ Ş Ř řǯ Ŗǻ
ŘŖřǯŖȬ ǼŖ ŖŖǞǻȱ ȱ ȱȱ ȱ     ȱȱǯ ȱ ȱ 
Ǽ Ŝ Ŝ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘşŝŘǯŖȬ
ǼŖŖŖǞǻȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ  ȱ ȱ 
Ǽ Ś Ŝ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
Ș ş Ŗ ŗǯ Ŗ
ǼŖŖŖǞǻȱ ȱ ȱ ȱȱ 
Ǽ ś Ŝ Ŝǯ Ŗǻ
ŝ Ś Şǯ Ŗ
ǼŖŖŖǞǻȱ ȱ   ȱ ȱȱ ȱ ȱ 
Ǽ ř Ŝ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ś ŝ Ŗǯ Ŗ
ǼŖŖŖǞǻȱ ȱ  ȱȱ 
Ǽ Ŗ Ř Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ş ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ
ǼŖŖŖǞǻȱ   ȱ  ȱ ȱȱ 
Ǽ Ř Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ř Ŗ Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ
  ȱ   ȱȬȱ 

 

Ǽ Ř Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ ǻ
Ș Ś Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ
Ǽ Ř Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ ǻ
ŘŖŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ŗ Ř Ŗǯ Ŗ ǻ
ŞŘŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ŝ Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ ǻ
ȘȘȘśŘŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ ś Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ ǻ
ȘȘȘŞŞŖǯŖ
Ǽ ř ś Ŗǯ Ŗ ǻ
ŝŘŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ş Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ ǻ
ś Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ
Ǽ Ř Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ ǻ
ȘȘŚŖŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ř Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ ǻ
Ř Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ
Ǽ ř Ŗ Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ ǻ
ȘȘȘŝŖŖǯŖ
Ǽ ş ř Ŗǯ Ŗ ǻ
ŞřŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ş Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ ǻ
ŜŖŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ŗ ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ ǻ
ȘȘȘřŚŖǯŖȬ
 

Ǽ Řǻ

Ǽ Ř Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ ǻ
ȘȘřŖŖǯŖ
Ǽ ŗ Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ ǻ
Ř Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ
Ǽ ş Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ ǻ
ȘȘŗŘŖǯŖ
Ǽ ŝ Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ ǻ
ȘȘŚŗŖǯŖ
Ǽ Ŝ Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ ǻ
ȘȘȘśŘŗǯŖ
Ǽ ŝ Ř Ŗǯ Ŗ ǻ
ȘȘŗŜŖǯŖ
Ǽ Ś Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ ǻ
ȘȘȘşŖŖǯŖ
Ǽ Ř Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ ǻ
ȘȘȘŞŗŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ř Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ ǻ
ȘȘȘŗŗŖǯŖ
Ǽ Ś Ŗ Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ ǻ
ȘȘȘŗŗŖǯŖ
Ǽ Ŝ Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ ǻ
ȘȘȘŜřŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ś Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ ǻ
ȘȘȘŘŘŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ş Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ ǻ
ȘȘȘşŖŗǯŖȬ


Ǽ ř Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘśŖŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ ŗ Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘřŖŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ ŝ ř Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ŜŗŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ ŝ Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
Ş Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ
Ǽ Ŝ Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŞŞŖǯŖ
Ǽ Ŝ ś Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ŗŜŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ ş Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ŘŖŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ř Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ŘŖŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ř Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
Ș ř Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ
Ǽ ŗ Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŝŖŖǯŖ
Ǽ Ř ś Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ŜřŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ ş Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
řŖŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ ŗ ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŜŚŖǯŖȬ
 

Ǽ ŗǻ

Ǽ Ř Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŝŖŖǯŖ
Ǽ ŗ Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŘŖŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ŗ ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘŘŘŖǯŖȬ
ǼşŚŖǯŖȬǻ
Ŗ ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ
Ǽ Ŝ Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŜŘŗǯŖ
Ǽ Ş Ř Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘśŜŖǯŖ
Ǽ Ś Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŗŗŖǯŖ
Ǽ Ř Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘşŗŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ř Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘřŗŖǯŖ
Ǽ ŗ Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŗŗŖǯŖ
Ǽ Ş Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŜřŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ ś Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŖřŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ş Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŗŗŗǯŖȬ


ȱȬȱ    ȱ ȱ 
 

 ȱȬȱ    ȱ ȱ 

 ȱ  ȱȬȱ    ȱ ȱ 

 ȱȬȱ    ȱ ȱ 

£ ȱ ¢ȱ   

  ȱ ȱ ȱ 

   ¢ ȱ    ȱ ȱ 

  ȱ ȱȬȱ    ȱ ȱ 

 ȱȬȱ    ȱ ȱ 

  ȱ ȱȱ   

 ȱ   ȱȱ   

 ȱ   ȱȬȱ 

 ȱ   ȱ   ȱȬȱ 

Source. See Section 3.3
Note. Coefficients estimated using a Probit model. Marginal Effects are average marginal effects. The marginal effects
are calculated separately for both white and black households. Standard errors are calculated by the delta method.
Coefficient estimates are statistically significant at the * - 10% level, ** - 5% level, or *** - 1% level
Ǽ ś ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ř ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ
Ǽ ś ř ŗǯ Ŗǻ
Ş ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ
Ǽ ś Ř Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘŘŜŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ş ś Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ŘşŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ ŝ ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
Ŝ Ř Ŗǯ Ŗ
Ǽ ś ŝ śǯ ŗǻ
ŗŚŜǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ŝ ś Řǯ ŗǻ
Ş Ş Şǯ Ŗ
Ǽ Ŝ Ş Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
Ŗ ś Ŗǯ Ŗ
Ǽ ŗ ŗ ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ŖŗŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ş Ş Ŝǯ Ŗǻ
Ș Ŗ ś ŗǯ ŗ
Ǽ ŗ ř ŗǯ Ŗǻ
Ş Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ
Ǽ ś Ś Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
řŜŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ř Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ŗŖŖǯŖȬ
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Ǽ Ř Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ŗ Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ
Ǽ ř Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ŚŖŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ş Ř Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘŞśŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ř ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŞŚŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ ş Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ŗŗŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ ŝ ŝ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ŗŞŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ř ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
řŖŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ ř Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘřŗŖǯŖ
Ǽ ř Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘşŖŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ř Ŗ Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŘŖŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ř ś Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
řŗŖǯŖȬ
Ǽ Ř ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
Ś ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ
Ǽ ś ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘŚśŖǯŖ
   

 ȱȬȱ    ȱ ȱ 
 

  ȱȬȱ    ȱ ȱ 

 ȱ  ȱȬȱ    ȱ ȱ 

 ȱȬȱ    ȱ ȱ 

£ ȱ ¢ȱ   

  ȱ ȱ ȱ 

   ¢ ȱ    ȱ ȱ 

  ȱ ȱȬȱ    ȱ ȱ 

 ȱȬȱ    ȱ ȱ 

  ȱ ȱȱ   

 ȱ   ȱȱ   

 ȱ   ȱȬȱ 

 ȱ   ȱ   ȱȬȱ 

Source. See Section 3.3
Note. Interaction effects estimated using a Probit model including occupation, year, and SEA fixed effects. Standard
errors are calculated by the delta method. Coefficient estimates are statistically significant at the * - 10% level, ** 5% level, or *** - 1% level.
Ǽ Ř Ř Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ŚŖŖǯŖȬ
ȱ   ȱ    ȱ  
Ǽ Ŗ ş ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ŜŖŖǯŖȬ
ǼŖŖŖǞǻȱ ȱ ȱȱ    ȱ ȱ ȱ 
Ǽ Ŝ ř Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘŖŞŖǯŖȬ
ǼŖŖŖǞǻȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ 
Ǽ Ş ŝ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ŗŗŗǯŖȬ
ǼŖŖŖǞǻȱ ȱ   Ȭ ȱǰȬ ȱȱ 
Ǽ Ŝ Ř Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
Ŝ ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ
ǼŖŖŖǞǻȱ  ȱ  ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ 
Ǽ ŝ ş Ŗǯ Řǻ
řśŜǯŖȬ ǼŖŖŖǞǻȱ ȱ ȱȱ ȱǯ  ȱȱǯ ȱ ȱ 
Ǽ ş Ŝ Ŝǯ ŗǻ
řŘŝǯŗ ǼŖŖŖǞǻȱ ȱ ȱȱ ȱ     ȱȱǯ ȱ ȱ 
Ǽ ś ŗ ŗǯ Ŗǻ
Ŝ Ŗ ŗǯ Ŗ
ǼŖŖŖǞǻȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ  ȱ ȱ 
Ǽ ś ś ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ŜŚŖǯŖȬ
ǼŖŖŖǞǻȱ ȱ ȱ ȱȱ 
Ǽ ŗ Ś Ŗǯ ŗǻ
Ș ř Ś Şǯ ŗ
ǼŖŖŖǞǻȱ ȱ   ȱ ȱȱ ȱ ȱ 
Ǽ Ş ŝ ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ş ŝ Ŗǯ Ŗ
ǼŖŖŖǞǻȱ ȱ  ȱȱ 
Ǽ Ś Ŝ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ȘȘȘřŞŗǯŖȬ
ǼŖŖŖǞǻȱ   ȱ  ȱ ȱȱ 
Ǽ ř Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗǻ
ŗ Ŗ Ŗǯ Ŗ
  ȱ   ȱȬȱ 
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Table 3.12: Policy Effects - Farm Home ownership (1920-1940)

¢ȱ 


ȬŖǯŖŖŜȘȘȘ ŖǯŖŖŚȘ
ǻŖǯŖŖŗǼ
ǻŖǯŖŖŘǼ
ȱȱȱ ȱǻǞŖŖŖǼ
ȬŖǯŖŗŗȘ
ŖǯŖŖŗ
ǻŖǯŖŖŜǼ
ǻŖǯŖŘŗǼ
ȱȱȱȱȱ ȱ ȱǻǞŖŖŖǼ
ŖǯŖŖŖŚ
ŖǯŖŖŘȘ
ǻŖǯŖŖŗǼ
ǻŖǯŖŖŗǼ
ȱȱȱȱ ȱǻǞŖŖŖǼ
ŖǯŖŖŚ
ȬŖǯŖŖŗ
ǻŖǯŖŖśǼ
ǻŖǯŖŗŘǼ
ȱȱȱȱȱ ȱǻǞŖŖŖǼ
ȬŖǯŖŖŜȘȘ
ŖǯŖŖŞ
ǻŖǯŖŖřǼ
ǻŖǯŖŗŚǼ
ȱȱǯȱȱȱȱȱȱȱǻǞŖŖŖǼ ȬŖǯŖŖşȘȘȘ
ŖǯŖŗŚ
ǻŖǯŖŖřǼ
ǻŖǯŖŘŗǼ
ȱȱǯȱȱǯȱȱȱȱȱǻǞŖŖŖǼ ȬŖǯŖŖř
ȬŖǯŖŗŗ
ǻŖǯŖŖřǼ
ǻŖǯŖŘŜǼ
ȱȱȱ ȱȱȱ ȱǻǞŖŖŖǼ
ŖǯŖŖŝȘ
ŖǯŖŗŗ
ǻŖǯŖŖŚǼ
ǻŖǯŖŖŝǼ
ȱȱȬǰȱȬ ȱȱǻǞŖŖŖǼ
ȬŖǯŖŖŗ
ȬŖǯŖŗŖ
ǻŖǯŖŖŘǼ
ǻŖǯŖŖŜǼ
ȱȱȱ ȱȱǻǞŖŖŖǼ
ȬŖǯŖŖŗ
ȬŖǯŖŘŞȘȘ
ǻŖǯŖŖŜǼ
ǻŖǯŖŗŗǼ
ȱȱȱ ȱȱȱȱǻǞŖŖŖǼ
ȬŖǯŖŖŘ
ȬŖǯŖŖŗ
ǻŖǯŖŖśǼ
ǻŖǯŖŗŗǼ
ȱȱȱ
ŖǯŖŘŗȘȘȘ
ŖǯŖŗŚ
ǻŖǯŖŖŜǼ
ǻŖǯŖŗŜǼ

ȱȱȱȱ ȱǻǞŖŖŖǼ

¢ȱ
ŗşřŖ
ŗşŚŖ
ŗǯŖŗŜ

ŖǯşśŘ

Ŗ

Ŗǯŗśŝ

Ŗ

ŖǯŖŖŘ

Ŗ

ŖǯŗŗŘ

Ŗ

ŖǯŗŜŖ

ŖǯŖŖş

ŖǯŖŘś

ŖǯŖŖŗ

ŖǯŖŗŞ

Ŗ

ŖǯŚŘŘ

Ŗ

ŖǯŗŗŖ

Ŗ

ŖǯŚśŝ

ŖǯŘŘŗ

Ŗǯŗřş

Ŗ

ŗ

Source. See Section 3.3
Note. Policy effects estimated using a Probit model including occupation, year, and
SEA fixed effects. Standard errors are calculated by the delta method. Coefficient
estimates are statistically significant at the * - 10% level, ** - 5% level, *** - 1%
level.
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CHAPTER 4

Built with Good Intentions? An Examination of
Public Housing Projects on Local Communities
When the future historian writes about the early stages of the decentralized public housing program sponsored by the United States Government,
he will have much to say about rents. For whatever else the U. S. H. A.
program contemplates–construction at reasonable cost, employment, fair
labor standards, slum clearance–it must, above all, provide homes to be
rented at a figure so low that the accommodations will be available to
families in the lowest income group. Unless this is achieved, no amount
of success in reducing construction costs, in wiping out slums, in creating
employment or in effecting any of the other objectives of the act, will
justify calling the public housing program a success.
– 1938 Annual Report of the United States Housing Authority (p. 1)

4.1

Introduction

Public housing is a contentious issue. When the idea of publicly funded housing was
first introduced, public housing was attacked from the entire gamut of the political
spectrum. On one hand, critics argued that public housing interfered with the private
housing market. Community leaders argued that the dispersion of the poor through
slum clearance would negatively influence housing values. Further, housing advocates argued that the selection into public housing was discriminatory and excluded
minorities.
While the era of large public housing projects appears to have permanently given
way to voucher programs such as Section 8 housing, the history of the influence
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of public housing on local communities is little understood. Supporters of public
low-cost housing prior to the Great Depression argued that providing families with
housing amenities that they could not afford at market rates would help improve the
prospects of the families. This is largely contrasted with the negative image that
many large, high-density public housing in urban cities now convey, areas of high
crime, low educational attainment, and few job prospects.
Much like the proponents of housing vouchers and mixed-income housing developments, public housing in the Progressive and New Deal era was touted as the cure-all
to improving the lives of families by placing them in a social structure that would
help to improve their levels of human capital (see Wood (1940); Katz, Kling, and
Liebman (2001)). However, Meyerson and Banfield (1955) state that many of the
public housing projects resulted in the large relocation of the existing population of
the slum while Katz et al. (2001) warns of the potential that voucher programs such
as Moving to Opportunity could, at least in the short-run, lead to social isolation of
the recipients of the vouchers.
Yet if these these housing projects in slum clearance projects resulted in improved
neighborhood conditions, this influence should be capitalized into higher surrounding property values. On the other hand, with its strict income requirements, public
housing effectively created dense pockets of low-income households which may have
worsened the conditions that advocates such as Edith Elmer Wood wished to eliminate. These pockets may also have been viewed negatively by middle class families
and may have begun moving out to new neighborhoods and eventually suburban
communities.
While a myriad of papers such as Hartley (2010) and Shester (2010) have found
public housing is associated with negative crime and health outcomes today, it is not
clear that public housing had no positive influence in the beginning. Nourse (1963)
is the earliest study to my knowledge on evaluating the effects of public housing on
property values in Saint Louis, Missouri from 1937 through 1959 using hand-matched
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data samples. Unlike recent work, Nourse was testing the hypothesis that property
values would increase. However, he finds no evidence to support this theory.
To understand the influence of public housing on the surrounding community, it
is important to first understand the goals of public housing in the United States. To
answer that question I explore the factors that social planners such as the Public
Works Administration, the United States Housing Administration, and local housing
authorities such as the New York City Housing Authority utilized when constructing
public housing in a particular neighborhood. This helps us understand whether the
purpose of public housing was to house the poor in the cheapest fashion possible or
whether a larger social goal to improve housing conditions was the intended purpose.
As early public housing was typically limited to the racial majority of the local neighborhood, it allows me to examine evidence on whether the housing programs were
constructed to exclude minorities.
I ran probit models to determine the factors that influenced public housing decisions. My results find that public housing in New York City was constructed in
crowded neighborhoods in which families typically shared restroom facilities. Moreover, public housing was targeted in neighborhoods whose residents were largely reliant on public transportation. Building in neighborhoods with low property values
appears to have be a relevant, but not an overwhelming factor. Had property values
been the driving factor, it is likely public housing should been constructed on the outskirts of the city as opposed to the slums just outside of downtown Manhattan. The
results also highlight that several black neighborhoods appeared to have been good
candidates for public housing in the 1930s, yet public housing was not constructed
in these neighborhoods until the 1940s. There is some evidence that local interest
groups resisted public housing in these black enclaves.
I proceed to answer the question on whether public housing had a positive influence on property values on their local neighborhoods using a hedonic model approach
accounting for “locational heterogeneity.” Páez, Uchida, and Miyamoto (2002) sug-
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gests a model along the lines of a Geographically Weighted Regression in which a data
set exhibiting spatial dependence can be modeled using local coefficient estimates by
estimating location-specific kernel bandwidths. This locally estimated bandwidth
can then be used to estimate the location-specific influence of public housing on the
distribution of contract rents.
I estimate the influence of the inverse distance to public housing on both the
distribution of monthly contract rents in 1940 as well as the change in the distribution
of monthly contract rents between 1934 and 1940. The results from the cross-section
estimates suggest that share of contract rents less than $20 per room per month
increased while the contract rents above $49 per room per month typically declined.
However, the effect of public housing typically declined at distances beyond 0.25 mile
from public housing. As the estimates from the cross-section data may suffer from
omitted variables, I estimate the effect of the inverse distance of public housing on
the change in the share of contract rents between 1934 and 1940. The first difference
results suggest that public housing increased the share of contract rents throughout
the city. The magnitude of the effect also appeared to not dissipate as the distance to
public housing increased. However, my results suggest that the early public housing
projects led to greater increases in contract rents than the later projects constructed
by the United States Housing Authority.

4.2
4.2.1

Background on Public Housing
Growing Government Involvement

While direct government involvement in the funding of low-income public housing
extends back to the Hoover administration in the United States, the housing market
was hardly laissez-faire. Cities were vulnerable to disease epidemics and fires and
many of the colonial cities in the United States increasingly began to pass laws in
order to improve hygiene and fire protection (Plunz, 1990, p. 1). As time passed, the
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federal government’s regulations of financial institutions, tax deductions on mortgage
interest and standardization of construction techniques all had some influence on the
direction of housing in the United States.
Despite regulations, living conditions for many households were considered substandard in New York and many industrial cities in the 19th century and early 20th century.
Wood (1919, pp. 7–9) argues that as many as a third of all families across the United
States resided in housing that was overcrowded and had insufficient light and water.
She argued that many dwellings were also dilapidated and were prone to fire. Several
cholera epidemics occurred in 1832, 1849, and again in 1852 in lower Manhattan as
a result of crowded living conditions. A survey conducted in the 1860s indicated
that 480,368 of the 700,000 people in Manhattan resided in only 15,309 substandard
tenements (Plunz, 1990, p. 22). The cycle of epidemics resulted in the death rate
exceeding the birth rate for much of the century. Cities like New York would have experienced population declines if not offset by the large flows of immigration(Burrows
and Wallace, 1999, pp. 785, 790).
The fear of continued epidemics and the concern about fires of the magnitude of
the Great Chicago Fire in 1871 forced New York to pass a series of tenement housing
laws beginning in 1867. These laws, although not always enforced, attempted to raise
the living standards for those in tenement housing. For example, the 1867 Tenement
House Act required that at least one water closet was installed per twenty tenants. It
also provided fire escapes in non-fireproof buildings (Plunz, 1990, p. 22). Subsequent
legislation in 1879 required windows for every room, yet this legislation quickly led
to the adoption of the “dumbbell” tenement in which the air-shaft in the middle of
the tenement was often used for garbage and became a firetrap (Burrows and Wallace, 1999, p. 1173). It was not until the passage of the Tenement House Act of
1901, colloquially known as the “New Law” which made some tangible improvements
to the quality of the tenements. The law required additional building height restrictions, running water, wider interior courtyards, and a water closet in every apartment
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(Plunz, 1990, p. 47).
The federal government was also not completely absent in the housing market.
Beginning in 1892, the federal government had provided a one-time $20,000 payment
to investigate slum areas for all cities larger than 200,000 people. While the federal
government did not pass any legislation as a result of the report, it does signal that
Congress was aware of the poor housing conditions prevalent in large cities at the
turn of the century. The first foray into public housing however, was not geared
towards the poor, but rather directed towards the war effort during World War I. In
1918, Congress authorized the United States Housing Corporation and the Emergency
Fleet Corporation to build housing for employees working in war-related industries.
Through these programs, the federal government built housing for over 14,000 people
at a cost of $132 million. This amount still fell short of their overall construction
goals. The United States Housing Corporation completed only 5,998 units out of a
proposed 25,000 units Radford (1996, pp. 16–17). After the war, Congress sold the
housing in a fire sale at a $74 million loss in 1920 (Plunz, 1990, p. 125).
By the 1920s, the influence of the city and state of New York on housing began
to set both apart from the rest of the United States.1 The state of New York began
examining how to provide incentives to private corporations to build low-cost, but
not low-quality housing for the poor. Housing advocates noted that profit margins on
quality, yet low-cost housing were often too little to attract serious capital investments
from private parties. “Model” tenements built in New York from 1870 through 1910
housed only 20,000 out of the nearly one million people residing in all tenements
built during the period (Radford, 1996, pp. 30–36).2 The Federal Bureau of Labor
Statistics also noted that philanthropy was not enough to guarantee a large supply of
1

The one major exception is the Veterans Farm and Home Purchase Act of 1921 in which
California issued bonds in which the proceeds provided housing loans to 11,600 veterans Wood
(1934).
2
These tenements were largely constructed through philanthropic organizations to attempt to
improve the living conditions of the poor.
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quality, low-cost housing for the poor. They stated in a report in 1914 that, “we find
... everywhere the conclusion that private initiative has proved inadequate to deal
with the problem and that systematic Government regulation, encouragement, and
financial aid must be given” (Bulletin 158, Government Aid to Home Owning and
Housing of Working People in Foreign Countries, Oct. 15, 1914, pp. 9–10 in Wood,
1919, p. 19)
To spur development, the New York state legislature amended their insurance code
in 1922 to allow insurance companies to directly invest up to 10% of their assets in
housing, conditional on the contract rents averaging no more than $9 per room ($119
in 2011).3 Insurance companies such as The Metropolitan Life Insurance Company,
which had lobbied for the legislation, built several projects across New York City
housing over 2,000 families during the 1920s (Marquis, 1976; Plunz, 1990). Further,
New York also passed the Limited Dividend Housing Companies Law in 1926, which
allowed, wider latitude to condemn private property and additional tax abatements for
companies to build housing as long as any investor into the company did not receive
more than than a 6% return on their investment and that any mortgage interest
rate did not exceed five percent. A further stipulation required the corporation to
choose low-income households as tenants.4 This resulted in the formation of several
cooperative housing corporations, often formed by a variety of labor unions or socialist
political movements, which were typically financed through life insurance companies
(Plunz, 1990, pp. 150–151).
While the relaxation of the insurance code and creation of limited-dividend projects
created housing for thousands of New Yorkers, the Great Depression nonetheless cre3

Typical apartments would be three or four rooms in the apartments built by The Metropolitan
Life Insurance Company.
4
Several states followed New York with their own limited dividend laws in 1933 including
Arkansas, California, Delaware, Florida, Illinois, Kansas, Massachusetts, New Jersey, Ohio, North
Carolina, South Carolina, Texas, and Virginia in order to qualify for the requirements of the limited
dividend housing arm of the RFC and later PWA. See Public Works Administration (1936, p. 27)
for details.
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ated a greater demand for low-cost housing for the thousands of unemployed households. The Emergency Relief and Construction Act of 1932 directed the Reconstruction Finance Corporation (RFC) to make loans of up to 85% of the development
cost to limited dividend corporations to provide either low-income housing or slum
clearance. The requirements of the RFC, such as the approval of a state or municipal
housing board, often made it difficult for projects to qualify for loans. As a result, only
two projects were funded by the RFC: Knickerbocker Village in New York City for
$8 million and rural homes in Ford County, KS for $155,000 (Committee on Banking
and Currency, 1950).
The New York State Board of Housing was largely critical of the efforts of the
RFC to provide funding for low-cost housing. Louis Pink, a member of the board,
commented in the New York Times that,
“Low-cost housing in the older areas of our cities offers perhaps the safest
form of such investment. It also reaches directly and at once a large variety
of trades and industries. Yet the Reconstruction Finance Corporation has
regarded housing as a stepchild and has neglected to pass promptly on
the projects before it. It has accepted the opposition of the city to one
outlying project [Hillside Homes] as an excuse for failing to pass on others
of an entirely different character, thus delaying not only the work which
is ready to be done but discouraging the organization of new projects.”
(The New York Times, 1933a)
4.2.2

The Federal Government Response through 1940.

While the RFC ultimately failed to provide any substantial amount of low-cost housing, President Roosevelt signed the National Industrial Recovery Act in 1933 which
authorized the Public Works Administration to provide funds for low-cost and slum
clearance projects (Committee on Banking and Currency, 1950). The first effort
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by the Housing Division within the PWA continued the limited dividend program
established under the RFC. This program lent funds at 4% interest towards limiteddividend housing corporations. Like the RFC, the Housing Division did not have a
great record of success, approving only seven of the more than 500 projects submitted for approval (Public Works Administration, 1939). However, the PWA argued
that it was largely a failure of state and municipal governments to be fully aware of
the requirements for low-cost housing. For example, applications included a 12 story
hotel in Arizona, theaters, and a variety of retail stores. Other applications often included proposals to unload real estate purchased by speculators during the peak of the
housing boom in the 1920s. As a result, the PWA abandoned the limited-dividend
program and instituted a federal program to directly oversee the construction and
management of housing projects (Public Works Administration, 1936, pp. 29–30).
This program lent up to 70% of the development cost of the property at 4% interest
and provided 30% of the cost as a direct grant.
The PWA went through several steps before a project was completed. It first
began with an assessment of the locations that desired public housing. However, the
high demand for housing and relatively limited funding forced the PWA to consider
only cities which had a local agency willing and able to prepare local surveys and
other data in order to gauge potential sites for the housing. As slums were identified
as potential candidates for public housing, the PWA began to acquire options to
purchase property once the exact location within the slum was identified. Eminent
domain was also an option if adequate real estate could not be easily acquired through
market transactions. The use of eminent domain was more difficult after a lawsuit
was filed in 1935 by a Louisville landowner. The owner had argued that housing did
not constitute a public good, a challenge which had been upheld through the United
States Supreme Court until the case was withdrawn due to the passage of subsequent
legislation. However, this had the effect of making land acquisition in slum areas
more difficult, thus often requiring projects to be located on vacant land. Ultimately
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27 of the 50 projects begun under the PWA were built in cleared slums (Public Works
Administration, 1936, pp. 30–42).5
The PWA was also responsible for relocating tenants who resided in the neighborhoods being redeveloped. They were required to find accommodations of similar
or improved quality at no additional monthly rent to the tenants. The tenants were
typically moved at the expense of the local housing authority and in some cases
became employed through a New Deal agency, such as the Works Progress Administration. The management of the public housing could be leased to the local authority
or directly managed by the Federal government. However, the Federal government
ultimately managed the majority of the properties due to a lack of trained officials
employed in local housing authorities (Public Works Administration, 1936, pp. 43–
45).
The public housing program through the PWA was only the beginning of federal
spending in low-cost housing. Passed in September 1937, the United States Housing
Act was created to provide additional loans and grants to local housing authorities for
low-income housing (Committee on Banking and Currency, 1950). The act allowed
the United States Housing Authority (USHA) to provide loans at 50 basis points above
the cost of lending by the Federal Government for up to 90% of the development cost
of the housing project. The USHA was also able to provide grants to local housing
authorities in order to fill in the gap between the market rental rate and the amount
that the lowest income families could afford (United States Housing Authority, 1939,
p. 7). The new act required the demolition of “unsafe or insanitary” dwellings for a
project regardless of whether the project was constructed in a slum. As an example,
approximately two-thirds of the 6,700 dwellings demolished in New York City by the
USHA in 1938 were off-site from three housing projects under construction (United
States Housing Authority, 1939, p. 25).6 Unlike the PWA projects, USHA housing
5

Several housing projects were transferred prior to completion to the United States Housing
Authority. See (United States Housing Authority, 1939, p. 42) for details.
6
Elimination of slums could be deferred in some cases in which the available housing supply to
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were operated through a local authority with a further stipulation that the USHA
was to move the management of the PWA projects to a local authority (United States
Housing Authority, 1939, p. 41).
4.2.3

Public Housing in New York City

New York was an early proponent of low-cost housing. Through the passage of a
limited-dividend housing law and the creation of a state housing board, New York
was in an easier position to negotiate for public housing loans and grants. Therefore
it should be no surprise that three of the first publicly funded housing projects were
located in New York City: Knickerbocker Village in Manhattan, Hillside Homes in
the Bronx and Boulevard Gardens in Queens.
The New York City Housing Authority (NYCHA), along with the Department
of Commerce conducted an inventory of residential and non-residential property in
the spring of 1934.7 The survey was produced to assist business activity and to
understand local demographic trends. It was also produced to provide information
regarding potential locations for public housing. The NYCHA restricted potential
site location to residential locations that did not contain cemeteries, institutions,
monthly rents below $30 per dwelling, and where the dwellings were typically built
after 1900 (Public Works Administration - Public Housing Division, 1947). Other
surveys included estimates of the ease of acquiring several adjacent blocks of land
and health surveys which recorded local infant and general mortality rates, population
and demographic trends, population density, delinquency and fire records, relief and
welfare services, and access to public transportation (The New York Times, 1934b).
The public housing projects constructed in New York between 1934 through 1940
are listed in Table 4.1. The location of these projects are displayed in a map of
New York City in Figure 4.1. From 10 housing projects constructed through 1940,
relocate families was not available.
7
See Section 4.3.1 for details regarding the implementation of the survey.
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four were constructed in Manhattan, two in Brooklyn, three in Queens, and one in
the Bronx. No housing projects were constructed on Staten Island until the 1940s.
While the first three developments in Table 4.1 received federal loans, they were not
managed by either a municipal or federal housing board. Two of the housing projects
were built under the direct supervision of the PWA, while the final four housing
projects built in New York between 1938 through 1940 were constructed under the
direction of the United States Housing Authority.
The first housing project directly involving the PWA was the Williamsburg Houses
in Brooklyn (also known as the Ten Eyck Houses). The second project was the Harlem
River Houses in upper Manhattan. Williamsburg was situated in a neighborhood
in which two-thirds of the population were foreign born. The neighborhood had a
density of 166 person per acre (106,240 persons per square mile) which would place
the neighborhood amongst the densest cities in the world, although it was sparsely
populated compared to the 300,000 people per square mile residing in the lower east
side of Manhattan (Figure 4.2). The infant mortality rate for the neighborhood was
64.35 infant deaths per 1000 live births, higher than the city average of 55 per 1000 live
births, but again higher than the rate for Manhattan. However, Tuberculosis rates
were lower than the city average, but higher than the rest of Brooklyn. Unemployment
was also high in the neighborhood. A survey of 1,200 families in 1935 indicated
that 21.2% of the families were living either on savings or on part-time work while
35.1% were completely dependent on public relief, charities, and pension funds (Public
Works Administration - Public Housing Division, 1947).
The NYCHA began exercising options to purchase land in the latter part of 1934
for the Williamsburg project (The New York Times, 1934d). The project was completed in June 1938, although units began to be occupied in September of 1937. The
development of Williamsburg cost $12,970,000 in 1935 for 1,622 units. The per unit
cost came out to approximately $7,996 per unit, nearly 68% higher (not adjusting
for inflation) than subsequent per unit costs of housing projects developed under
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the United States Housing Authority (Public Housing Administration, 1947). As
the project was part of a slum clearance project, 568 buildings were demolished and
displaced approximately 5,400 people (Landmarks Preservation Commission, 2003).
The Williamsburg project housed slightly over 3,000 people (New York City Housing
Authority, 2011).
The New York City Housing Authority also constructed the First Houses project
in the Lower Eastside region of Manhattan with funding from the Federal Emergency
Relief Administration. The project was named First Houses as it was the first public
housing project directly financed through federal funds, unlike the earlier limiteddividend projects by the RFC and the PWA. This project was also unique in that
it refurbished existing tenements in the Lower Eastside and thus did not erect new
structures (Plunz, 1990, p. 209).
Unlike the PWA program, the USHA was concerned that the viability of public
housing required a reduction in the construction and maintenance costs. Contract
prices for the first two USHA housing projects, Red Hook and Queensbridge, were
approximately $301 and $744 less respectively per dwelling unit than privately constructed housing in New York City in 1938 based on building permit data (Public
Works Administration, 1939, p. 19). The Red Hook Homes project was built in
Brooklyn, housing approximately 2,545 homes at a cost of $4,754 per dwelling was
indeed considerably less expensive than the earlier PWA projects. Further, the costs
came under the $5,000 per dwelling allotted for housing constructed in cities larger
than 500,000 people (Public Works Administration, 1939, p. 20).
4.2.4

The Influence of Politics

In Meyerson and Banfield’s book, Politics, Planning, & the Public Interest, the authors argue that the location of public housing during the 1950s was driven in part
by politicians who argued in favor of public housing conditional on the housing being
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outside of their ward. In this case, residents who were unlikely to have public housing
built near them, such as those Chicagoans who lived on the north-side of Chicago,
were the residents who were likely to have approved of public housing. Unsurprisingly,
the middle and upper class families in areas near proposed public housing, particularly those near the south-side of the city were hesitant to support public housing.
Among the lowest income earners, it could be plausible to believe a priori that they
would have overwhelmingly supported public housing, yet that was not always the
case.
Meyerson and Banfield note that the demand for public housing in the slum neighborhoods was not always unanimous:
The priest would be left without a parish, for of course the new project
would be occupied by eligible families from all over the city, not from the
old sections itself. The old neighborhood would, in fact, be scattered.
People who could not live in public projects somewhere else would have
a hard time finding places to live even though the Authority would try
to help them by maintaining a relocation program. To the politician,
the storekeeper, the minister and others who had some stake in the slum
neighborhood, its destruction was especially to be feared. For such people,
the passing of the old neighborhood meant the loss of power and place
that had been hard won (Meyerson and Banfield, 1955, p. 99).
It could be easy to overlook that those who maintained spheres of influence within a
slum or low-income neighborhood would also have incentives to maintain the status
quo. However, the well documented opposition to public housing in Chicago, Detroit,
and Los Angeles may not have been as marked in New York, which accepted as much
federal assistance as possible for public housing (Meyerson and Banfield, 1955, pp.
23–24).
Indeed state and local government officials appear to have been overwhelmingly in
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favor of providing housing for the poor. Al Smith, Governor of New York from 1923
through 1928, was in favor of the limited dividend housing and spoke of the need to
continue efforts to clear slums after efforts to build housing through the RFC were
stalled (The New York Times, 1933c). Herbert Lehman who was State Governor from
1933 through 1942 was largely supportive of the development of the NYCHA (The
New York Times, 1934a).
The city government also appeared to support housing reform. When Mayor
James Walker introduced a bill in 1927 to provide a 20 year tax exemption to limited
dividend corporations that were created under the State Housing Law, both the Board
of Estimates and the Board of Alderman were largely in favor of the passage of the
bill (The New York Times, 1927). Similarly, Mayor Fiorello La Guardia stated in
1934 about efforts to clear old-law tenements in during a groundbreaking ceremony
for Hillside Homes in the Bronx that, “it is a disgrace to the city which permits people
to live in these insanitary firetraps. I am proud that in ten weeks we have condemned
and vacated more of them than in years before, and we are going to keep it up. The
health and happiness of the people come before the profits of landlords of old-law
tenements” (The New York Times, 1934c).
Despite the approval by state and local politicians, the appeal of public housing
was hardly unanimous. As President Roosevelt unveiled the Federal Government’s
plan for the PWA to continue the PWA limited dividend program, the Chamber
of Commerce of the State of New York resisted public housing because “the Federal
Government is so far removed from the many complicated social and economic factors
involved in slum clearance in the various municipalities where this problem exists that
the undertaking would possess more hazards than would be incurred by a State or
municipal enterprise (The New York Times, 1933d).
There was at least one documented case of disagreement over the location of a
public housing site. In late 1932, the Reconstruction Finance Corporation announced
approval of a nearly $4 million loan to the Hillside Housing Corporation to construct
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housing for 1,581 families on a 16 acre plot of land owned by State Senator Nathan
Straus Jr.8 However as the terms of the loan varied slightly from the application
that had been approved by the New York State Housing Board, it required additional
approval.9 Protests from several businesses and “realty interests” quickly killed the
loan. While several organizations such as the Real Estate Board of the Bronx, the
Bronx Landlords’ Protective Association and the Bronx Taxpayers Association had
all lodged complaints against the proposal, other opposing organizations were located
outside of the Bronx. These included the East Side Chamber of Commerce, the Staten
Island Real Estate Board, and the National Association of Real Estate Boards (The
New York Times, 1932a, 1932b). They argued that the location of the project was
more likely to benefit the owner of the property and subsequently that “this is not
slum clearance, like projects on lower east side such as Rutgerstown [Knickerbocker
Village] and Fred French, to replace old unsanitary tenements which you pass by”
(The New York Times, 1932b). This led to the postponement of the loan by the RFC,
although this project was resurrected by the PWA (The New York Times, 1933b).
A well documented fight over public housing occurred late in the period of study.
In November 1938, Robert Moses, then Park Commissioner, presented a three year
program to build 14 slum clearance and limited dividend housing projects in New
York at a cost of $245 million to be paid through a combination of city, state, and
federal funds as well as a tax increase on cigarettes (The New York Times, 1938).
This plan however was done outside of the consultation of the NYCHA and was
conducted largely in secrecy until Robert Moses proposed the idea on November 22,
1938. Mayor La Guardia appears to have viewed an attempt for Robert Moses to
control the growing level of federal money being spent on public housing and thus
ultimately rejected all of the potential sites discussed (Caro, 1975, pp. 610–613).10
8

Nathan Straus Jr. would later become commissioner of the United States Housing Authority.
The largest change was an increase in the interest rate of the loan from four to five percent.
10
Robert Moses would eventually gain control of the New York City Housing Authority after the
election of Mayor William O’Dwyer in 1946 as a result of a campaign promise which named Moses
9
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After the first limited dividend housing projects which needed to be approved by
the state housing board, it appears unlikely that any individual politician outside of
the Mayor would have been able to enact a strong push against a particular housing
project without a coalition of other politicians. The legislative branch of New York
City prior to 1938 consisted of both the Board of Aldermen and the Board of Estimate.
The New York City Board of Estimates was composed of three city-level officials, the
Mayor, Comptroller, and President of the city council each of whom had two votes. In
addition, Borough presidents each had one vote on the board. The Board of Estimates
had jurisdiction over land-use issues, thus potentially making it more difficult for the
Aldermen to disapprove of any particular housing project.

4.3

Data

While illustrative of the political climate of the period, the above anecdotal evidence
is not sufficient to understand the nuances of the political decisions to construct
public housing or to understand the influence of public housing on the surrounding
neighborhoods. To answer these questions, I have collected data on New York City
from several sources. These include the 1934 Real Property Inventory, census tract
maps from 1930 United States Census of New York City, and data at the census
tract level from the 1940 United States Census via the National Historical Geographic
Information System (NHGIS). Additional data was collected on public transportation
stations and routes which is discussed in detail in Appendix B.
The definitions of the variables used in the paper are provided in Table 4.2. Included are the variable names as they appear in the summary statistics as well as the
tables of results. Further details on each of the following data sources are described
below. The summary statistics can be found in Tables 4.3 and 4.4 for the 1934 Real
Property Inventory. Table 4.5 summarizes the data from the 1940 United States Centhe city’s “construction coordinator.”
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sus and the additional data sources. It is important to note that the variables which
are given as a “share” of some neighborhood characteristic in the 1934 Real Property Inventory vary between zero and one, while the shares reported in the 1940 U.S.
Census vary between 0 and 100. This is due to the small scale of the marginal effects
when discussing the location of public housing in Section 4.4. During the analysis of
the influence of public housing on the distribution of contract rents in Section 4.5, I
scale the “shares” between 0 and 100.
The location of the public housing projects came from several sources. The locations of the Limited-Dividend housing from both the RFC and the PWA were
obtained from the appendices of Urban Housing: The Story of the PWA Housing
Division 1933-36. The locations of the housing constructed under the USHA were
obtained from architectural drawings found at the National Archives in Record Group
196, Entry 14, Records of the Public Housing Administration. To verify the accuracy
of the appendices and architectural drawings, these records were compared to the
locations of the developments on the website of the New York City Housing Authority.11
4.3.1

Real Property Inventory

The Real Property Inventory for New York City was conducted between February 5
through May 31, 1934. The survey was funded by the city and state of New York
as well as the Federal Emergency Relief Administration. It was conducted by over
5,000 enumerators, many of them white collar workers on public assistance. Typically,
the enumerators were previously employed as architects, engineers, or others “familiar
with buildings and properties.” Despite the expertise of the enumerators, the property
inventory was conducted in a short period in which the enumerators prepared for
11

The website can can be found at http://www.nyc.gov/html/nycha/html/developments/dev guide.shtml.
The website also maintains information about the opening date of the various projects as well the
the number of dwellings and current population residing in each project.
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the survey for only three days. To offset the lack of training, the survey began in
areas in which external data could be used to verify the survey. To facilitate ease
of comparison, the survey was tabulated by the 3,414 census tracts defined by the
U.S. Bureau of the Census in 1930 with a couple of minor exceptions in Staten Island
(New York City Housing Authority, 1934a, pp. XI – XIII).12
Each census tract has data on the structures, family quarters, families, and information regarding non-residential properties including vacant and unused land parcels.
The structures are tabulated by type of residential as well as non-residential structures. The former includes one-family, two-family and multi-family dwellings, while
the latter includes tabulations on the number of factories, stores, institutions, and
public buildings. The condition of each residential structure was tabulated and classified as “first class” if it was in excellent condition through “fourth class” if the
structure was deemed unfit for human habitation.
As seen in Table 4.3, the population density of New York averaged 29,524 people
per square mile in 1934. However there is some significant variation across the boroughs. Figure 4.2 indicates that much of Manhattan, the southern half of the Bronx,
and a good portion of Brooklyn had tracts with population densities exceeding 70,000
people and extending up to 306,000 people per square mile. Indeed, the average population density of Manhattan was 87,968 people square mile (91,288 if Central Park is
excluded) which is significantly higher than than the average density of Staten Island,
a mere 5,608 people per square mile. Figure 4.2 suggests that housing projects appear
to have been placed in or near high density neighborhoods.
Figure 4.3 shows the Daytime Population of New York during 1934. This includes the location of employment of the population in New York City, although this
excluded homemakers as well as those who were not in the labor force. It is not
12

In some cases, boundaries from the 1930 U.S. Census were bounded by streets existing only in
planning books and did not actually exist. The Real Property Inventory adjusted some boundaries
to either real streets or other natural boundaries.
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surprising that lower Manhattan and Northern Brooklyn near the Navy Yard had the
highest employed population density in 1934. It should be noted that there were small
pockets of employment in the Bronx, Staten Island, and Queens, but their relative
magnitudes are small compared to the populations in Manhattan and Brooklyn and
therefore barely register in the map. With the exception of Hillside Homes in the
Bronx, housing projects were placed near the centers of employment.
Home ownership rates also varied across New York, as shown in Figure 4.4. Compared to the rest of New York, Manhattan neighborhoods typically had low levels of
home ownership. The home ownership rate of New York City’s census tracts averaged 35.2%. However, this statistic is slightly misleading in that it overweights the
higher home ownership in the sparser regions of Queens. Table 4.4 displays summary statistics which are weighted by population of the census tract. The weighted
home ownership in Table 4.4 indicates the city average is around 18.4%. As indicated
by the unweighted home ownership rate, the rate of home ownership varied significantly across the boroughs. The home ownership rate varied from 0.9% in Manhattan
to 48.1% in Staten Island. The average for Staten Island approached the national
average of the period.
The next figure showcases the age distribution of the housing stock in New York.
Figure 4.5 shows the share of housing units in a census tract that exceeded 35 years
of age. As the “New Law” was passed in 1901, this is a proxy of housing stock
in a neighborhood that would not have been subject to the building standards of
the Tenement House Act of 1901. Outside of the Hillside Homes in the Bronx and
the South Jamaica project in Queens, public housing was largely situated in older
neighborhoods. Approximately one-quarter of all dwellings in census tracts across
the city were constructed prior to the 20th century.
The map shown in Figure 4.6 highlights the share of dwelling units in a census
tract found to be largely unfit for human habitation. Throughout New York, 1.8%
of all dwellings were found to be unfit in census tracts, but there were several large
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pockets of 4th class housing scattered throughout the city. It does not appear however
that this type of housing was typical outside of Manhattan and may be a result of
the older housing stock within Manhattan.
The share of occupied quarters without a private tub or shower found in Figure
4.7 appears to exhibit a strong correlation with the location of public housing in New
York City. With the exception of the fringe census tracts in Queens, most of the
census tracts with shared tubs and showers were in lower Manhattan, the northern
region of Brooklyn, and the western end of Queens. The map suggests that this is a
strong candidate for the feature that was instrumental in the NYCHA’s and federal
government’s decisions.
A discussion of public housing would not be complete unless one discusses the role
of race in the early housing projects. Unlike subsequent housing projects, the PWA
housing projects were segregated by race. As seen in Figure 4.8 which shows the share
of non-white families in a census tract, the public housing projects built for white
families (ie. Williamsburg) were located predominately in areas with white families.
Harder to see is the Harlem River Houses project in the Harlem neighborhood near
the northern end of Manhattan. It was designated for only black families and thus
is not surprisingly in a black enclave. Similarly, the South Jamaica homes were also
located in a black enclave while the other projects were located in areas with mostly
white households.
4.3.2

1940 United States Census and Other Data Sources

Data at the census tract level from the 1940 U.S. Census are provided by the National
Historical Geographic Information System (Minnesota Population Center, 2007). The
data are tabulated using the same census tracts used in both the 1930 United States
Census as well as the 1934 Real Property Inventory. Much like the Real Property
Inventory, the 1940 U.S. Census contains information on the population and ethnic
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composition of a census tract, the number of structures, the distribution of housing structures, home ownership rate, the share of crowded dwelling units (≥ 2 people/room), and the distribution of rents and property values.13 While the 1940 Census
data asked many questions in a similar fashion to the 1934 Real Property Inventory,
including information regarding the age of structures and the presence of private
bathrooms, this data appears to have not been tabulated at the tract level for New
York City.
Several other variables were constructed from several additional sources. Data on
the opening and closures of subway and rail stations in New York City from 1900
through 1950 were collected in order to gauge local access to metro services during
this period. Appendix B provides additional details regarding the sources of the data.
Subway and Rail access is described as the distance from the nearest station in miles.
In addition, I collected data on the location of parks and cemeteries in New York
City in 1938. This data was provided in maps obtained at the National Archives
in conjunction with the Home Owners’ Loan Corporation’s City Survey program
conducted in the city in 1938.
The summary statistics from the 1940 U.S. Census and other data are provided
in Table 4.5. New York experienced some changes in the six years after the Real
Property Inventory. For example, the average census tract averaged 36,880 people
per square mile in 1940. This figure increased from 34,130 people using the same
restricted sample available from 1940. However, the densest census tract declined
from 306,616 people per square mile to 262,147 people per square mile in 1940. The
ethnic composition of the city was also shifting as the percent black within the city
increased to an average of 3.16 percent of each census tract in the sample.
As for the public housing projects, the average tract was 3.5 miles away from the
nearest housing project, although this ranged from a low of 0.05 miles to over 17 miles
away. Access to public transportation appeared to be relatively universal, a census
13

The 1934 Real Property Inventory did not have the distribution of property values.
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tract was on average only 0.53 miles away from a subway or rail station. Public
transportation appears to have been more ubiquitous than parks, as the average park
was just under a mile away from census tracts.
The distribution of rents across the city was mixed. As seen in the summary
statistics, the range of contract rents in each category varied from a share of 0 through
100 percent. However, the averages suggest that the largest share of rents in New York
were between $20 and $49 per room. Further, only 9.3% of contract rents less than
$20 per room in the average census tract, while 3.6% of the contract rents exceeded
$99 per room per month. As the average census tract had 10.6% of the contract rents
under $20 in 1934, it appears that city rents were increasing between 1934 and 1940.

4.4
4.4.1

Location of Public Housing
Model of Location Choice

If a social planner were to attempt to choose where to locate public housing, there are
several factors that they must consider. If the main goal of the program is to provide
low-cost housing to the lowest income families in a city, they could feasibly construct
public housing projects in a slum or in the vacant outskirts of a city. It is unlikely
that they will choose areas either within the central business district (CBD) or within
residential neighborhoods with middle to upper income families. In the former case,
the opportunity cost of the land is likely too high to warrant placing housing projects
in the location, while the latter is likely to engage the community and realty groups
to counter the placement of projects in a way that would either “change the character
of the neighborhood” or would simply harm the private real estate market.
The case for building either in the slum or in the urban fringe is also not well
defined. Slums are likely closer to the CBD and would provide residents with lower
transportation costs, yet property values are likely to be higher due to the higher
opportunity cost of residing near the business district. The alternative of building in
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the urban fringe may save the planner significantly on the cost of property acquisition, yet this is offset by the need to spend money on infrastructure to support the
project that may not be necessary in the case of the slums. This may include public
transportation, education, and social services such as police and fire protection. Furthermore, the city may still be faced with purchasing and subsequently destroying
housing in the slum to satisfy the requirements of receiving federal funds from the
PWA and USHA, thus minimizing any cost savings.
To model the choice of the social planer, the NYCHA, I begin with a variation
on the basic Alonso-Muth-Mills (AMM) model of residential location in a circular
monocentric city which is described in detail in Glaeser (2008, pp. 18–23). The
assumption of a monocentric city in the case of 1930s New York is not particularly
strong. While there were small employment centers outside of lower Manhattan,
Figure 4.3 shows a strong tendency for employees to be employed in a relatively small
portion of the city. Therefore, the distance away from lower Manhattan will be a
good proxy for the distance to a household’s employment.
I assume a two-step process in which first market property values are determined
through the interaction of a population of N families within a circular city with a
maximum distance of d¯ miles from the central business district who each purchase
one unit of land.14 Assuming that property values are not influenced by the social
planners entry into the model, the social planner will then choose where to locate
public housing in the second step.
In the first step, each of N families receive a wage of W and are subject to a
commuting cost of t(d) where d is the distance from the CBD. In addition they pay
a price, p(d) for their unit of land. The household also does not obtain any utility
from any other local public service or neighborhood-level amenity. Therefore each
household faces the following utility maximization function:
14

Assuming a fixed population N is known as a “closed city” model. This is just a normalization
of the AMM model in which individuals will each choose a fixed amount of units of land L.
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max U (W − t(d) − p(d))
d

(4.1)

which is subject to the budget constraint that W ≥ t(d) + p(d). The first order
condition of the maximization problem with respect to d implies that p0 (d) = −t0 (d).
If we assume that t0 (d) > 0 for all d, the first order conditions indicates that property
values declines at the same rate as the increase in transportation costs at the optimal
distance. Therefore property values satisfy the following condition:

p(d) = p(0) − t(d)

(4.2)

To solve for p(0), recall that in a circular city with N families, the distance from
p
the CBD to the edge of the city is d¯ = N/π.15 The low opportunity cost of the
property on the city edge would be reflected in the lowest property values in the city
which I denote as p. Therefore the following relationship follows:
p
¯ = p(0) − t(d)
¯ = p(0) − t( N/π)
p = p(d)
p
→ p(0) = p + t( N/π)

(4.3)

If Equations 4.2 and 4.3 are substituted into the utility function (Equation 4.1),
the household’s utility function reduces to:
p
max U (W − t(d) − p − t( N/π) + t(d))
d

(4.4)

The transportation cost, t(d), cancels which leaves the utility function equivalent for
all N families:
p
U (W − p − t( N/π))

(4.5)

If the social planner does not announce its decision to build public housing in a
neighborhood prior to its purchase, it should have no immediate influence on housing
15
If there are N families who each use one unit of land, then the area that they occupy must be
2
¯
π d . Solving for d¯ provides us with the distance to the city edge.
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values. Further, the planner will receive some level of rent R from each family in
the public housing project that can either come from the family or through a federal
government subsidy. However, the planner incurs a cost s(d) which may be some level
of infrastructure, social, and political costs to locating the public housing project a
distance d miles from the CBD. Furthermore, the planner must also spend p(d) to
acquire the property. Therefore, the planner’s maximization problem is:
maxV (R − s(d) − p(d))
d

→ maxV (R − s(d) − p(0) + t(d))

(4.6)

d

This leads to the following first order conditions:

∂V
∂d

· (−s0 (d) + t0 (d)) = 0

(4.7)

The first order conditions imply that if s0 (d) = t0 (d) for all d, the social planner should
be indifferent to the location of public housing. This is a sufficient, but not a necessary
condition to guarantee a solution, however, it is necessary to guarantee a non-corner
solution. If s0 (d) > t0 (d) ∀d, then the optimal distance d∗ = 0, which implies that the
social planner should place the public housing in the center of the city. On the other
hand, if s0 (d) < t0 (d) ∀d, then the opposite is true and the planner should build the
¯ Alternatively, the planer can choose
housing on the city limits. This occurs as d∗ = d.
a distance d∗ that maximizes t(d) − s(d) which will also maximize the social planner’s
utility function. If infrastructure and social services are independent of distance, this
would imply that the social planner would locate in neighborhoods with the lowest
political costs.
Figure 4.1 suggests that public housing was neither built in the central business
district nor was it consistently built on the outskirts, although the locations of Hillside
Homes or South Jamaica arguably were near the outskirts of the city during this time
period. For the other public housing projects, it appears that there was some benefit
of locating near the city’s interior. Property values may not have been the overriding
factor in public housing.
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However, discussions of public housing did include the cost of property acquisition and several projects were constructed outside of Manhattan where property
values were arguably cheaper, therefore it is valuable to examine the extent in which
property values declined from downtown Manhattan due to the increasing costs of
transportation to the city center. I constructed a basic measure, Vj for property
values per square mile in census tract j:
P8
Vj =

i=1 ri


· Mi · (P opj + DayP opj )
SqM ilesj

(4.8)

where ri is the share of rental units in category i with Mi being the midpoint of that
category. The eight categories range from $0 - $9, $10 - $19, $20 - $29, $30 - $49, $50
- $74, $75 - $99, $100 - $149, and $150 and up. As the last category is unbounded,
I chose a midpoint of $200. In addition, P opj is the residential population of tract
j and DayP opj is the total daytime employed population within the census tract.
Finally, SqM ilesj is the area of the property in square miles.
This measure can be construed as an estimate of the productivity of the land,
assuming that employees’ marginal product in a given census tract is equivalent to
prevailing contract rents in the tract. This measure is not perfect because it may
overestimate property value in the dense neighborhoods due to the assumption of
residential properties renting one room per person, while simultaneously undervaluing regions that are largely vacant. Yet the acquisition costs of the PWA acquiring
properties for the Williamsburg project reported in the New York Times suggests
that the measurement may be underestimating the value of real estate in lower Manhattan.16
Despite these potential pitfalls, this measure can provide a descriptive view of
16

The case of Williamsburg Houses appears to suggest that the method undervalues property.
A New York Times article, “City Housing Gets Help From Court” on June 4, 1935 states that
the NYCHA acquired 118 (out of 350) parcels of land for approximately $1 million. Williamsburg
acquired approximately 0.052 square miles of land. This equates to approximately $57 million per
square mile, a figure 31 times higher than that calculated using equation 4.8.
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the opportunity costs for the NYCHA to build in a particular census tract. The
results are plotted in Figure 4.10. The figure suggests that property values may have
been the highest in Manhattan just south of Central Park and in the neighborhoods
surrounding Central Park and the southern portion of the Bronx. Further, property values appear to be negatively correlated with the distance from Central Park.
Indeed, a reduced form regressing the distance in miles to Grand Central Station
and the nearest metro station (and borough fixed effects) on Vj yields the following
relationship17 :
Vj = $9, 643, 919 − $493, 538 · DisGCS + $18, 598 · Dis2GCS + . . .
. . . − $2, 224, 104 · DisM etro + $730, 677 · Dis2M etro + F EBorough
The results which are statistically significant at the 1% level of significance suggest
that property values are likely to be responsive to not only the distance from downtown Manhattan but also to the distance from public transportation. The magnitude
on access to public transportation may reflect the low levels of automobile ownership
within New York during the Great Depression. Using these results, we can calculate
that the expected property values would yield $22,827 per acre in lower Manhattan,
approximately 3.3 miles south of Grand Central Station.18 Yet factoring in the lower
overall property values of Queens and choosing a location on the outskirts of the
borough, one can find property values estimated at just $3,467 per acre. As property
acquisition accounted for nearly 25 percent of the development cost of the Williamsburg project, this differential suggests that property values alone cannot determine
the NYCHA’s decisions.
4.4.2

Results of Probit Estimates

To better understand the motives of the NYCHA, I ran a probit model to estimate how
the distribution of living conditions influenced public housing. Specifically, a census
17
18

Manhattan is the excluded category amongst the fixed effects.
1 Square Mile = 360 Acres.
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tract is considered to have public housing if it intersected with a public housing
project built from 1933 through 1940. While I include limited dividend projects
funded through loans from the federal government, I excluded the limited dividend
projects which were privately financed through institutions such as life insurance
companies. As private limited dividend corporations could charge higher rents than
the government funded projects and had no requirements to improve the overall city
housing stock through slum clearance, it is likely they faced a different maximization
problem than the NYCHA.
I begin with the set of factors included in the documentation from the PWA and
USHA regarding the construction of public housing. These factors include: home
ownership rates, housing upkeep, population density, access to public transportation,
and the age of the housing stock. Other factors considered by the NYCHA but not
directly observable were property values, crime, and health statistics, and the ease
of property acquisition. All of these factors were likely to play a role in the location
of public housing projects. I include the distance from Grand Central Station and
the distance to public transportation as proxies to property values and the additional
infrastructure costs associated with constructing public housing. In addition I include
several factors to measure what the NYCHA had considered to be “slums.” Several
definitions exist, thus I include the share of housing stock greater than 35 years of age,
the share of housing in a dilapidated condition, the share of multi-family housing, the
share of units containing more than two people per room, the share of housing with
no automobiles, and the share of housing with no private tub.
The coefficient estimates of the probit model are reported in Table 4.6. I include
two different specifications in which the base model is in Column (1) while Column (2)
includes borough fixed effects to account for certain factors that would have influenced
the decision to place public housing in a particular borough. Staten Island’s census
tracts are omitted as no public housing was built in the borough through 1940. As
the coefficient estimates do not provide an interpretable value outside of the sign and
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statistical significance of the coefficient estimates, the average marginal effects for each
variable both by the city as a whole and by borough in Table 4.7 for baseline model
and in Table 4.8 for the probit estimates that include the borough fixed effects.19
The results of the marginal effects within both tables largely confirm the qualitative findings found in Figure 4.2 through Figure 4.9 discussed earlier. Public housing
was built in residential neighborhoods located near downtown Manhattan with lower
home ownership rates and in dwellings that were typically crowded and had public
toilet facilities. Interestingly, the marginal effect of population density (in thousands) on the probability of a public housing in model (1) is -0.0000277, although
the marginal effect is not statistically significant. The result suggests that if a census
tract increased the population density by an additional 1,000 people per square mile,
the probability of a housing project would decline by 0.003 percentage points. After
adding borough fixed effects in model (2), the magnitude of the marginal effect, which
is again not statistically significant, declines to -0.0000123.
However, the marginal effect of the daytime employed population density in a
census tract on the probability of constructing public housing is statistically different
than zero. The marginal effect when controlling for borough fixed effects implies that
as the employed population increases by 1,000 people per square mile, the probability
of public housing declines 0.026 percentage points. While the magnitude appears
small, it should be noted from the summary statistics in Table 4.3 that the employed
population density of a tract averaged 9,430 people per square mile, yet could reach
as high as 1,279,000 people in lower Manhattan. Thus even going from a tract with
no daytime employees to a region with a modest 10,000 people per square mile would
lead to a decline in the probability of public housing by 0.27 percentage points. The
marginal effects also vary significantly throughout the region. The magnitude of the
marginal effect within Manhattan implies that an increase in the daytime employed
19

I take the average marginal effect of each variable within a census tract as opposed to taking
the marginal effect of the average value of each variable.
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population by 1,000 people per square miles would lead to a 0.054 percentage point
decline in the probability to construct public housing, while a similar increase in the
Bronx would only lead to a decline of 0.020 percentage points.
The marginal effects of presence of older housing stock, poorly maintained structures, and high shares of multifamily structures did not have a statistically significant
effect on the probability of public housing in either specification. However, the factors
that did have statistically significant results included the share of units exceeding two
people per room, share of families with no automobiles, and the share of units with
no private tub or shower.
Out of all the aspects of slum housing in New York City, crowded housing appears
to have had the strongest influence on the location of public housing. I have defined
crowded housing as the share of housing in which the units are occupied by more
than two people per room. This is inclusive of living areas such as kitchens and
not limited to rooms typically associated as bedrooms. However, the figure does not
include private wash rooms. Wood (1919) was concerned that African Americans
often resided in crowded conditions as they lived in once wealthy neighborhoods in
which the housing stock was poorly suited for their typical small family sizes. This
would then lead to several families residing within one dwelling.
At the city level, the average marginal effect of an increase of one percentage point
in the share of crowded housing was associated with an increase of 0.045 percentage
points in the probability of public housing. This effect is statistically significant at the
10% level of significance. However, within Manhattan, an increase in one percentage
point in the share of crowded housing is associated with a 0.094 percentage point
increase in the probability of public housing.
Another measure of slum housing is the share of units in a census tract with no
private tub or shower. This is an indicator of areas that have tenement housing with
shared bathroom facilities. For New York as a whole, an increase of one percentage
point in the share of units with no private tub or shower facilities would lead to an
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increase in the probability of public housing by 0.020 percentage points depending
when including borough fixed effects. The marginal effect as a p-values under 0.01.
Again, there is significant variation across the boroughs. For example, the marginal
effect for Manhattan is 0.043 percentage points, yet the marginal effect in Queens is
only 0.016. Part of the difference may be explained that fewer census tracts in Queens
had higher shares of public shower and tub facilities. The difference in the magnitudes
of the average marginal effects may reflect nonlinearities due to the differences in the
distribution of public tub and showers.
It is surprising to see that the marginal effect of the shares of units with contract
rents no greater than $9 per room is not statistically significant. As the opening quote
found in the 1938 Annual report by the USHA suggests, the ability to provide lowcost housing to poor families was of the utmost importance. As the target contract
rate for public housing in the period was approximately $6 per room per month, it
seems likely that they would have built public housing near areas of low rent. Indeed
the magnitude of the marginal effect for the entire city suggests that an additional
percentage point in the shares of housing less than or equal to $9 per room per
month was associated with an increase in the probability of public housing of 0.0078
percentage points.
Lastly, we can see that the NYCHA was less likely to place public housing in
regions further from downtown Manhattan. The marginal effect on the distance to
Grand Central Station suggests that an additional mile from downtown is associated
with a decline of 0.14 to 0.11 percentage points in the probability of public housing
locating in the area. On the other hand, the marginal effect of distance from the nearest subway or train station on the probability of public housing was not statistically
significant. However, as access to public transportation is also negatively correlated
with the distance from lower Manhattan, multicollinearity with the distance to Grand
Central Station may be present in this case.
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4.4.3

Public Housing in Census Tract 151, Where Are You?

As an additional check of the model, I calculated the probability of locating in each
census tract from the coefficients obtained in Column (1) in Table 4.6. The mean
probability is 0.20% for each census tract, yet the probability of public housing ranges
from effectively 0% to 32.31%. By plotting the results in Figure 4.11, it becomes easier
to analyze the fit of the model. The results are largely as expected, the region with
higher predicted probabilities reside largely in the lower east-side of Manhattan as
well as Northern Brooklyn and Western Queens. These are the regions that had a
largest share of the public housing constructed from 1934 through 1940. Furthermore,
a pocket of higher predicted probabilities reside in the Harlem region of Manhattan
which is north to northeast of Central Park and near the Harlem River Houses project
constructed in 1937.
However, one region appears to be an outlier. A neighborhood with a high predicted probability of public housing, yet no public housing was constructed. Several
census tracts to the west of the southern edge of Central Park appear to have been
excellent candidates for public housing and have the highest probability of public
housing in the entire city using this model.20 Tract “151” was one such census tract
in this group and provides an interesting case study to gauge the influence of local
politics driving public housing.
Tract 151 which is labeled in Figure 4.11, was in a historically black neighborhood
once known as the San Juan Hill neighborhood in the western edge of Manhattan. As
a predominately black enclave, over 80.1% of families were black in 1934. It was also
relatively dense compared to the city average at nearly 62,000 people per square mile.
Further, the families in the neighborhood were not settled as the home ownership
rate in the tract was 0%. Despite the low home ownership rates, only 4.2% of rents
were at most $9 per room and 0.6% of the units were crowded. While the marginal
20

The predicted probabilities from (2) in Table 4.6 yields a very similar distribution of predicted
probabilities, but was not displayed as it omits Staten Island.
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effect of the share of black households was positively associated with the probability
of public housing construction, the magnitude was small and the marginal effect was
not statistically significant. It appears that the driving factors in the neighborhood
appear to be low home ownership rates, the zero percent automobile ownership, and
that 78.4% of the dwellings had shared tubs and showers.
As a comparison, a tract that overlapped the Williamsburg housing project has a
population density of over 100,000 people per square mile and has fewer than 2% of
the families are black. The share of rents in the neighborhood less than or equal to
$9 per room is slightly higher at 12.6 percent. The home ownership rate is higher at
11.9% with approximately double the amount of dwelling units classified as crowded.
Similarly, we can see that the share of families with no automobiles was 97.8% and
45.8% of the occupied dwelling units had no private tub or shower. It is therefore
surprising to note that given the strong similarities in the neighborhood characteristics
that were associated with the construction of public housing, Williamsburg was among
the first housing projects completed under the direction of the PWA Housing Division.
While a housing project near Tract 151 was tentatively approved in October 1940
and received funding a year later, the Amsterdam Houses project was not completed
until 1948 (The New York Times, 1941; New York City Housing Authority, 2011).
While the marginal effect of the share of non-white families on the probability of
public housing was not statistically significant at the 10% level (only the 15% level
of significance), Tract 151 raises questions on the role of race on the influence on the
placement of housing. Indeed, a 1940 article by the New York Times states that the
Real Estate Board of New York, the West of Central Park Association, and various
real estate objected to Amsterdam Houses on the grounds that it would “lower the
values of adjacent property because of the large Negro population in the area chosen
by the Housing Authority” (The New York Times, 1940).
The results suggest that on the one hand, the NYCHA, city, and the federal
government were committed to providing slum clearance through the construction of
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public housing projects. In general, it appears that they chose locations in order to
remove dilapidated housing in areas in which crowding and substandard apartments
were prevalent. Moreover, no single factor was the driving factor in the construction
of public housing; poor conditions must have existed in several dimensions before a
neighborhood was a good candidate for public housing. On the other hand, the lack
of public housing in the San Juan Hill neighborhood and the presence of only one
housing project in Harlem through 1940 suggests that race through local politics may
have played some role, although this model cannot identify these effects. However,
public housing was eventually made available to minorities. Several housing units
in San Juan Hill, Harlem, and Bedford-Stuyvesant were eventually built during the
1940s.

4.5
4.5.1

Public Housing and Rents: A Local Approach
Overview

One concern of publicly funded housing was the potential crowding out of private
investment in the housing market. To counter these claims, the agencies involved in
public housing maintained providing public housing for the lowest income bracket was
rarely a profitable venture for private capital. However, the goals of public housing
extended beyond providing only low-cost housing. Additional goals for these projects
were to improve children’s education outcomes, provide sanitary housing, and lower
crime rates. If public housing was built in a slum area, it is reasonable to expect
that if public housing was effective at improving education and health while lowering
crime rates, the housing projects should be reflected as a positive externality within
a neighborhood. These spillovers should thus be capitalized in property values and
potentially in the contract rents of the surrounding area. However, if public housing
had a negligible influence on these, one should see little influence on property values
and contract rents. On the other hand, if public housing began to concentrate low
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income households and resulted in increased income segregation within the city, the
resulting construction of public housing may have led to declines neighborhood-level
education, health, and increases in crime throughout the surrounding neighborhoods.
4.5.2

Hedonic Model Setup

In a typical hedonic framework, Rosen (1974) suggests a differentiated good such as
housing can be modeled as a combination of the physical attributes of the housing
stock, neighborhood-level public services, and local amenities. The price of the ith
house can then be modeled as Pi = P (xi1 , xi2 , ..., xik ) where xij is the j th characteristic for house i. The partial derivative of P with respect to the j th component is
often referred to as the marginal implicit price for the j th attribute. To determine the
implicit prices for the characteristics, the housing market is assumed to be competitive. This implies that the marginal prices of the attributes are determined through
multiple interactions with buyers and sellers. Similarly, we should expect contract
rents to also be reflective of the attributes of the housing stock and neighborhood-level
amenities.
Like a typical housing hedonic equation, the rental equation takes the following
form:

r = Xβ + ε

(4.9)

where r is a n × 1 vector of contract rents, X is a n × k matrix of housing, neighborhood, and demographic attributes, β is a k × 1 vector of coefficients, and ε is
an n × 1 vector of i.i.d. error terms. However, as discussed in Section 4.3, data
from the 1934 Real Property Inventory of New York as well as the 1940 U.S. Census
are aggregated at the census tract level. In cases of aggregated data, it is common
therefore to model the influence of neighborhood housing stock and characteristics as
a function of the mean or median housing value or contract rent. Yet, the data pro-
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vided is a distribution of contract rents in each census tract. An alternative strategy
is to understand how the neighborhood characteristics of a neighborhood influences
the distribution of contract rents in a neighborhood. I generalize equation 4.9 to the
following:

ShrRj = Xβ j + ε

(4.10)

where ShrRj is the share of contract rents in category j. The distribution of contract
rents in ($ per room) is aggregated into four categories: $0 - $19, $20 - $49, $50 $99, and $100 - up.21
In cases of hedonic models when utilizing data on land-use and property values, the
data is likely to be influenced through a form of spatial dependence. In particular,
Páez, Uchida, and Miyamoto (2001) note that these models can be susceptible to
parametric instability over space. They suggest attempts to adjust for heterogeneity
through partitioning groups by observed characteristics.22 Alternatively, a follow
up paper by Páez et al. (2002) suggests that a geographically weighted regression
utilizing a location-specific bandwidth is an alternative model to estimate what they
subsequently term “locational heterogeneity.” In this framework, Equation 4.10 can
be restated for each location or focal point o as:

ShrRj = Xβoj + εjo

(4.11)

0
2
where εjo ∼ N (0, Ωo,j ) and Ωo,j = E εjo εjo = σo,j
Wo,j . The diagonal elements in Wo,j ,

−1
Koi
(doi /do,j ), are the inverse of a kernel function which is dependent on the distance

(doi ) between the focal point o and element i and the distance or bandwidth of the
kernel function, do,j .23 Typically, do,j is set as the maximum distance to q nearest
21

The distribution was aggregated into four categories in order to minimize the case of empty
cells within the distribution.
22
See Deschênes and Greenstone (2007) as an example in which heterogeneity is modeled on an
arbitrary definition of a variable.
23
The distance is usually measured between the centroids of the census tracts.
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neighbors and as a general rule, q will range between 2·k and 0.1 · n.
Several properties of these kernels are required including that Koi (0) = 1 and that
for all doi ≥ do,j , Koi (doi /do,j ) = 0. Several kernels that meet this criteria include the
Bartlett kernel, the Epanechnikov kernel, and the Bisquare kernel, although several
additional kernels also satisfy the requirements of this model. In this application,
the coefficient estimates are robust to the specification of the kernel, thus I chose the
Epanechnikov kernel which is defined as:


Koi (doi /do,j ) = 1 − (doi /do,j )2 · 1 (doi ≤ do,j )
Conditional on knowing the correct local bandwidth for the j th category, do,j
in each location, it becomes a relatively simple exercise to estimate the remaining
2
parameters of the model, β0j and σ0,j
. The parameters can be estimated using a

Weighted Least Squares estimator where:
 0
−1 0
 0
−1 0
−1
−1
−1
j
βˆoj = X Ω−1
X
X
Ω
ShrR
=
X
W
X
X Wo,j
ShrRj
o,j
o,j
o,j
and

2
σo,j
=

ShrRj − X β̂oj

0



−1
Wo,j
ShrRj − X β̂oj

no,j − k

where no,j is the number of non-zero elements in Wo,j .
The definition of the kernel function above suggests that the choice of bandwidth
is a critical component in the dependence in the error structure of the model. In a
typical Geographically Weighted Regression defined in Fotheringham et al. (1997),
the bandwidth d0 = d∗ for all i and the global bandwidth is calculated using a crossvalidation technique. In the case in which a bandwidth is calculated for each location
o, cross-validation becomes a computationally-intensive approach when the sample
size becomes larger than several hundred observations. An alternative approach to
calculate do is where
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do,j = argmin


0 

j
j
j
j
ShrR − X β̃o
ShrR − X β̃o

d

no,j

and β̃oj is the estimated coefficient of βo for a given d.24
4.5.3

Influence of Public Housing

During the Progressive Era, several studies such as Clifford Shaw’s 1929 study, Delinquency Areas, Series II, Shaw finds evidence that “throughout the long period,
whether a [data] series dealt with adults or juveniles, male or female, the heaviest concentration of cases was in the downtown area of bad housing around the Loop,
the next greatest concentration being near the stockyards and steel mills” (Wood,
1940, pp. 54-55). Yet, Wood argues that poor housing conditions were not directly
the cause of delinquency and poor health outcomes. Wood argues that the real issue
of high density slums was the “smaller minority that does the damage – the underworld of vice and crime and corrupt politics.” It is these individuals Wood argues
that can exert a negative influence through negative social spillovers as exemplified
in the quote:
If there is no house yard, mere infants are forced into the street and out
of their mother’s sight... Her censorship of her child’s playmates, could
she exert it, would protect him from the grosser forms of moral contagion.
As it is, he imitates what catches his attention, and bad behavior is more
striking than good. The worst damage is done before he is old enough to
go to school. (Wood, 1940, p. 58)
The suggestion of peer effects has persisted for some time and indeed papers studying
recent efforts to alleviate poverty argue the need to better understand the role of
24

Results using simulated data exhibiting spatial dependence yielded similar estimates of the
coefficient between this methodology and a localized cross-validation technique.
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neighborhoods on children’s human capital accumulation (Katz, Kling, and Liebman,
2001). Katz et al. (2001) study of “Moving to Opportunity,” a program that provided
households with vouchers and counseling to obtain housing outside of public housing
projects, found evidence of improved health outcomes of household heads as well as
a decline in behavioral issues in boys. While the results did not indicate an influence
on earnings among the household heads, these results reflect the suggestion by Edith
Elmer Wood that peer influences may have had non-negligible influence on children.
However Wood believed that public housing was the key to improving human capital
for children, yet papers by Hartley (2010) and Shester (2010) suggest that public
housing imparts negative externalities on neighborhoods and its residents. Shester
(2010) for example finds that beginning in the 1970s, public housing began to have
negative and statistically significant influences on property values and family income.
Moreover, Hartley (2010) finds that the demolition of high density public housing in
Chicago is associated with a three percent decline in the city’s murder rate. Despite
these findings, it is unclear that this negative relationship with public housing and
crime and property values would have persisted backwards to the beginnings of the
public housing era. Compared to the housing standards today, many of the highdensity public housing projects fall short. However, public housing in New York
during the Great Depression was competing against Old-Law and Pre-Law Tenements
which in certain neighborhoods had at best shared indoor plumbing.
While it would be useful to test whether public housing influenced social outcomes
such as delinquency, crime rates, school enrollment, and household income, the data
are not available. An alternative in the absence of these measures is property values
and contract rents. If crime rates decline in the presence of public housing, this should
be capitalized in the surrounding properties. However, it is reasonable to expect that
any influence of these public housing projects may exert on their surroundings may
diminish over space. For example, Rossi-Hansberg, Sarte, and Owens III (2010) find
that as a consequence of the urban revitalization efforts of the Neighborhoods-in-
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Bloom program, land prices increased anywhere from two to five percent. However,
this influence on distance had a half-life of approximately 1,000 feet.
To capture the effect of the public housing on the distribution of contract rents, I
model the share of contract rents in category j as a function of the inverse distance
to public housing and its square:

ShrRj =

1
1
j
j
j
βo,1
+
βo,2
+ Xβo,3
+ εjo
2
DisP ubHouse
DisP ubHouse

(4.12)

where DisP ubHouse is an n × 1 vector of distances to the nearest public housing
j
j
site in miles and βo,1
and βo,2
are each scalar coefficients measuring the influence of

public housing on the share of rents in category j.
4.5.4

Global and Local Results

Table 4.9 shows the baseline OLS estimates of public housing and the other covariates and their influence on the share of contract rents in New York in 1940. To
control for potential omitted factors, I control for borough-level fixed effects. In addition, I cluster the standard errors by borough in order to correct for any group-wise
heteroskedasticity at the borough-level. While the estimates fail to account for any
“locational heterogeneity,” they provide a guide in which to compare the subsequent
local GWR estimates.
As a litmus test of the coefficient estimates, it is important to understand how
the distribution of contract rents respond to typical neighborhood-level amenities.
For example, the coefficient estimates suggest that distance to a park is positively
correlated with the distribution of contract rents. Increasing the distance to a park
by an additional mile shifts the share of contract rents from $50-99 down by 10.3
percentage points and the share of contract rents above $99 down by 0.7 percentage
points, although only the first coefficient estimate is statistically significant. On the
other hand, an additional mile from a park increases the share of contract rents in the
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two smallest bins of contract rent, $0 - $19 and $20 - $49, although only the former
coefficient estimate is statistically significant. Since parks are positive amenities and
New York City pushed to construct additional park land during this period, the
coefficient estimates are consistent with the idea that park access should positively
increase the value of rental units.
Ethnic composition also appears to be related to the distribution of contract rents.
Higher shares of both blacks and foreign born in a neighborhood are associated with
lower contract rents, although the coefficient estimates are statistically significant on
the share of contract rents between $20-$49 and the share of contract rents between
$50 - $99. Similarly, the share of crowded units also appears to be correlated with
lower rates as well as the shares of units in a tract that are within multi-family
structures.
The variables of interest of course are the inverse distance to public housing and it’s
squared. The results for the two coefficient estimates suggest that neighborhoods that
are closer to public housing tend to have lower contract rents. The inverse distance
to public housing is positively correlated with the share of rents in the lowest two
categories and negatively correlated with the highest share of rents. This suggests
that ceteris paribus census tracts within 1/2 mile from public housing as compared to
one mile from the nearest public housing will have an additional 5.8 percentage points
of contract rents under $20 in the tract. One-quarter mile closer to public housing
yields an additional 8.7 percentage points in the share of contract rents between $0
and $19 per room per month.
Alternative ways to visualize the influence of public housing on contract rents can
be seen in Table 4.10. This table provides the average relationship of public housing
and the distribution of rents for each borough of New York in 1940 as well as the average effect by the distance to public housing. The numbers were calculated by fitting
the inverse distance to their respective coefficient estimates. These results suggest
that as a whole, the share of housing less than $20 per room in 1940 in New York
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increased by 3.49 percentage points as a result of the construction of public housing,
while the share of rents from $20 through $49 increased 0.74 percentage points, the
share of contracts rents from $50 through $99 declined 3.33 percentage points, and
the share of rents greater than $99 declined 0.90 percentage points. Unsurprisingly,
the magnitudes in Manhattan are higher than the city average and reflect that several
of the housing projects were built either in or close to Manhattan while Staten Island
which had no housing projects constructed during the 1930s had little change as a
result of the public housing construction.
However, when viewed by the distance to public housing, the results show that
the influence of public housing on the distribution of contract rents declines with
distance.25 The results suggest that the share of contract rents from $0 - $19 and
$20 - $49 for neighborhoods within 1/4 mile from public housing increased nearly 21
percentage points and 6 percentage points respectively, while there is a subsequent
decline in the shares from $50 - $99 and $100 and up. This would suggest that public
housing may have had relatively large changes on the surrounding neighborhoods.
The magnitude of these effects for the share of housing less than $20 per room
is depicted in Figure 4.12. The figure from the OLS estimates suggests that the
largest influence on contract rents occurred near the sites of the housing projects.
However, Rossi-Hansberg et al. (2010) suggested that the influence of neighborhood
revitalization projects dissipates over space. However, the OLS estimates suggest that
the relationship between distance to public housing and contract rents is constant
over space. However, it is not certain that this is true and a geographically weighted
regression framework in which the bandwidth varies over space allows heterogeneity
in the influence of each of the housing project sites.
If the magnitudes of the coefficients vary over space, the OLS results will not
reflect the true influence of public housing on the distribution of contract rents.
25

This result is not too surprising however considering that I am using a distance-based measure
to analyze the influence of public housing on the surrounding community.
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The results showcasing the distribution of coefficient estimates utilizing the model
in Equation 4.12 are found in Table 4.11. Unlike the OLS estimates, this model
excludes

1
DisP ubHouse2

as a result of the coefficient estimates exhibiting substantial

variance in the outlying census tracts in the sample.
The coefficient estimates of the local GWR estimates show the average coefficient
estimates for the inverse distance to public housing on all four categories of contract
rents in 1940 is positive. However, the range of coefficient estimates varies significantly
for each category and is not always constrained between 0 and 100. Ninety percent
of the statistically significant coefficient estimates of the inverse distance to public
housing on the share of housing less than $20 per room vary between -863.5 and 941.9.
Further, 97.4% of the location specific coefficient estimates on the inverse distance to
public housing were statistically significant at the 5% level of significance. The mean
coefficient estimates of the other variables appear to be similar to their corresponding
OLS coefficients found in Table 4.9.
The average relationship between the placement of public housing and the distribution of contract rents using the GWR estimates are found in Table 4.12. The
relationship between the distance to public housing and the distribution of contract
rents is split in two ways. The top half of the table looks at the average relationship
in the city as a whole and for each borough. The bottom half examines the average
relationship between public housing and the share of contract rents by distance to
public housing project. Five cut-off points are used: 0.00 - 0.25 miles, 0.26 - 0.50
miles, 0.51 - 1.00 miles, 1.01 - 2.00 miles, and above 2 miles.
When the average effects are averaged across the entire city, the results suggest
that the presence of public housing increased the share of rents in each category, a
result not found in the OLS estimates. However, when the relationship between public
housing and contract rents is examined at the borough level, different results emerge.
For example, the results in Manhattan indicate that on average, the construction of
Public Housing increased the share of contract rents less than $20 by 5.83 percentage
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points and the share of rents from $20-49 by 7.62 percentage points, while leading
to a decline of 12.14 percentage points in the share of contract rents between $50
- $99. In contrast, the effect in the Bronx was the opposite of the effect found in
Manhattan. The shares of contract rents between $0 - $19 and $20 - $49 in the Bronx
decreased by 2.56 percentage points and 3.88 percentage points respectively. However,
the average relationship in Brooklyn, Queens, and Staten Island vary significantly
and may suggest that the coefficient estimates in these boroughs are not precisely
estimated. Indeed, the results may reflect issues of multicollinearity as the inverse
distance measure near the outskirts of these boroughs may becoming effectively zero,
thus the variable would be highly collinear with the constant near the outskirts of the
sample for small bandwidths.
The second half of Table 4.12 is split by distance to the nearest public housing
project. These results suggest that neighborhoods within one mile of public housing
saw declines in the share of contract rents from $0 - $19 between 0.64 and 1.85
percentage points. However, contract rents from $50 - $99 also declined between 1.39
and 3.61 percentage points, while the share of contract rents from $20 - $49 increased
between 1.54 and 2.47 percentage points. These results indicate that public housing
had mixed results on the distribution of contract rents near the projects. The average
effects in tracts exceeding two miles from the public housing site may reflect a large
number of outliers due to the large average effect within the shares of contract rents
between $20 - $49 and $50 - $99.
4.5.5

Alternative Specification: First Differences

One critique of using cross-section data in a hedonic model is omitted variable bias
in the coefficients due to unmeasured heterogeneity in the neighborhoods. As I am
interested in calculating the influence of public housing on the share of contract rents,
any omitted variable that is correlated with both the placement of property values and
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the distribution of contract rents may bias the coefficient estimates. One potential
method for mitigating the influence of these omitted variables is to take the difference
between the distribution of contract rents in 1934 and 1940 to estimate the influence
of public housing on the change in the distribution of contract rents. This leads to
the following model:

∆ShrRj =

1
j
j
γo,1
+ ∆Xγo,2
+ ξoj
DisP ubHouse

(4.13)

where ∆ShrRj is the change in the share of contract rents in category j between
1934 and 1940, and ∆X is the change in housing and neighborhood characteristics
between 1934 and 1940. The set of covariates in ∆X include the change in population
density, change to the nearest subway or rail station, change in percent black, change
in home ownership rate, change in the share of crowded dwelling units, and change in
the share of multifamily units. In addition, the global estimates include borough fixed
effects to capture any borough-level effects that may have differentially influenced a
change in the distribution of contract rents.
First differencing results in the cancellation of time-invariant characteristics for
both the housing stock and neighborhood characteristic in the model. As public
housing did not exist in 1934, the distance to the nearest public housing is effectively
infinite, thus the inverse distance to public housing in 1934 is zero. Therefore, the
inverse distance to public housing in 1940 measures the influence that public housing
had on the change in the distribution in contract rents.
The global estimates of the model are reported in Table 4.13. The OLS estimates
of the model suggest that the distance to public housing did not have a statistically
significant influence on the change in the distribution of contract rents. The coefficient
estimates on the inverse distance to public housing in 1940 as well as its squared
term are not statistically significant at the 10% level for the bottom three categories
of contract rents, although the coefficient estimate of the inverse distance to public
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housing was was statistically significant at the 10% level on the change in contract
rents above $99 per room between 1934 and 1940.
The signs of the coefficient estimates suggest that the construction of public housing projects led to a decline in the share of rents under $20 and in the shares of
contract rents from $50 - $99. However, the share of contract rents from $20 - $49
and $100 and up increased. This provides ambiguous results on whether public housing influenced contract rents, but the signs of the coefficient estimates differ from the
cross-section OLS coefficients which suggested a downward influence on the distribution of contract rents.
The coefficient estimates of the remaining variables in the model appear to be the
correct theoretical sign. For example, the change in population density is positively
correlated with the change in the share of rents between $0 - $19 and negatively
correlated with the largest category of contract rents, and both coefficient estimates
are statistically significant. Further, the change in the share of crowded housing and
the share of multifamily housing lower the share in the highest category of rents.
The average relationship between the inverse distance to public housing and the
change in the distribution of rents from 1934 and 1940 using the OLS coefficient
estimates is reported in Table 4.14. As above, the results are presented in two different
splits, by borough and by distance. One caveat for these results is the lack of statistical
significance of the OLS coefficient estimates (except the coefficient on the the share
of contract rents exceeding $99). The average effects differ in two ways. First, the
top half of Table 4.14 suggests that the average influence of public housing decreased
the share of contract rents under $20 between 0.32 and 2.41 percentage points in each
borough. Second, the magnitude of the average effect on neighborhoods within one
mile is stronger than the 1940 cross-section estimates in the local GWR estimates in
Table 4.12.
To estimate the local model of the first difference in the share of contract rents,
I omit the square of the inverse distance to public housing. In addition, due to few
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changes in access to public transportation outside of Manhattan between 1934 and
1940, I exclude the change in the distance to public transportation to avoid issues
with near-perfect multicollinearity in the coefficient estimates for locations near the
eastern edge of the data set.
The results of the first-differenced local GWR estimates are provided in Table
4.15. The average coefficient estimates of the inverse distance to public housing on
the change in the share of contract rents from 1934 to 1940 suggest a decrease in the
share of rents from $0 - $19 and $20 - $49 and a corresponding increase in the share
of contract rents from $50 - $99 and $100 and up. Furthermore, the local coefficient
estimates range is more tightly estimated than in the case of the 1940 local GWR
cross-section coefficient estimates found in Table 4.11. On average, the bandwidth
used to calculate the local GWR estimates was between 82 and 89 neighbors for each
category of contract rents. The range of potential bandwidth varied from a minimum
of 30 up to a maximum of approximately 10% of the sample size, or 290 neighbors.
The average relationship between public housing and the change in the share of
contract rents between 1934 and 1940 are sorted by borough and by distance in Table
4.16. The results show, similar to the effects from the OLS first difference model, that
the average effect decreased the share of contract rents from $0 - $19 by 1.25 percentage points in New York City. Unlike the OLS results, the local GWR estimates
show that the shares in the largest two categories increased 1.13 and 0.75 percentage
points respectively. The effects when split by distance cutoffs show a largely unambiguous increase in the share of contract rents throughout the city. However, the
magnitude of the average effect is smaller than those estimated by the OLS model
and there it appears that the influence of the public housing projects did not dissipate significantly with distance, the share of contract rents from $0 - $19 declined
1.98 percentage points in neighborhoods from 0.0 to 0.25 miles from public housing,
but only 1.17 percentage points in neighborhoods greater than 2.0 miles from public
housing.
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The effect of the public housing projects on the share of contract rents from
$0 - $19 for each neighborhood (in which the coefficient estimates were statistically
significant) are shown in Figure 4.13. While the local GWR estimates of the effects of
public housing on the change in the share of contract rents from $0 - $19 do not show
the clean drop-off in influence shown in the OLS cross-section results in Figure 4.12,
there is evidence from Figure 4.13 that the influence of public housing did lead to
declines in contract rents under $20. Further, this influence appears to still decline as
the distance to public housing increased. The figure also suggests that the influence
of public housing on the local neighborhoods may be heterogeneous. For example,
the construction of Williamsburg Houses appears to have led to a sharp increase
in the distribution of contract rents in the surrounding neighborhoods, while the
Queensbridge project appears to have led to a decline in the distribution of contract
rents in the surrounding community.
4.5.6

Alternative Specification: Limited-Dividend and PWA Housing Division versus USHA

As the goal of public housing shifted from providing better housing conditions for lowincome households during the PWA years toward the USHA’s goal to provide lowercost housing for low-income households, it is possible that the effect of public housing
may have differed depending on the goals of the housing program. To understand
whether the influence of public housing changed depending on the law under which the
housing project was constructed, I split the housing projects into two types. The first
included the housing projects created under the banners of the FERA housing, RFC
limited-dividend program, the PWA limited-dividend program, and the PWA housing
projects. The second category included the public housing projects constructed under
the authority of the USHA. If the goal of the USHA was to provide low-cost housing
to the poor, the resulting decline in the quality of the housing may have led to a
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different impact for the USHA housing than for the earlier housing programs which
focused on improving the living conditions of low-income families.
The OLS coefficient estimates and average effects by distance of the inverse distance of the PWA and USHA public housing on the change in the share of contract
rents from 1934 to 1940 are provided in Table 4.17. The OLS coefficient estimates
of the inverse distance are not statistically significant with the exception of the coefficient estimate of the inverse distance to PWA Public Housing on the share of
contract rents greater than $99 per room per month. However, the average effects
of both programs reflect the effects found when the programs were not separated,
the programs led to declines in the share of contract rents from $0 - $19. However,
the difference in magnitudes suggest that the FERA, RFC, and PWA public housing
projects typically resulted in larger declines in the share of contract rents under $20
in the surrounding neighborhoods than the later USHA public housing projects.
The local GWR coefficient estimates in Table 4.18 suggest that the two types of
programs differed in their effects on the surrounding community. The average coefficient estimates of the inverse distance to FERA, RFC, and PWA Public Housing for
each category of contract rents were the opposite of the average coefficient estimates
of the inverse distance to USHA Public Housing on the change in the share of contract rents. However, the range of coefficient estimates varied to a larger degree than
the first difference estimates found in Table 4.15. This may reflect multicollinearity resulting from the inverse distance to both types of public housing being highly
correlated in certain neighborhoods across the city.
The average effects of public housing on the share of contract rents for each type of
public housing are shown in Table 4.19. The average effects of the distance of FERA,
RFC, and PWA housing show that they led to a 13.06 percentage point decline in
the share of contract rents under $20 in neighborhoods less than 0.25 miles from the
public housing project, while the share of contract rents from $20 - $49 increased 18.10
percentage points. In neighborhoods within 0.25 miles of a USHA housing project, the
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share of contract rents under $20 increased 0.22 percentage points. While the share
of contract rents from $50 - $99 and above $99 increased within 0.25 miles of the
USHA housing, the results suggest that the earlier public housing exerted a stronger
influence on the distribution of contract rents in the surrounding communities.
Interestingly, the earlier public housing projects appear to have led to a 12.51
percentage point decline in share of contract rents of $50 - $99 in neighborhoods
between 0.26 and 0.50 miles from the housing projects. The average magnitude of the
effects for both types of public housing between 0.51 miles through 2.00 miles appear
to have been generally been small compared to the average effects in neighborhoods
less than 0.25 miles and greater than 2.00 miles from public housing. While the
average effects of public housing projects are relatively large in neighborhoods more
than 2.0 miles from public housing, the 18.33 percentage point decline in the share of
contract rents from $0 - $19 due to the construction of PWA public housing is nearly
offset by the 18.06 percentage point increase in the share of contract rents due to the
construction of the USHA public housing projects.

4.6

Discussion

Early publicly funded housing in the United States appears to have been driven by
the desire to improve the living conditions of low-income families during the Great
Depression. The zeal of the politicians in both New York and Washington, DC to
promote public housing suggests that they saw public housing as a viable model to
improve the living conditions of slums. As slums required additional police and fire
protection, public housing may have been seen as a way to reduce the cost of providing
public services while retaining the patronage of the families served by public housing
and the surrounding communities.
It appears that the NYCHA remained committed to the goal of slum clearance
for the housing projects under the direct supervision of the PWA and the USHA.
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However, the cost-cutting measures within the United States Housing Act of 1937
appears to have led to housing that did not provide the same positive spillover effects
on the surrounding communities as the earlier housing projects had within the city.
However, questions remain about the discriminatory policies of the early PWA housing projects and whether ethnic composition of neighborhoods was used in order to
determine the priority of the housing projects.
The overall picture of the influence of public housing on the surrounding community is mixed. Unfortunately, the true litmus test of the influence of public housing
should measure the effect of public housing on crime, education, health, and income
outcomes, factors which are not yet available to me. Yet contract rents do provide a
proxy for these measures, as improved neighborhood conditions should be reflected in
increased rents. Given the distribution of contract rents, a notable increase will occur
only if contract rents move between the provided categories as an change within the
categories of contract rents will not be observed. Overall, the results suggests that
the influence of public housing on contract rents was generally positive, although the
influence of the early public housing projects was significantly stronger than the later
USHA public housing projects. As the majority of public housing projects in the
United States were constructed under the United States Housing Act of 1937 and
subsequent programs, the decline in the quality of the public housing may have been
a cause to the downfall of public housing discussed in Shester (2010), although further
research is required to see if the positive influence of the early public housing projects
persisted through time.
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Figure 4.1: Location of Public Housing in New York City (1934-1940)
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Figure 4.2: Population Density in 1934 (People per Square Mile)
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Figure 4.4: 1934 Home Ownership Rates
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Red Hook
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ŜśǯŖŗƖȱȬȱŝŖǯŖŖƖ
ŝŖǯŖŗƖȱȬȱŝśǯŖŖƖ
ŝśǯŖŗƖȱȬȱŞŖǯŖŖƖ
ŞŖǯŖŗƖȱȬȱŞśǯŖŖƖ
ŞśǯŖŗƖȱȬȱşŖǯŖŖƖ
şŖǯŖŗƖȱȬȱşśǯŖŖƖ

şśǯŖŗƖȱȬȱŗŖŖǯŖŖƖ

Figure 4.5: Share of Housing Units Over 35 Years
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Red Hook

ŜŖǯŖŗƖȱȬȱŜśǯŖŖƖ
ŜśǯŖŗƖȱȬȱŝŖǯŖŖƖ
ŝŖǯŖŗƖȱȬȱŝśǯŖŖƖ
ŝśǯŖŗƖȱȬȱŞŖǯŖŖƖ
ŞŖǯŖŗƖȱȬȱŞśǯŖŖƖ
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şśǯŖŗƖȱȬȱŗŖŖǯŖŖƖ

Figure 4.6: Share of Housing Units in 4th Class
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Figure 4.7: Share of Occupied Quarters without Private Tub or Shower
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Figure 4.8: Share of Non-White Families
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0 - 153,001
153,002 - 363,501
363,502 - 589,628
589,629 - 843,258

First Houses

843,259 - 1,129,492

Williamsburg

Vladeck
Knickerbocker Villages

1,129,493 - 1,430,923
1,430,924 - 1,751,644
1,751,645 - 2,134,033
2,134,034 - 2,618,624
2,618,625 - 3,173,953
3,173,954 - 3,770,141
3,770,142 - 4,482,690

Red Hook

4,482,691 - 5,558,261
5,558,262 - 7,135,794
7,135,795 - 9,628,228
9,628,229 - 12,822,713
12,822,714 - 17,320,158
17,320,159 - 25,115,125
25,115,126 - 35,295,281
35,295,282 - 72,610,560

Figure 4.10: Estimated Property Values in 1934
Notes. Property Values estimated using Equation 4.8. See Section 4.4 for details
regarding the construction.
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0.00% - 4.04%
4.05% - 8.08%
8.09% - 12.12%
12.13% - 16.16%

First Houses

Williamsburg

Vladeck
Knickerbocker Villages

16.17% - 20.20%
20.21% - 24.24%
24.25% - 28.27%
28.28% - 32.31%

Red Hook

Figure 4.11: Predicted Probability of Public Housing
Notes. Probability of public housing estimated using the coefficients estimates from
the probit model in Column (1) of Table 4.6.
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-12.43 - 0.00
0.01 - 1.63
1.64 - 2.22
2.23 - 2.89

First Houses

Williamsburg

Vladeck
Knickerbocker Villages

2.90 - 3.69
3.70 - 4.67
4.68 - 5.93
5.94 - 7.55
7.56 - 9.83
9.84 - 13.87
13.88 - 20.04

Red Hook

20.05 - 26.77

Figure 4.12: Influence of Public Housing on Share of Contract Rents from $0 - $19
per Room using 1940 OLS Estimates
Notes. Based on the OLS coefficient estimates of the Inverse Distance to Public
Housing and its squared term on 1940 Share of Contract Rents found in Table 4.9.
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-74.79 - -46.15
-46.14 - -25.36
-25.35 - -16.11
-16.10 - -10.15

First Houses

Williamsburg

Vladeck
Knickerbocker Villages

-10.14 - -5.68
-5.67 - -2.57
-2.57 - 0
0.01 - 2.97
2.98 - 8.19
8.20 - 16.46
16.47 - 30.43

Red Hook

30.44 - 54.94

Figure 4.13: Change in Influence of Public Housing on Share of Contract Rents from
$0 - $19 per Room using 1934-40 Local GWR Estimates
Notes. Based on the Local GWR coefficient estimates of the Inverse Distance to
Public Housing on the change in the share of contract rents from $0 - $19 from 193440. A summary of the coefficient estimates are found in Table 4.15. White areas
indicate census tracts not included in the sample or those with coefficient estimates
not statistically significant at the 5% level of significance.
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Table 4.1: Location of Public Housing in New York City

Name
Knickerbocker Village
Hillside Homes
Boulevard Gardens
First Houses
Harlem River Houses
Williamsburg Houses
Red Hook
Queensbridge
Vladeck Homes
South Jamaica

Borough
Manhattan
The Bronx
Queens
Manhattan
Manhattan
Brooklyn
Brooklyn
Queens
Manhattan
Queens

Program
RFC - Lim
PWA - Lim
PWA - Lim
FERAa
PWA - Direct
PWA - Direct
USHA
USHA
USHA
USHA

Completed
1934
1935
1935
1935
1937
1938
1939
1940
1940
1940

Cost/Unit
$5,964
$3,963
$3,818
$5,000
$7,098
$7,996
$4,754
$4,298
$5,222
$4,725

Units
1,593
1,416
958
120
583
1,622
2,545
3,149
1,531
448

Notes. a - Federal Emergency Relief Administration. Housing built under the Limited
Dividend programs by the RFC and PWA were not managed by the New York City
Housing Authority.
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Table 4.2: Definition of Variables
Variable
Public Housing

1934
Yes

1940
Yes

Share of Rent $a - $b

Yes

Yes

Distance to Public Housing

Yes

Yes

Distance to Nearest Park
Distance to Nearest Cemetery
Pop Density (000s/sq mi)

No
No
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Daytime Pop (000s/sq mi)

Yes

No

Home Ownership Rate
Share of Units 35 years +
Share of Units in 4th Condition

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
No

Share of Units as Multifamily

Yes

Yes

Share of Units Renting ≤ $9/rm

Yes

Yes

Share of Units with > 2 people/rm
(Crowded)
Vacancy Rate
Share of Nonwhite Families

Yes

Yes

No
Yes

Yes
No

Percent Black
Percent Foreign Born

No
No

Yes
Yes

Share of Families w/ No Autos
Share of Units with No Tub

Yes
Yes

No
No

Nearest Station (mi)

Yes

Yes

Distance to Grand Central Station

Yes

Yes

Definition
Dichotomous variable indicating if public housing project
constructed within the boundary of a census tract from
1934 through 1940. One project may overlap several census tracts.
Share of contract rents of rental-occupied dwellings within
four categories given per room per month. Categories include $0 - $19, $20 - $49, $50 - $99, and $100 and up.
Distance to the centroid of the nearest public housing
project.
Distance to the nearest park in miles.
Distance to the nearest public cemetery in miles.
Total population in thousands residing in census tract per
square mile.
Number of workers employed in a census tract in thousands
per square mile.
Share of occupied dwellings that are owner-occupied.
Share of occupied dwellings over the age of 35.
Share of occupied dwellings “practically unfit for human
habitation.”
Share of occupied dwellings in structures exceedings two
families.
Share of rental-occupied dwellings in which the contract
rent was at most $9 per room per month.
Share of occupied dwellings exceeding more than two occupants per room, not including bathrooms.
Share of unoccupied units.
Share of families that are non-white. Family generally follows the 1930 U.S. Census definition: “a group of persons,
related by either blood or by marriage or adoption, who live
together as one household.”
Share of population that is classified as black.
Share of population that was born outside of the United
States.
Share of families who did not own an automobile.
Share of occupied dwellings which did not contain a private
shower or tub within the unit.
Distance to nearest underground or elevated metro station
or to the nearest rail station in miles.
Distance to Grand Central Station in the borough of Manhattan. Located at 40.75◦ N 73.98◦ W.
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Table 4.3: Summary Statistics of Census Tracts - 1934 Real Property Inventory

Variable
Mean
Public Housing
0.0085
Pop Density (000s/sq mi)
29.52
Daytime Pop (000s/sq mi)
9.43
Home Ownership Rate
0.352
Share of Units 35 years +
0.254
Share of Units in 4th Condition
0.018
Share of Units as Multifamily
0.283
Share of Units Renting ≤ $9/rm
0.011
Share of Units with ¿ 2 people/rm 0.009
Share of Nonwhite Families
0.020
Share of Families w/ No Autos
0.566
Share of Units with No Tub
0.096
Nearest Station (mi)
0.60
Distance to Grand Central Station 8.69
Observations: 3,405
Source. See Section 4.3 for discussion of the sources.

Std Dev
0.092
39.70
51.00
0.297
0.331
0.076
0.347
0.060
0.041
0.090
0.321
0.206
0.54
3.74

Min
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.002
0.112

Max
1
306.6
1279
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.999
1.000
1.000
3.25
22.61
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Table 4.4: Weighted Summary Statistics of Census Tracts - 1934 Real Property Inventory

Variable
Mean
Public Housing
0.015
Pop Density (000s/sq mi)
83.38
Daytime Pop (000s/sq mi)
12.52
Home Ownership Rate
0.184
Share of Units 35 years +
0.431
Share of Units in 4th Condition
0.020
Share of Units as Multifamily
0.655
Share of Units Renting ≤ $9/rm
0.014
Share of Units with ¿ 2 people/rm 0.008
Share of Nonwhite Families
0.044
Share of Families w/ No Autos
0.813
Share of Units with No Tub
0.113
Nearest Station (mi)
0.28
Distance to Grand Central Station 6.25
Observations: 3,046

Std Dev Min
0.122
0
55.41
0
36.47
0
0.208
0
0.368
0
0.045
0
0.331
0
0.032
0
0.024
0
0.150
0
0.184
0
0.206
0
0.27
0.002
3.15
0.112

Max
1
306.6
1279
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.999
1.000
1.000
3.25
22.61

Notes. Observations weighted by 1934 population. 359 U.S. Census Tracts had zero
population in 1934.
Source. See Section 4.3 for discussion of the sources.
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Table 4.5: Summary Statistics of Census Tracts - 1940 United States Census

Variable
Share of Rent $0 - $19
Share of Rent $20 - $49
Share of Rent $50 - $99
Share of Rent $100 - up
Distance to Public Housing (mi)
Distance to Nearest Park (mi)
Distance to Nearest Cemetery (mi)
Distance to Grand Central Station (mi)
Percent Black
Percent Foreign Born
Pop Density (000s/sq mi)
Home Ownership Rate
Vacancy Rate
Share of Units with ¿ 2 People/Rm
Share of Units as Multifamily
Observations: 2,912
Source. See Section 4.3.2

Mean
9.28
68.79
19.90
2.03
3.56
1.00
1.85
8.57
3.16
23.70
36.88
34.00
7.91
0.49
20.33

Std Dev
16.57
25.24
23.21
8.08
2.72
0.64
1.19
3.81
12.06
9.38
42.61
24.70
12.21
0.98
24.49

Min
0
0
0
0
0.06
0.00
0.02
0.11
0
0
0.01
0
0
0
0

Max
100
100
100
100
17.67
3.42
7.18
22.61
100
87.50
262.15
99.14
98.93
13.79
100
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Table 4.6: Probit Estimates - Location of Public Housing
(1)
-0.00147
(0.00216)

(2)
-0.000599
(0.00243)

Daytime Density (000s/sq mi)

-0.0145∗∗∗
(0.00560)

-0.0126∗∗
(0.00586)

Home Ownership Rate

-0.529∗∗∗
(0.177)

-0.463∗∗
(0.198)

Share of Units 35 Years +

-0.0762
(0.255)

0.122
(0.313)

Share of Units in 4th Class

0.504
(0.568)

0.565
(0.592)

Share of Units as Multifamily

-0.155
(0.142)

-0.0291
(0.186)

Share of Units with ¿ 2 People/Rm

2.208∗
(1.293)

2.198∗
(1.242)

Share of Nonwhite Familes

0.959
(0.651)

0.981
(0.693)

Share of Families w/No Autos

1.069∗∗∗
(0.192)

1.184∗∗∗
(0.106)

Share of Units w/No Private Tub

0.957***
(0.173)

0.997***
(0.194)

Share of Units Renting ≤ $9/Rm

0.270
(0.671)

0.380
(0.754)

Nearest Subway Station (Miles)

-0.104
(0.263)

-0.183
(0.243)

-0.0767***
(0.0231)

-0.0512**
(0.0244)

Pop Density (000s/sq mi)

Distance to Grand Central Station
Bronx

0.308
(0.406)

Brooklyn

0.0772
(0.271)

Queens

0.486
(0.458)

Constant
N

-2.489***
(0.443)
3405

-3.175***
(0.586)
3075

Notes. Dependent variable is a dichotomous variable if public housing was constructed
in a census tract between 1934-40. Standard errors are reported in parentheses. * p
< 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01

New York
-0.0000277
-0.000273∗∗∗
-0.00995∗∗
-0.00143
0.00948
-0.00291
0.0415∗
0.0180
0.0202∗∗∗
0.0180∗∗∗
0.00509
-0.00195
-0.00144∗∗∗
3405

Manhattan
-0.0000714
-0.000704∗∗∗
-0.0256∗∗
-0.00369
0.0244
-0.00749
0.107∗∗
0.0464
0.0519∗∗∗
0.0463∗∗∗
0.0131
-0.00501
-0.00371∗∗
275

Bronx
-0.0000188
-0.000185∗∗∗
-0.00675∗∗∗
-0.000971
0.00643
-0.00197
0.0282
0.0122
0.0137∗∗∗
0.0122∗∗∗
0.00345
-0.00132
-0.000978∗∗∗
506

Brooklyn
-0.0000408
-0.000402∗∗∗
-0.0146∗∗∗
-0.00211
0.0139
-0.00428
0.0611∗
0.0265
0.0297∗∗∗
0.0265∗∗∗
0.00748
-0.00286
-0.00212∗∗∗
928

Queens
-0.0000182
-0.000180∗∗∗
-0.00653∗∗
-0.000941
0.00622
-0.00191
0.0273
0.0119
0.0133∗∗
0.0118∗∗∗
0.00334
-0.00128
-0.000947∗∗∗
1366

Staten Island
-0.00000776
-0.0000765∗∗
-0.00278∗∗
-0.000401
0.00265
-0.000814
0.0116
0.00505
0.00564∗
0.00504∗∗∗
0.00142
-0.000545
-0.000403∗∗∗
330

Notes. a - Shares are scaled between zero and one. Standard errors calculated using delta method. * p < 0.1, ** p <
0.05, *** p < 0.01

Pop Density (000s/sq mi)
Daytime Density (000s/sq mi)
Home Ownership Ratea
Share of Units 35 Years +a
Share of Units in 4th Classa
Share of Units as Multifamilya
Share of Units with ¿ 2 People/Rma
Share Nonwhite Familesa
Share of Families w/No Autosa
Share of Units w/No Private Tuba
Share of Units Renting ≤ $9/Rma
Nearest Subway Station (Miles)
Distance to Grand Central Station
N

Table 4.7: Marginal Effects of Factors Influencing Location of Public Housing - Column (1) of Table 4.6
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New York
-0.0000123
-0.000259∗∗
-0.00950∗∗
0.00251
0.0116
-0.000598
0.0451∗
0.0201
0.0243∗∗∗
0.0205∗∗∗
0.00779
-0.00375
-0.00105∗∗
0.00631
0.00158
0.00997
3405

Manhattan
-0.0000256
-0.000539∗∗
-0.0198∗∗
0.00521
0.0241
-0.00124
0.0938∗
0.0418
0.0505∗∗∗
0.0426∗∗∗
0.0162
-0.00780
-0.00218∗∗
0.0131
0.00329
0.0207
275

Bronx
-0.00000951
-0.000200∗∗
-0.00735∗
0.00194
0.00897
-0.000462
0.0349∗∗
0.0156
0.0188∗∗∗
0.0158∗∗∗
0.00603
-0.00290
-0.000813∗
0.00488
0.00123
0.00771
506

Brooklyn
-0.0000137
-0.000289∗∗
-0.0106∗∗
0.00280
0.0129
-0.000667
0.0503∗
0.0224
0.0271∗∗∗
0.0228∗∗∗
0.00870
-0.00418
-0.00117∗∗
0.00704
0.00177
0.0111
928

Queens
-0.00000968
-0.000204∗∗
-0.00748∗∗
0.00197
0.00913
-0.000471
0.0355∗
0.0158
0.0191∗∗∗
0.0161∗∗∗
0.00614
-0.00295
-0.000827∗∗
0.00497
0.00125
0.00785
1366

Notes. a - Shares are scaled between zero and one. Standard errors calculated using delta method. * p < 0.1, ** p <
0.05, *** p < 0.01

Pop Density (000s/sq mi)
Daytime Density (000s/sq mi)
Home Ownership Ratea
Share of Units 35 Years +a
Share of Units in 4th Classa
Share of Units as Multifamilya
Share of Units with ¿ 2 People/Rma
Share Nonwhite Familesa
Share of Families w/No Autosa
Share of Units w/No Private Tuba
Share of Units Renting ≤ $9/Rma
Nearest Subway Station (Miles)
Distance to Grand Central Station
Bronx
Brooklyn
Queens
N

Table 4.8: Marginal Effects of Factors Influencing Location of Public Housing - Column (2) of Table 4.6
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Table 4.9: OLS Estimates of the Influence of Public Housing on Share of Rents in
1940
Dependent Variable:
Inverse Distance to Pub Housing

$0 - $19
7.141∗
(2.800)

Share of Rents Between
$20 - $49
$50 - $99
$100 - up
1.441
-6.749∗∗∗
-1.833∗
(3.359)
(1.208)
(0.670)

Inverse Distance2 to Pub Housing

-0.466∗
(0.213)

-0.064
(0.246)

0.412∗∗∗
(0.085)

0.118∗∗
(0.040)

Distance to Park

3.070∗
(1.203)

8.053
(4.255)

-10.348∗∗
(3.603)

-0.775
(0.573)

Distance to Cemetery

2.626∗
(1.078)

-1.446
(0.973)

-2.274∗
(0.955)

1.094∗∗
(0.362)

Distance to Nearest Station

4.976∗∗
(1.770)

1.059
(2.880)

-4.104∗∗∗
(0.763)

-1.930
(1.109)

Distance to Grand Central Station

-0.912
(0.551)

0.814∗∗
(0.255)

0.581
(0.604)

-0.484∗
(0.216)

Percent Black - 1940

0.027
(0.061)

0.230∗∗
(0.070)

-0.230∗∗∗
(0.016)

-0.027
(0.029)

Percent Foreign Born - 1940

0.055
(0.130)

0.344∗
(0.143)

-0.335∗∗∗
(0.070)

-0.064
(0.035)

Population Density (000s/ sq mi)

-0.120∗∗
(0.039)

0.076
(0.040)

0.041
(0.034)

0.003
(0.019)

Homeownership Rate - 1940

0.019
(0.053)

-0.116
(0.059)

0.051
(0.077)

0.046
(0.025)

Vacancy Rate - 1940

0.096
(0.067)

-0.238
(0.114)

0.125
(0.086)

0.017∗
(0.007)

Share of Dwelling Units Crowded

2.164∗∗∗
(0.372)

1.589
(0.774)

-3.246∗∗∗
(0.430)

-0.506
(0.306)

Share of Units in Multifamily

0.208∗∗
(0.051)

0.046
(0.054)

-0.179∗
(0.082)

-0.075
(0.055)

Bronx

-4.913
(5.028)

13.583∗∗
(4.435)

-3.820
(6.968)

-4.850∗∗∗
(0.694)

Brooklyn

6.363
(4.565)

18.300∗∗∗
(2.216)

-16.075∗∗
(3.827)

-8.589∗∗∗
(0.913)

Queens

-1.409
(4.994)

21.918∗∗∗
(3.106)

-11.173∗
(4.672)

-9.336∗∗∗
(1.626)

Staten Island

15.211
(7.906)

23.764∗∗∗
(4.057)

-29.942∗∗
(7.367)

-9.032∗∗∗
(1.354)

Constant

-2.768
(10.062)
2912

29.670∗∗
(10.059)
2912

57.060∗∗∗
(1.670)
2912

16.037∗∗
(3.735)
2912

N

Notes. Standard errors are clustered by borough. * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p <
0.01
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Table 4.10: Average Relationship of Public Housing and Distribution of Rents using
OLS Estimates

Average Effect by Borough

New York
Manhattan
Bronx
Brooklyn
Queens
Staten Island

Share of Rents Between
$0 - $19 $20 - $49 $50 - $99 $100 - up
3.94
0.74
-3.33
-0.90
6.23
1.38
-6.01
-1.61
4.17
0.87
-3.97
-1.07
3.25
0.68
-3.09
-0.83
3.47
0.73
-3.31
-0.89
0.90
0.18
-0.85
-0.23

Average Effect by Distance to Public Housing
Share of Rents Between
$0 - $19 $20 - $49 $50 - $99 $100 - up
0.00 - 0.25 Miles
20.96
6.27
-21.72
-5.50
0.26 - 0.50 Miles
15.74
3.40
-15.09
-4.05
0.51 - 1.00 Miles
8.70
1.81
-8.27
-2.24
1.01 - 2.00 Miles
4.72
0.97
-4.47
-1.21
2.01 - up Miles
1.86
0.38
-1.76
-0.48
Notes. Based on the OLS coefficient estimates of the Inverse Distance to Public
Housing and its squared term found in Table 4.9.
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Table 4.11: Local GWR Estimates of the Influence of Public Housing on Rents in
1940
Dependent Variable:

Inv Dist to Pub Housing

Mean
10.993

Share of Contract Rents Between
$20 - $49
$0 - $19
Percentile
Percentile
Mean
5th
95th
5th
95th
% Sig
-863.5
941.9
0.974
120.976
-3377.7
2542.8

Dist to Park

1.147

-22.761

25.857

% Sig
0.974

0.975

2.326

-62.628

71.403

0.980

Dist to Cemetery

0.775

-32.570

32.617

0.988

-0.147

-92.894

89.175

0.991

Dist to Nearest Station

1.833

-27.798

35.161

0.970

-3.443

-72.601

64.325

0.977

Dist to GCS

1.124

-42.467

45.801

0.993

0.828

-118.785

109.782

0.996

Pct Black

0.037

-4.253

3.928

0.976

-3.408

-30.547

6.375

0.982

Pct Foreign Born

0.098

-0.923

1.028

0.963

0.471

-1.371

2.717

0.963

PopDensity (000s/sq mi)

-0.106

-0.578

0.146

0.971

0.148

-0.989

1.666

0.968

Homeown Rate

-0.032

-0.818

1.072

0.952

0.082

-1.095

1.670

0.977

Vacancy Rate

0.088

-0.762

1.225

0.963

-0.481

-3.022

1.566

0.951

Shr of Units Crowded

2.438

-3.767

10.606

0.963

-0.136

-16.728

18.952

0.959

Shr Units Multifamily

0.076

-0.592

0.844

0.958

0.138

-1.973

2.296

0.967

Constant
Bandwidth
N

-1.674
56.114

-529.7
520.1
30
225
2913

0.992

-7.837
38.151

-1633.5
1578.8
30
70
2913

0.995

Dependent Variable:

Inv Dist to Pub Housing

Mean
125.05

Share of Contract Rents Between
$100 and up
$50 - $99
Percentile
Percentile
5th
95th
% Sig
Mean
5th
95th
-1652.2
2171.8
0.974
17.33
-89.783
156.06

Dist to Park

-5.255

-66.392

50.080

0.974

0.601

-5.488

9.741

0.942

Dist to Cemetery

0.906

-73.430

75.215

0.983

0.857

-5.945

12.570

0.958

Dist to Nearest Station

-0.035

-58.003

62.167

0.968

0.243

-9.202

10.187

0.937

Dist to GCS

1.150

-89.467

98.184

0.996

0.737

-8.237

9.317

0.971

Pct Black

3.371

-6.118

30.559

0.987

0.543

-0.302

3.855

0.934

% Sig
0.936

Pct Foreign Born

-0.541

-2.871

1.129

0.953

-0.039

-0.333

0.123

0.914

PopDensity (000s/sq mi)

-0.005

-1.125

0.997

0.941

-0.005

-0.094

0.059

0.919

Homeown Rate

-0.027

-1.329

0.951

0.957

-0.044

-0.186

0.190

0.894

Vacancy Rate

0.318

-1.661

2.722

0.940

0.048

-0.165

0.338

0.921
0.878

Shr of Units Crowded

-1.932

-17.624

13.851

0.952

-0.360

-2.760

1.497

Shr Units Multifamily

-0.165

-1.576

1.615

0.955

-0.021

-0.286

0.145

0.932

Constant
Bandwidth
N

9.400
41.603

-1110.7
1067.6
30
95
2913

0.996

-2.670
71.102

-86.206
75.511
30
275
2913

0.956

Notes. % Sig indicates the share of coefficients that were statistically significant at
the 5% level of significance. The coefficient estimates reported at the mean, 5th and
95th percentiles are calculated using the subset of statistically significant coefficient
estimates.
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Table 4.12: Average Relationship of Public Housing and Distribution of Rents in 1940
using Local GWR Estimates

Average Effect by Borough

New York
Manhattan
Bronx
Brooklyn
Queens
Staten Island

Share of Rents Between
$0 - $19 $20 - $49 $50 - $99 $100 - up
1.13
12.78
16.79
2.30
5.83
7.63
-12.14
-0.20
-2.56
-3.88
1.45
0.63
24.16
-73.83
51.91
1.91
-15.72
89.63
-4.70
2.44
-1.61
1.27
43.28
7.59

Average Effect by Distance to Public Housing
Share of Rents Between
$0 - $19 $20 - $49 $50 - $99 $100 - up
0.00 - 0.25 Miles
-1.85
2.47
-3.61
-0.52
0.26 - 0.50 Miles
-1.08
1.54
-1.53
-0.17
0.51 - 1.00 Miles
-0.64
2.08
-1.39
0.04
1.01 - 2.00 Miles
2.46
-0.38
-1.32
0.53
2.01 - up Miles
1.04
18.07
24.64
3.15
Notes. Based on the statistically significant coefficient estimates of the Inverse Distance to Public Housing found from the GWR estimates in Table 4.11.
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Table 4.13: OLS Estimates of the Influence of Public Housing on ∆ Share of Rents
from 1934-40

Dependent Variable:
Inverse Distance to Pub Housing

∆ in Share of Rents from 1934-40 Between
$0 - $19 $20 - $49 $50 - $99 $100 - up
-2.566
2.409
-0.185
0.342∗
(1.679)
(1.418)
(0.409)
(0.155)

Inverse Distance2 to Pub Housing

0.130
(0.094)

-0.105
(0.080)

-0.005
(0.031)

-0.021∗
(0.009)

∆ Population Density (000’s/ sq mi)

0.104∗
(0.042)

-0.100
(0.057)

0.024
(0.060)

-0.027∗∗∗
(0.003)

∆ Distance to Nearest Station

0.741
(9.223)

27.257∗∗∗
(2.827)

-35.228∗∗
(10.371)

7.231∗∗∗
(1.494)

∆ in Percent Black

0.075
(0.039)

-0.048
(0.029)

-0.030∗
(0.012)

0.004
(0.023)

∆ in Homeownership Rate

-0.056
(0.031)

0.112
(0.059)

-0.053
(0.044)

-0.003
(0.016)

∆ in Share of Units Crowded

-0.026
(0.083)

0.182
(0.106)

-0.127∗
(0.051)

-0.029∗∗
(0.009)

∆ in Share of Multifamily Units

-0.007
(0.008)

0.085∗∗
(0.030)

-0.066
(0.031)

-0.012∗
(0.006)

Bronx

5.630∗∗∗
(0.845)

-1.239
(0.724)

-4.725∗∗∗
(0.301)

0.334∗∗∗
(0.068)

Brooklyn

5.133∗∗∗
(1.032)

-2.055∗
(0.837)

-3.169∗∗∗
(0.472)

0.091
(0.112)

Queens

6.138∗∗∗
(1.151)

-3.662∗∗∗
(0.692)

-2.067*
(0.817)

-0.409∗
(0.162)

Staten Island

6.492∗∗
(1.597)

-2.230
(1.065)

-3.816∗∗
(0.954)

-0.447∗
(0.200)

Constant

-6.263∗∗
(1.787)
2812

6.083∗∗∗
(1.176)
2812

1.079
(1.111)
2812

-0.898∗∗
(0.232)
2812

N

Notes. Standard errors are clustered by borough. * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p <
0.01
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Table 4.14: Average Relationship of Public Housing and the ∆ in Distribution of
Rents 1934-40 using OLS Estimates

Average Effect by Borough

New York
Manhattan
Bronx
Brooklyn
Queens
Staten Island

Share of Rents Between
$0 - $19 $20 - $49 $50 - $99 $100 - up
-1.31
1.25
-0.11
0.17
-2.41
2.34
-0.23
0.31
-1.56
1.48
-0.13
0.20
-1.20
1.14
-0.10
0.16
-1.30
1.24
-0.11
0.17
-0.32
0.30
-0.02
0.04

Average Effect by Distance to Public Housing
Share of Rents Between
$0 - $19 $20 - $49 $50 - $99 $100 - up
0.00 - 0.25 Miles -10.11
10.77
-1.77
1.12
0.26 - 0.50 Miles
-5.94
5.72
-0.54
0.77
0.51 - 1.00 Miles
-3.19
3.03
-0.26
0.42
1.01 - 2.00 Miles
-1.72
1.62
-0.13
0.23
2.01 - up Miles
-0.67
0.63
-0.05
0.09
Notes. Based on the OLS coefficient estimates of the Inverse Distance to Public
Housing and its squared term found in Table 4.13.
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Table 4.15: Local GWR Estimates of the Influence of Public Housing on the ∆ Share
of Rents from 1934-40
Dependent Variable:

Inv Dist to Pub Housing

Mean
-3.988

∆ in Share of Contract Rents Between
$20 - $49
$0 - $19
Percentile
Percentile
5th
95th
% Sig
Mean
5th
95th
-58.222
40.891
0.954
-4.625
-210.6
146.9

∆ PopDensity (000’s/sq mi)

0.009

-0.385

0.457

0.871

-0.128

-1.601

0.896

0.927

∆ in Percent Black

0.467

-1.136

3.684

0.909

-0.714

-6.082

2.917

0.903

∆ in Homeown Rate

-0.078

-0.612

0.348

0.903

0.064

-0.822

0.903

0.932

∆ in Shr of Units Crowded

0.267

-1.916

2.996

0.905

-0.394

-6.164

3.958

0.919

∆ in Shr of Multifam Units

-0.032

-0.249

0.234

0.889

0.120

-0.378

0.750

0.925

Constant
Bandwidth
N

-0.555
88.718

-14.509
12.858
30
290
2812

0.964

4.401
82.749

-28.815
42.345
30
275
2812

0.946

Dependent Variable:

Inv Dist to Pub Housing

Mean
7.084

∆ in Share of Contract Rents Between
$100 and up
$50 - $99
Percentile
Percentile
5th
95th
% Sig
Mean
5th
95th
-92.944
163.149
0.923
3.289
-15.512
33.390

∆ PopDensity (000’s/sq mi)

0.233

-0.623

1.678

0.948

-0.034

-0.294

0.180

% Sig
0.948

% Sig
0.904
0.913

∆ in Percent Black

0.273

-3.096

5.044

0.875

-0.074

-0.964

0.634

0.858

∆ in Homeown Rate

-0.038

-0.631

0.512

0.930

0.013

-0.147

0.178

0.907

∆ in Shr of Units Crowded

0.096

-3.463

4.347

0.878

-0.074

-0.884

0.824

0.821

∆ in Shr of Multifam Units

-0.058

-0.413

0.261

0.924

-0.013

-0.123

0.061

0.901

Constant
Bandwidth
N

-2.826
86.069

-31.361
17.546
30
285
2812

0.960

-1.222
87.909

-7.770
2.870
30
290
2812

0.950

Notes. % Sig indicates the share of coefficients that were statistically significant at
the 5% level of significance. The coefficient estimates reported at the mean, 5th and
95th percentiles are calculated using the subset of statistically significant coefficient
estimates.
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Table 4.16: Average Relationship of Public Housing and the Change in Distribution
of Rents from 1934-40 using Local GWR Estimates

Average Effect by Borough

New York
Manhattan
Bronx
Brooklyn
Queens
Staten Island

Share of Rents Between
$0 - $19 $20 - $49 $50 - $99 $100 - up
-1.25
-0.28
1.13
0.75
0.71
-2.19
0.07
2.19
-0.07
-0.26
0.02
0.27
-3.50
0.40
3.55
0.25
-1.15
-0.89
1.27
1.22
1.70
1.25
-4.14
0.26

Average Effect by Distance to Public Housing
Share of Rents Between
$0 - $19 $20 - $49 $50 - $99 $100 - up
0.00 - 0.25 Miles
-1.98
1.83
1.15
1.50
0.26 - 0.50 Miles
-1.93
-3.28
1.21
0.72
0.51 - 1.00 Miles
-1.55
-0.08
2.32
1.00
1.01 - 2.00 Miles
-1.24
-1.36
1.22
0.60
2.01 - up Miles
-1.17
0.08
0.96
0.76
Notes. Based on the statistically significant coefficient estimates of the Inverse Distance to Public Housing found from the GWR estimates in Table 4.15.
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Table 4.17: OLS Coefficient Estimates and Average Relationship of PWA and USHA
Public Housing on the Change in Distribution of Contract Rents from 1934-40

OLS Coefficient Estimates

Inverse Dist. to PWA Public Housing
Inverse Dist. to PWA Public Housing2
Inverse Dist. to USHA Public Housing
Inverse Dist. to USHA Public Housing2

$0 - $19
-2.59
(1.60)
0.16
(0.12)
-1.33
(1.46)
0.06
(0.07)

Share of Rents Between
$20 - $49 $50 - $99 $100 - up
2.36
-0.13
0.37∗
(1.43)
(0.31)
(0.13)
-0.09
-0.04
-0.03
(0.14)
(0.08)
(0.01)
1.24
-0.17
0.26
(1.65)
(0.11)
(0.24)
-0.06
0.01
-0.01
(0.07)
(0.01)
(0.01)

Average Effect by Distance to RFC and PWA Public Housing
Share of Rents Between
$0 - $19 $20 - $49 $50 - $99 $100 - up
0.00 - 0.25 Miles
-8.78
10.66
-2.84
0.96
0.26 - 0.50 Miles
-5.71
5.54
-0.60
0.77
0.51 - 1.00 Miles
-3.16
2.96
-0.24
0.44
1.01 - 2.00 Miles
-1.71
1.57
-0.11
0.24
2.01 - up Miles
-0.53
0.49
-0.03
0.08
Average Effect by Distance to USHA Public Housing
Share of Rents Between
$0 - $19 $20 - $49 $50 - $99 $100 - up
0.00 - 0.25 Miles
-5.85
5.64
-0.79
0.99
0.26 - 0.50 Miles
-3.26
3.04
-0.42
0.63
0.51 - 1.00 Miles
-1.68
1.56
-0.21
0.33
1.01 - 2.00 Miles
-0.86
0.80
-0.11
0.17
2.01 - up Miles
-0.28
0.26
-0.04
0.05

Notes. Standard errors of OLS estimates are clustered by borough. * p < 0.1, ** p
< 0.05, *** p < 0.01.
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Table 4.18: Local GWR Coefficient Estimates of PWA and USHA Public Housing on
the Change in Distribution of Contract Rents from 1934-40

Percentile
Inverse Dist. to RFC & PWA Public Housing Mean
5th
95th
% Sig
Dep Var: Share of Rents - $0 - $19
-177.2 -1,138.2 419.2
96
Dep Var: Share of Rents - $20 - $49
29.8 -1,397.0 2,448.2
97
Dep Var: Share of Rents - $50 - $99
18.69 -1,292.6 1,171.8
95
Dep Var: Share of Rents - $100 - up
-27.3
-542.6
228.0
93

Inverse Dist. to USHA Public Housing
Dep Var: Share of Rents - $0 - $19
Dep Var: Share of Rents - $20 - $49
Dep Var: Share of Rents - $50 - $99
Dep Var: Share of Rents - $100 - up

Mean
196.2
-69.2
-12.73
38.5

Percentile
5
95th
% Sig
-430.0 1,160.2
97
-2,823.7 1,235.1
93
-1,065.5 1,400.8
92
-212.5
615.3
92
th

Notes. % Sig indicates the share of coefficients that were statistically significant at
the 5% level of significance. The coefficient estimates reported at the mean, 5th and
95th percentiles are calculated using the subset of statistically significant coefficient
estimates.
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Table 4.19: Average Relationship of PWA and USHA Public Housing and the Change
in Distribution of Rents using Local GWR Estimates from 1934-40

Average Effect by Distance to RFC and PWA Public Housing
Share of Rents Between
$0 - $19 $20 - $49 $50 - $99 $100 - up
0.00 - 0.25 Miles -13.06
18.10
-5.17
0.05
0.26 - 0.50 Miles
-0.75
7.26
-12.51
-1.93
0.51 - 1.00 Miles
-2.30
3.84
-2.02
0.12
1.01 - 2.00 Miles
-3.39
4.78
-2.06
0.24
2.01 - up Miles
-18.33
9.44
-2.45
-2.23
Average Effect by Distance to USHA Public Housing
Share of Rents Between
$0 - $19 $20 - $49 $50 - $99 $100 - up
0.00 - 0.25 Miles
0.22
-5.75
2.08
1.36
0.26 - 0.50 Miles
0.32
-2.50
-0.16
0.43
0.51 - 1.00 Miles
-0.40
0.01
-0.42
0.17
1.01 - 2.00 Miles
-0.27
-0.08
0.10
0.31
2.01 - up Miles
18.06
-16.14
5.63
3.79
Notes. Based on the statistically significant coefficient estimates of the Inverse Distance to PWA Public Housing and USHA Public Housing found from the GWR
estimates in Tables 4.18.
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APPENDIX A

1930 U.S. Census Data (IPUMS)
The 5% population sample of New York City from the 1930 U.S. Census was provided
by the Minnesota Population Center. Similar to the 1% sample available, the data
contain an individual’s race, occupation, housing value or contract rent, birth state,
as well as street address among others. In order to geocode the street addresses from
the census, I employed several tools and additional data. I used an address locator,
LION, developed by the New York City Department of City Planning and is available
at http://www.nyc.gov/html/dcp/html/bytes/dwnlion.shtml. The address locator
provides a list of streets current through June 2009 as well as providing alternate
spelling of certain streets.
For the first pass, I matched approximately 63 percent of the nearly 90,000 households from the 1930 Census. To improve the match rate, I incorporated several
additional steps. For example, the street numbers within the borough of Queens
have a unique numbering system and the method inputted in the 1930 census was
incompatible with the geolocator. Specifically, some forms of addresses in Queens
hyphenate cross streets such as 50-01 61st St, Queens, NY (the cross street in this
case being 50th Ave). In some cases within the 1930 U.S. Census, this was recorded
by census enumerators as 5001 61st St, Queens, NY. I developed an algorithm to
reformat these addresses in a way recognizable by the geolocator. In addition, the
street addresses in the census sometimes omitted the type of street and thus I needed
to append street types for the addresses. A third issue involved demolished roads
which occurred on occasion from the construction of various public housing or other
residential and commercial structures within the city. Public Housing projects on
aerial maps uniquely contrast with the layout of much of New York, so I was able to
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manually scan the city for the various projects. Using the HOLC city survey maps,
I was then able to calculate the approximate street addresses that the structures
destroyed and therefore no longer in LION. It was then a trivial, albeit time consuming process to search the unmatched households for street addresses that matched
the criteria and hand check the addresses to see if a suitable alternative address (or
coordinates) could be determined.
The last step was to update historical street names. I obtained a list of historical
street names linked to the new name from Steve Morse, Joel Weintraub and David
Kehs at http://www.stevemorse.org/census/changes.html. Implementing these corrections through several passes led to a final pass rate of 82% of households from the
census.
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APPENDIX B

Public Transportation Data
I collected data on rail transportation for six public transportation systems in the
New York area that were open between 1930 and 1940: the Interborough Rapid
Transit Company (IRT), the Brooklyn-Manhattan Transit Corporation (BMT), the
Independent Subway System (IND), the Long Island Railroad, the currently named
Metro-north Railroad, and Staten Island Railway. I began by creating a list of active
stations and lines found in The Underground Guide to New York City by Dave Frattini
and cross referenced this list with a list of open and closed subway stations provided
at http://www.nycsubway.org as well as several historical subway maps obtained from
http://www.nycsubway.org/maps/historical.html. I then digitized the list of stations
in order to map the stations to each city survey neighborhood.
It is important to note that these public transportation systems were not the only
public transportation during this period. Certain sections of Brooklyn appear to have
had an active street car service and other boroughs also had fledgling bus services.
Unfortunately consistent information regarding the location of service could not be
located for this period. Without more information, I assume that bus access was
relatively uniform across the five boroughs and thus should not have a differential
influence on housing values. If bus service was relatively uniform, then distance to
the nearest employment center would likely be more relevant, thus the distance to
Manhattan was included to help proxy for the accessibility to employment. However,
subway service was likely viewed differently in New York than other methods of
transportation and it would capture an otherwise unobserved amenity.
I examined several ways to measure access to the subway. In Chapter 2, I measure
access to the subway by examining the share of a neighborhood within a certain
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distance to the nearest subway or rail station. I determined the percent of subway
access within a neighborhood by creating a buffer of 1/3 mile from each station
and calculating the area of the buffer that intersects each neighborhood would best
reflect the ease of access to a subway. For Chapter 4, I constructed a measure of the
distance of a census tract to the nearest rail or subway station in miles. The distance
is calculated using the centroid of the U.S. Census tract. As I had collected data on
the start and closure dates of the stations during this period. I am also able to look
at the change in public transportation access from 1934 through 1940.
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APPENDIX C

Full STSLS Regression Results from Chapter 2
The appendix provides the full Spatial Two-Stage Least Squares (STSLS) estimates
of the spatial hedonic model for New York City in 1938 from Chapter 2. The first
four columns relate to the coefficient estimates for the lower bound of the housing
value estimates and the last four columns refer to the coefficient estimates for the
upper bound of the housing value estimates. I correct for residual heteroskedasticity
and autocorrelation in the 2nd stage estimates by using the SHAC estimates of the
variance-covariance matrix described in Section 2.4.3 which re-weights the variancecovariance matrix using a non-parametric procedure.
The first stage of the estimator are given in the first three columns of each section.
The last column provides the second stage estimates in which the log of the assessed
housing values are the dependent variable. It is important to note that I included
the lower bound of neighborhood-level family income only as a regressor on the lower
bound estimates of housing value and the upper bound of neighborhood-level family
income as a regressor on the upper bound estimates of housing values in the sample.
Rho is the coefficient estimate on the spatial lag of the dependent variable.
Full estimation results of other models used in Chapter 2 are available upon request.

Dwellings - Masonry

Dwellings - Brick

Dwellings - Fair Repair

Dwellings - Good Repair

Avg Age of Structures

2-4 Family Structures

Single-Family Structures

Population Decreasing

Population Increasing

Percent Foreign Born

Income - High ($000s)

Income - Low ($000s)

Percent Black

In-Migration x Pct Black

Black In-Migration

Weighted X’s
Rho

Instrument I x Pct Black

Instrument I

-0.0002
(0.0006)
-0.0176
(0.0237)
0.0392
(0.0539)
0.1321
(0.1015)
0.1386
(0.1001)
0.0010
(0.0012)
-0.0209
(0.0319)
-0.0454∗
(0.0237)
-0.0007
(0.0224)
-0.0248
(0.0330)

0.0051**
(0.0024)
-0.0152
(0.0102)

0.000004***
(0.000002)
0.000001***
(0.000000)
Included

In-Mig

Dependent Variable - ln(housing values)

0.0096
(0.0146)
0.3480
(0.5746)
-0.3452
(1.3099)
1.4339
(2.4660)
1.4195
(2.4307)
-0.0015
(0.0286)
0.7173
(0.7748)
0.1547
(0.5750)
-0.6245
(0.5453)
-2.0584∗∗
(0.8024)

0.2810***
(0.0593)
-0.0752
(0.2467)

0.0014*
(0.0007)
-0.0553*
(0.0285)
0.0298
(0.0650)
-0.5486***
(0.1224)
-0.4441***
(0.1206)
-0.0048∗∗∗
(0.0014)
0.0172
(0.0385)
-0.0019
(0.0285)
0.0859∗∗∗
(0.0271)
0.0676∗
(0.0398)

-0.0036
(0.0029)
-0.0057
(0.0122)

Housing Values - Low Range
1st Stage
In-Mig x
Wxln(Value)
Pct Blk
“Spatial Lag”
0.000012
-0.000002
(0.000037)
(0.000002)
0.000027***
0.0000005**
(0.000005)
(0.0000002)
Included
Included

-0.0017**
(0.0007)
0.0211
(0.0282)
0.0333
(0.0691)
-0.6350***
(0.1088)
-0.2784***
(0.1058)
-0.0069∗∗∗
(0.0018)
0.2533∗∗∗
(0.0508)
0.1788∗∗∗
(0.0389)
0.0937∗∗∗
(0.0352)
0.0837
(0.0526)

0.2583***
(0.0606)
0.3350
(0.3397)
-0.0101
(0.0140)
-0.0012
(0.0054)
0.1456***
(0.0141)

2nd Stage
ln(Value)

0.0002
(0.0013)
0.0001
(0.0006)
-0.0176
(0.0238)
0.0321
(0.0607)
0.1298
(0.1074)
0.1511
(0.1067)
0.0007
(0.0012)
-0.0530∗
(0.0303)
-0.0548∗∗
(0.0235)
-0.0045
(0.0225)
-0.0447
(0.0331)

0.0049**
(0.0024)

0.000003**
(0.000002)
0.000001***
(0.000000)
Included

In-Mig

0.0085
(0.0303)
0.0106
(0.0139)
0.3463
(0.5724)
-0.3902
(1.4601)
2.3159
(2.5849)
2.5181
(2.5683)
-0.0104
(0.0286)
0.4106
(0.7297)
0.0753
(0.5658)
-0.6666
(0.5415)
-2.2847∗∗∗
(0.7961)

0.2681***
(0.0589)

0.0002
(0.0018)
0.0010
(0.0008)
0.0004
(0.0343)
0.0398
(0.0874)
-0.1564
(0.1548)
-0.1236
(0.1538)
-0.0032∗
(0.0017)
0.1065∗∗
(0.0437)
0.0478
(0.0339)
0.0877∗∗∗
(0.0324)
0.1284∗∗∗
(0.0477)

-0.0078**
(0.0035)

Housing Values - High Range
1st Stage
In-Mig x
Wxln(Value)
Pct Blk
“Spatial Lag”
-0.000007
0.000002
(0.000037)
(0.000002)
0.000029***
0.000001***
(0.000005)
(0.000000)
Included
Included

Table C.1: STSLS Regression Results - log(Housing Values)

0.0201***
(0.0019)
-0.0013
(0.0009)
0.0457
(0.0381)
0.1524
(0.0965)
-0.1042
(0.1461)
0.1138
(0.1444)
-0.0039
(0.0024)
0.3795∗∗∗
(0.0697)
0.2255∗∗∗
(0.0539)
0.1338∗∗∗
(0.0478)
0.1838∗∗
(0.0722)

0.0821
(0.0978)
0.9692**
(0.4762)
-0.0316*
(0.0190)
0.0031
(0.0075)

2nd Stage
ln(Value)
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Constant

Dist to Manhattan (mi.)

Cemetery (00s Acres)

Major Park (00s Acres)

Nearby Park (00s Acres)

Subway Access (Percent)

Home Ownership Rate

Dwellings - Frame

Dwellings - Stucco

-0.0135
(0.0247)
-0.0119
(0.0231)
-0.0003
(0.0006)
0.0003
(0.0003)
-0.0077
(0.0095)
0.0035
(0.0103)
-0.0193∗
(0.0099)
-0.0039
(0.0040)
-0.2683∗∗∗
(0.0868)

In-Mig

Housing Values - Low Range
1st Stage
In-Mig x
Wxln(Value)
Pct Blk
“Spatial Lag”
-0.5072
-0.0508∗
(0.6011)
(0.0298)
0.5274
-0.0534∗
(0.5618)
(0.0279)
-0.0114
0.0038∗∗∗
(0.0140)
(0.0007)
0.0095
0.0015∗∗∗
(0.0064)
(0.0003)
-0.2894
0.0071
(0.2296)
(0.0114)
-0.0718
0.0149
(0.2495)
(0.0124)
-0.2843
-0.0236∗∗
(0.2415)
(0.0120)
-0.1501
0.0118∗∗
(0.0976)
(0.0048)
-7.4406∗∗∗
8.5968∗∗∗
(2.1086)
(0.1046)
-0.0166
(0.0367)
-0.0974∗∗∗
(0.0364)
0.0029∗∗∗
(0.0009)
0.0019∗∗∗
(0.0004)
0.0001
(0.0143)
-0.0025
(0.0157)
-0.0198
(0.0152)
-0.0021
(0.0050)
6.2557∗∗∗
(0.5629)

2nd Stage
ln(Value)
-0.0333
(0.0245)
0.0008
(0.0230)
-0.0003
(0.0006)
0.0002
(0.0003)
-0.0094
(0.0094)
-0.0060
(0.0102)
-0.0111
(0.0098)
0.0002
(0.0040)
-0.3583∗∗∗
(0.0882)

In-Mig

Housing Values - High Range
1st Stage
In-Mig x
Wxln(Value)
Pct Blk
“Spatial Lag”
-0.7935
0.0885∗∗
(0.5892)
(0.0353)
0.7169
0.0001
(0.5529)
(0.0331)
-0.0107
-0.0018∗∗
(0.0137)
(0.0008)
0.0082
0.0031∗∗∗
(0.0063)
(0.0004)
-0.2533
0.0225∗
(0.2265)
(0.0136)
-0.2253
0.0152
(0.2463)
(0.0147)
-0.1714
-0.0404∗∗∗
(0.2356)
(0.0141)
-0.0862
0.0163∗∗∗
(0.0951)
(0.0057)
-9.3840∗∗∗
8.6339∗∗∗
(2.1239)
(0.1272)

Table C.1: STSLS Regression Results - log(Housing Values) - (continued)

0.1884∗∗∗
(0.0519)
-0.0836∗
(0.0479)
-0.0010
(0.0011)
0.0023∗∗∗
(0.0006)
0.0265
(0.0193)
0.0179
(0.0210)
-0.0407∗∗
(0.0201)
0.0066
(0.0065)
7.7770∗∗∗
(0.9266)

2nd Stage
ln(Value)
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